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I N education there is no challenge with greater priority than that ofdeveloping sound, significant programs of adult education.
Rapid changes in science and technology demand a constant up-
dating of professional and technical knowledge.
The unique arrangement between our two institutions is of par-
ticular significance in that it represents an efficient use of demon-
strated inst ruct ional and administrative capabilities while making an
educational contribution to the medical profession.
~~a~~
ERIC A. WALKER, President
The Pennsylvania State University
If
T HE modem physician is confronted by an al-most impossible task in attempting to keep
up with new developments in Medicine. The
great advances in medical knowledge in this cen-
tury are continuing at an ever-increasing pace.
Medical knowledge is doubling every 12 to 15
years. It is my feeling that this trend will accel-
erate. Such advances pose a serious problem for
the future of medical practice. No longer can a
physician graduate from medical school, read a
journal or two, attend a meeting or two a year
and keep up with medicine's advances. The book
he bought last year delineating treatment of a
certain disease may be out of date in six months
because of new advances. As a consequence, con-
tinuing education for the physician in practice is
more important than ever today and will con-
t inue to increase in importance in the future.
Innumerable courses reach but a few practi-
tioners. But they represent one facet of continu-
ing education to the physician given so that he
does not have to leave his practice, or leave it
only for a short time. If he can utilize these pre-
sentations and visits to the medical center, to his
medical meetings, to his hospital staff activities,
do his reading; seek consultation for application
to patients; carryon these functions in varying
degree as necessary for him, I believe he can
evolve a program which will be effective. But he
must be motivated to continue his learning and
we are back to the basic learning process instilled
in him in his undergraduate medical programs.
No wonder at Jefferson we do not want to satu-
rate the medical student with facts but want him
to learn habits to continue fact gathering and
interpretation all his life.
The program for practitioners is altogether
different from that of the medical student. They
are at various ages, with various degrees of train-
ing, various interests in different fields of medi-
cine, and are not motivated by an examination
coming up for a degree or a certificate. They are
not a captive audience as are the medical stu-
dents. They are busily at work in practice and
difficult to reach. No standard program or pro-
grams can be developed for such a group. Selec-
tive programs must be evolved for each individ-
ual and, where courses or exercises may be given
for groups, these, too , must be select ive.
The physician trained in 1940 was significantly
out of date by 1950 if he did not make a great
personal effort to keep up. And this rate of ob-
solescence increases every year. The revolu tion
in medicine today makes the physician trained in
1955 have difficulty in digesting the advances in
1965. This is why we teach the undergraduate
not only to learn facts but learn how to find and
utilize those facts. The doctor must be forever a
student.
Yet Continuing Education is looked upon by
some myopic members of medical school faculties
as an added burden, a program which they are
not quite sure belongs to the medical school. But
in large part medical education today is one long
continuum. Lifelong study is our objective. Day
by day the results of research must be trans-
mitted to the people and the practitioners must
do this job. The change is a constant and rapid
one. J efIerson must meet this challenge or rele-
gate itself as a teaching institution to but four to
seven years of the doctor's lifelong learning proc-
ess which averages 50 years. Continuing Educa-
tion is part of our responsibility. We must meet
this challenge.
JrIhtG~
WILLIAM A. SODEMAN, M.D.
Dean and Vi ce President for M edical A ffairs
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CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION AT JEFFERSON
ITS PHILOSOPHY, EVOLUTION AND PRESENT STATUS
THE OBJECTIVE
The objective of continuing med ical education
"is to make it possible for each physician to use
in his practice the modem medical knowledge
that continuously becomes available." This quo-
tation from a guide for educational programs was
adopted and published in 1957 and again in 1960
by the American Medical Association. Further
statements of objectives on augmentation an d
modification of an adequate initial education,
the acquisition of new skills, strengthening of
critical inquiry and balanced judgment have one
and only one aim: To assist the physician in his
demanding profession of providing the best of
medical care to his patients.
THE PURSUIT
The pursuit of this objective must be active
and continuing throughout the lifetime of the
physician. Modem medicine is so dynamic that
much of the best of undergraduate and graduate
education obtained five years before is obsolete.
To stern this tide of educational senescence there
are medical journals, hospital staff conferences,
general and specialty medical society programs
and many other activities including even the hur-
ried exchange of information at luncheon and the
corridor consultation-to name only a few. All of
these are of value or else they would have atro-
phied long ago. Still, no matter how good these
educational exposures may be, they constitute,
as Dryer expresses it, a pulsus alternans of edu-
cational opportunity.
Continuity, accessibility and convenience rank
high in the personal criteria of physicians con-
sidering postgraduate educational opportunities.
Continuity of the program with its implication
of calendar regularity which does not disorganize
the office schedule is important. Continuity with
its planned coverage and opportunities to revisit
subjects studied in the past serves the physician 's
memory better than sporadic studies. Accessi-
bility of the program so as not to penalize the
doctor who is a long distance from the centers of
Registration-s-an efficient business where
some important data
is collected about registrants.
Photo shows {from lef t} Dr. Philip J. Hodes , Professor of Radi-
ology and Head of the Department, Dr. John H . Killough , Assist-
ant to the Dean and A ssociat e Professor of Medicine, and Dean
William A. Sodeman , welcoming Dr . Jutras of Canada to the
Radiology Symposium.
The first meet ing of the Susquehanna Valley Con-
tinuing Education Association at the Geisinger
M edical Center, Danville , Pa. The panel includes
( from left ) Dr. Willard H . Love, Associate, Depart-
ment of Orthopedics , Geisinger; Dr. Thomas F.
N ealon , Professor of S urgery, Jefferson; Dr. Henry
Hood, Director , Department of N eurosurgery , Gei-
singer; and Dr . George Fahlund, Associate, Depart-
ment of General S urgery, Geisi nger. .
E veryone remains atten tive at a good symposium.
Dr. Jo seph J . Rupp, Associat e Professor of M edicine, J efferson , lectures
to physicians attending the Course in Endocrinology.
Post -prandial and listen ing atten tively to
another speaker, Dr. Wolfgang Frik , Head of the
X -ray Departmen t of the M edical Clinic,
Un iversity of Erlangen , Nuremberg, Germany . 5
learning is important. In other words, as far as it
is possible, programs should be planned so that
the doctor can obtain not only what he wants,
but also when and where he wants it.
It is difficult for medical societies, govern-
mental agencies, etc. to meet these criteria. They
have many other responsibilities, which demand
attention and none are organized primarily for
the purpose of teaching. Lacking faculties, they
tum to the medical schools when seeking aca-
demic competence in educational matters. There
would seem, therefore, to be little justification
for a third party between the physician student
and the medical school's teaching staff. In the
light of these circumstances, it was inevitable that
the medical schools themselves should be called
upon to extend their programs not only to under-
graduates and graduates, but also to the post-
graduates.
THE CONCEPT
In fact, the concept that medical schools have
a responsibility to assist the postgraduate physi-
cian in his continuing education is not new.
Abraham Flexner in his famous report of 1910,
which revolutionized undergraduate education,
discussed various aspects of postgraduate educa-
tion. At that time, the inadequacies in medical
education were in the undergraduate school;
hence, the report was devoted largely to this
area. As a consequence of this undergraduate in-
adequacy, most postgraduate instruction at the
time was in the nature of reparative courses. The
problem was the wide gap between what was
known and what was taught in medical schools,
and postgraduate instruction was utilized to cor-
rect the serious deficiencies.
Today the problem is quite different. Through
the observance of standards set by various ac-
creditation agencies, good instruction at the un-
dergraduate and graduate levels is widely avail-
able. But again, there is an informational gap;
this time at the postgraduate level. The escala-
tion of new knowledge in medicine has swamped
many practicing doctors. The trickle of knowl-
edge which in 1910 created problems in the
schools has become a flood which the busy physi-
cian of today cannot find time to filter and evalu-
ate as to significance and usefulness. There al-
ways has been a lag between advances in medical
science and their application in patient care. To
shorten the lag time, to help the physician at
the bedside, continuing education has become a
matter of growing concern.
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One might ask, whose concern? The answer
widely accepted is that the medical schools with
their academic competence, teaching skills and
facilities should shoulder the responsibility. In
1957, a statement by the American Medical As-
sociation's Council on Medical Education and
the Association of American Medical Colleges di-
rectly charged medical schools with responsibility
for "leadership in the development of adequate
opportunities for the continuing education of
practicing physicians...." Even before this state-
ment, schools had been providing postgraduate
instruction for physicians. In the academic year
1954-55, almost 19,000 practicing physicians at-
tended educational programs presented by 49
medical schools. By 1961-62, attendance had
risen to over 57,000 and 63 schools were active
in the field.
In the assumption of a new teaching responsi-
bility, a medical school administration must give
consideration to its resources so as to avoid any
weakening of its basic program. Larger schools
such as Jefferson with its sizeable depth in fac-
ulty numbers and skills have a definite advan-
tage. Given a faculty such as the one at Jefferson
with its enthusiasm and proven skills in teaching
and a growing depth in research, it was evident
that it could become a leader in continuing medi-
cal education. In addition to enthusiasm and
teaching skills, other criteria for appraising a con-
tinuing medical education program are good ad-
ministration, defined goals and a comprehensive
curriculum. Jefferson is certainly strong on these
items; so the stage was set. Dean William A.
Sodeman, a teacher with acute awareness of the
problems of medical practice, made the decision
to assume responsibility in this rapidly expand-
ing field of medical education. A beginning was
made.
THE BEGINNING*
The beginning of this program was actually in
discussions between Jefferson and Penn State on
an entirely different topic. The possibility was
being considered that graduate students might
be exchanged between the two institutions in
order that these students could take aJvantage
of facilities and faculties of both schools. As
negotiations proceeded, it was mutually accepted
that a program of continuing medical education
could well succeed if the academic talents of
Jefferson were combined with the administrative
facilities of Penn State.
* This section was written by Dr. Samuel S. Conl y, J r. ,
Assistant Dean.
•Both institutions, equally charged with the re-
sponsibility for continuing education, recognized
the need and demand for postgraduate medical
instruction. Jefferson lacked the extensive ad-
ministrative requirements; Penn State lacked a
medical school. This possible marriage of talents
seemed attractive so a trial program was planned
for central Pennsylvania for the fall of 1960.
"Hypertension-A Sensible Approach to Ther-
apy" was selected as the topic of this first semi-
nar, a topic which would be of interest to men in
all the medical specialties. The three-hour semi-
nar included both lecture and discussion and was
acceptable for American Academy of General
Practice Category I credits. The groundwork for
this first seminar had been laid well in advance
by representatives of Jefferson and Penn State.
To present the initial seminar two faculty
members from Jefferson along with observers
from Jefferson and Penn State traveled first to
York on the morning of November 3rd and then
to Chambersburg in the afternoon where they
repeated the program. The same program was
again presented on the morning of November
10th in Lancaster and in the afternoon in
Lebanon. The reaction of the participants was
encouraging and the two institutions discovered
they worked well together. The Jefferson staff
was relieved of local administrative details and
their discussions with physicians were exclusively
devoted to subject matter. Penn State admin-
istrators discovered that conducting seminars for
physicians was essentially the same as conduct-
ing programs for engineers or school teachers.
The initial experience helped formulate atti-
tudes and a philosophy regarding further con-
tinuing medical education programs. As time
went on, the philosophy underwent changes and
will undoubtedly continue to change. However,
the first concepts involved the following points:
It was believed that practicing physicians and
their communities could be served most effici-
ently if instructors traveled to their students
rather than vice versa; it seemed to make sense
that a few faculty members go into a community
rather than having the physicians travel to a
medical center which would temporarily reduce
the local medical manpower. It was also believed
that it was the responsibility of the community
physicians to help organize the program by pro-
viding the educational institutions with a co-
herent request for service. In planning discus-
sions, physicians were asked to identify their
needs and efforts were made to satisfy these. Re-
quests from organized medical groups-medical
societies, hospital staffs, county academies of
general practice-were welcomed. The inclina-
tion was to conduct programs for groups in coun-
ties which are some distance from centers of
medical education. The most pressing need
seemed to be in rural areas.
In the fall of 1961, Jefferson and Penn State
began their first full year of operating continuing
medical education programs. By the end of the
year, 30 community seminars had been con-
ducted, ranging from two to six hours in dura-
tion. They were held in 14 different areas-from
Erie, New Castle and Uniontown in the West ; to
Stroudsburg, Lebanon and Chambersburg in the
East. The programs were staffed exclusively by
faculty members of Jefferson.
The seminars were critically evaluated by
written word and verbal surveys, and ratings and
comments by persons attending were recorde d
and studied. These studies were of major im-
portance in evolving future programs and ap-
proaches.
During the first full year of cooperative opera-
tion in 1961-62, 75 discrete seminars were con-
ducted. By 1962-63 requests for seminars became
so numerous that limits had to be set on the
number of seminars operated in each loca tion.
However, the program was expanded somewha t
and the total attendance for the full year was
approximately 900. In addition to the seminars
which were operated at the request of medical
groups in the various communities of the Com-
monwealth, Jefferson and Penn State instituted
programs of continuing medical education in two
community hospitals.
From the very first, it was evident that a co-
operative effort of this type could render a valu-
able, needed service.
THE PRESENT
To the present, there have been several signifi-
cant modifications in the program. In the follow-
ing discussion they will be considered under three
major headings: (1) The Community Hospital
Program, (2) Courses, and (3) Symposia.
THE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL PROGRAM
As experience was gained in the initial com-
munity programs, it became evident that it
would be best to hold meetings only in com-
munity hospitals. The reason for t his is simple.
The community hospital facilities for teaching
are better and, if possible, physicians should be
oriented toward their hospital for their educa-
7
tionaI experience. An indirect but desirable gain
might be that the physician would come to parti-
cipate more in the other programs of the hospital
and thus enrich locally staffed educational efforts.
DIDACTIC LECTURES
In the beginning, the programs presented were
solely in the form of didactic lectures followed by
questions and answers. There is no doubt that
this format is very popular with practicing physi-
cians. For this reason, it must be continued to a
certain extent since participation in educational
activities is, and always should remain, a volun-
tary act of the intellectually curious physician.
On the other hand, psychologists have deter-
mined that learning at all levels is improved by
active participation. Didactic lectures do not call
for active participation. For this reason, the plan-
ning of programs now includes ward rounds, clini-
cal case conferences, and periodic CPC's, as well
as a lecture.
WARD ROUNDS
In ward rounds, the hospital physicians pre-
sent their cases to the visitor and discuss with
him the details of their management. By neces-
sity, the size of the group is limited, but the ac-
tive participation with the exchange of informa-
tion and rationalizations can be immensely valu-
able. As in any ward round, the cases have
ranged from the usual clinical entity where the
diagnosis and management are exemplary to the
problem case where new ideas are being sought.
Also, as in any ward round, both the teacher and
the host physician learn and broaden their ex-
perience through bilateral discussions.
CASE CONFERENCES
The clinical case conference is generally held
in a room with a considerably larger audience.
The history, physical and laboratory data are
presented to the visitor and the audience, and
the patient is brought in for examination or
demonstration. The visiting faculty member t hen
proceeds as he does in such conferences at Jeffer-
son. Desirably he calls upon the hospital radi-
ologist to discuss films; the hospital pathologist
to advise him on the normal ranges of laboratory
data at his institution and on occasion he may
seek additional information from other physi-
cians who have been involved in the study. The
potential for the exchange of ideas in such a pro-
gram is evident to any practitioner, and the ac-
tive participation of the local staff in the pre-
sentation is invaluable in teaching.
CLINICOPATHOLOGIC CONFERENCES
When CPC's are scheduled there must be con-
siderable prior activity on the part of the host
physician in selection of the case and the prepa-
ration of abstracts and lantern slides. The in-
formality of these conferences is comparable to
the clinical case conference and leads to a lively
exchange of views between the visitor and the
audience. Again , active participation of the audi-
ence is encouraged.
PEMBINE·TYPE CONFERENCES
Pembine-type conferences are held at some of
the hospitals so as to vary the educational diet.
This type of meeting consists of a review by the
visiting faculty member and local physicians of a
sequential series of charts of pa tients discha rged
with a particular diagnosis. The potent ial for
learning in this situation is evident to anyone
who has had another physician review his charts
with a fine-comb approach. These meetings, how-
ever, are not designed to constitute a record re-
view of physicians' activities per se but are de-
•
'uest Faculty: Dr. Harley Carlson,
onsultant, Section of Diagnostic
'oentgenology , Mayo Clinic, Ro-
'lester, M inn.
Getting it on paper for future reconsideration
is a step of students of all ages.
Dinner party during ti.
Obstetrics and Gynecolog
symposium.
signed to discuss in depth a particular aspect of
a single disease entity, using actual cases as ex-
amples for comment.
SPECIAL PROGRAMS
At t imes special programs are presented at the
community hospital. These are generally devel-
oped as part of a larger activity such as the ob-
servance of a " Founders Day," "Alumni Day,"
or "Doctors Day." Approximately three Jefferson
faculty members participate, often along with
local speakers, panelists and moderators. Jointly
they are able to review a clinical problem in
grea ter detail than in the usual community pro-
gram where no more than two Jefferson faculty
attend.
ACADEMIC VISITATIONS
Starting in 1963 and continuing into the fu-
ture, community hospitals are being invited to
participate in a program of two-day academic
visits. These visit at ions are so arranged that one
day of the visit is part of the regularly recurring
educational program that continues throughout
the academic year. On the second day, the com-
munity physicians are asked to arrange the pro-
fessor's schedule and to use him in any manner
that they see fit. The success of this particular
day is heavily dependent upon the imaginative
planning of the local host physician or the direc-
tor of medical education of the hospital. Learn-
ing to deal with the medical visitor so as to milk
the most from him is in itself a necessary educa-
t ional exper ience. The first year of this type of
program produced some interesting contrasts.
Where there was no local planning for the visit-
ing ph ysician , there was confusion as to how to
use his t ime. At the other extreme of the spec-
t rum, the visitor's schedule was so intense that
he re turned home from the visit exhauste d. In-
deed, one faculty member complained that he
suffered from bladder distention during a large
part of a visit because t he schedule included no
time in the W.C. By and large, however, t his type
of program has worked well becau se of the in-
formality of much of the stay and the oppor-
tunity for many personal communications with
the hospital staff.
COURSES
In the spring of 1964 ano ther variation was
introduced into continuing med ical education at
Jefferson. A carefully organized evening course
on diabetes was presented at the College. This
program was initiated in order to make available
to practitioners in the general area of Philadel-
phia a type of educational opportunity which did
not conflict with their own hospital programs.
This plan was approached with some trepidation
for there is so much educational activi ty in Phila-
delphia. However, the response in terms of num-
bers of registrants and their reaction to the qual-
ity of the course was extremely satisfactory.
During the current academic year, two courses
have been given. The success of the pro gram on
diabetics in 1964 called for another endocri-
nology course. Apparently as a consequence of
satisfaction from the previous year, the a t tend-
ance was doubled and the reaction expressed in
questionnaires distributed at the end of the
course was excellent.
Encouraged by this response to courses in
Philadelphia, it seems to be a rea sonably safe
assumption that a course presen ted in a central
Pennsylvania city of moderate size would be
successful. In response to a request from two
hospitals, a course in fluid or electrolyte prob-
Photo shows ( from left ) John C. McMeekin, District Admin-
ist rator, Penn State; Dr. A lvin Goldfarb, Assistant Professor
of Obstetrics and Gynecology , J efferson ; Dr. John H . Gibbon,
Jr., The Samuel D. Gross Pro fessor of Surgery and Head of
the Depar tm ent , J efferson ; Leigh ton van Nort, Officer in
Charge, Population A ffairs, U. S. Departm ent of State; and
Dr . Killough .
Guest Faculty: Dr. Har,
Jaco bson, Professor of Cli
cal Radiology , New Yl
University School of Me
cine.
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Participants in a seminar at York Hospital include ( from
left ) Dr. Joseph F. Rodgers, Instructor in Medicine, Jeffer-
son; Dr. Elliott L . Goodman, Associate in Clinical Medicine,
Jefferson; Dr. Robert L. Evans, Director of Medical Educa-
tion , York Hospital; and James P. Murphy, District Admin-
istrator, Continuing Education, Penn State.
One measure of a well-planned program-s-a large audience.
Listening to a discussion of tranquilizers are (from left) Dr.
Fred H. McClain, Jr. , Dr. Thomas R. Meley (Jeff '59) and
Dr. Richard P. Magee.
Medical education is lifelong learning for speakers and au-
dience alike.
lems was organized. The only stipulation of J ef-
ferson was that there had to be a pre-registration
which would guarantee at least 25 physicians at
each class. Somewhat to our surprise this figure
was easily attained, and to our amazement the
first meeting was attended by 48 physicians. This
course consisted of seven two-hour classes incor-
porating basic material with clinical discuss ions
and homework. Surveys after completion indi-
cate not only that the series was well received
but that there is a desire for an extension of this
type of program.
Up to this point the programs discussed have
been of two general categories : (1) The Commu-
nity Hospital Program; (2) The Courses. Both
of these educational programs are directed pri -
marily to physicians in Pennsylvania. Except for
nearby physicians in New Jersey and Delaware,
travel to classes of short duration is impractical.
A better rounding of the program would include
specialty conferences of two or more days' dura-
tion with extensive out-of-state publicity. For
programs of this magnitude there could be sup-
plementation of the Jefferson faculty with well
known teachers from other institutions both in
the United States and abroad.
SYMPOSIA
In 1962 a symposium on "Education in the
Community Hospital" was presented. This was a
very successful and rewarding experience for
those who attended; therefore, in 1964 it was
decided to expand this phase of Jefferson's pro-
gram. In line with the concept of proceeding cau-
tiously into the venture of major symposia only
two were scheduled. One was devoted to the
problems of internships in the community hos-
pital and the second program was on oncology.
Both came off well and physicians from more
than 20 states attended.
Encouraged by the success of these symposia,
five programs were arranged for 1965. Two have
been presented at the time this article is written:
"A Symposium on the Stomach and Its Sphinc-
ters" and "The Clinical Management of Human
Reproductive Problems." The first , presented by
the Department of Radiology, had 144 regis-
trants; the latter, by the Department of Obstet-
rics and Gynecology, had 351. To these totals
should be added approximately 50 and 100 re-
spectively to include the large turnout of resi-
dents from Jefferson and other institutions.
Questionnaires completed by the registrants have
indicated great satisfaction at the high quality of
•these programs. Advanced registrations and cor-
respondence addressed to the Office of Continu-
ing Education suggests that the remaining sym-
posia on "Vulvovaginal Disease," "Recent Ad-
vances in Surgery," and "The Care of the Epilep-
tic" will be equally well received.
The rather intense nature of these symposia
require augmentation of the Jefferson faculty
with physicians of note from other institutions.
During the current year, teachers from 24 dif-
ferent medical colleges and hospitals will join
our faculty on a temporary basis. Their names
are a Who's Who of medicine and they represent
institutions such as the Radcliffe Infirmary (Ox-
ford) , Johns Hopkins, the University of Michi-
gan, the University of Montreal, L'Hospital Bous-
sais (Paris), the University of Erlangen (Ger-
many), Harvard, U.C.L.A., the Royal Victoria
Hospital (Canada), Mayo Clinic, and so on. The
experience not only to the post-graduate educa-
tional program but to Jefferson in being host and
exchanging thoughts with physicians of diverse
origins has significance which is not directly
measurable.
Future symposia of the calibre given, inevi-
tably will reflect favorably upon Jefferson, its
faculty, alumni and students. To extend the im-
pact of these major programs, the date-savers
and final programs are mailed widely. In fact,
as many as 82,000 pieces of literature have been
mailed to publicize a single symposium. In addi-
tion, advertising space is purchased in selected
medical journals and advance news releases are
sent to the more significant newspapers in the
State. This somewhat sizeable operation will be
limited gradually in the future, but presently it
is necessary to get Jefferson's position in the field
of continuing education bruited widely. To a de-
gree, this helps in attendance, but more impor-
tant, it displays the high calibre of Jefferson's
programs.
ADMINISTRATIVE FACTS
MAN·HOURS
The total of man-hours spent in a program of
this magnitude is difficult to even approximate.
In fact, one is not quite certain as to what sort
of man-hours should be considered. Much of the
activity can be classified as creative thinking.
Since creat ive thinking requires no mechanical
devices and ideas are added bit by bit and often
at widely separated intervals, timing is out of the
question. Even the question of time spent by the
instructors in preparation for the programs would
Dr . Jo seph Medoff, Assistant Professor of Clinical
Medicine, Jefferson, discusses case histories.
Give and take in a panel discussion .
Dr. Medoff holds an informal discussion with interns.
It's fun when the program is a success. Dr. Killough
and Dr. Goldfarb assess results.
be difficult to measure accurately. The time spent
in preparing brochures, printing, settling upon
mailing lists, arranging for meeting spaces, audio-
visual aids, coffee breaks, accounting, photog-
raphy, completing phone calls, correspondence,
typing and many other details are also unknown
quantities. One fact is certain, this is a major
educational effort in reply to a major educational
demand.
FINANCES
As in any educational activity, the financing
of a program is a sine qua non for its initiation
and continuation. In the beginning, all of the
money for support of this program was obtained
by Jefferson and Penn State in the form of a
grant. In planning the budget for each program,
the overhead has been so calculated as to cover
all the items including the cost of faculty and
administration. In fact, at no time has continu-
ing education drawn funds from the budgets of
the two sponsoring institutions.
The Community Hospital Program and the
Courses became self-supporting in 1963-64. Be-
fore this time, support from grants had been
sought and obtained. However, it was felt that
the continuing education program was apt to
remain a hand-to-mouth affair as long as it was
financially dependent upon outside assistance.
Thus in 1963 contractual agreements were devel-
oped with the various hospitals which shifted the
financial arrangements to them. This has worked
quite successfully and again has been incorpo-
rated into the subsequent planning meetings
with the participating hospitals. The Course Pro-
gram has been entirely self-sufficient from the
very start.
The Symposia are not yet self-supporting. As
symposia take form and before they are an-
nounced publically, grants are obtained to guar-
antee that there can be no deficit. However, since
almost all of the programs have included a regis-
tration fee, it means that the grant request can
be worded in the nature of a guarantee that the
grantee will pay only the difference between the
actual cost of the program and the amount col-
lected at registration. This makes the arrange-
ment more attractive to supporting groups. On
occasion the collected fees have covered the en-
tire cost of a program. In such cases, the organi-
zations guaranteeing support have received offi-
cial credit for their aid, although the program in
fact cost them nothing. Should this trend con-
tinue, the symposia may also come to require
no grant support.
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ACCREDITATION
Accreditation for programs in continuing medi-
cal education is now being considered. The final
development of the mechanics for this have not
been completed by the A.M.A. There are, there-
fore, no officially accredited programs, but Jeffer-
son already has made its application for accredi-
tation. In the meantime, the programs are listed
in the annual continuing education issue of the
August J.A.M.A.
THE FUTURE
The future of Continuing Education is most
promising. Already the joint program of Jeffer-
son-Penn State is successfully fulfilling its obli-
gation to practicing physicians. In 1963-64 there
were 4,976 registrants at the various programs.
The program is of a size which compares favor-
ably with those few institutions which have been
in the field for a much longer period of time. The
quality of programs is good to excellent accord-
ing to questionnaires completed by participating
physicians. Still, there is little doubt bu t what
there will be modifications in the future.
Already there is a trend in the Community
Hospital Program toward the consideration of
topics in depth over a series of several meetings.
This is regarded as more effective than single
programs devoted to a variety of topics. Since
this modification does not increase the work load
on the faculty, it is being encouraged actively.
No doubt in time this will grow into the occa-
sional presentation of short courses at the com-
munity hospital. The total number of hospitals
in the program, however, will not vary signifi-
cantly from the present list of 21 hospitals.
The number of Courses for physicians to be
presented at Jefferson will expand probably to a
total of five or six each year. This will be growth
in response to requests from physicians in prac-
tice and from faculty members who themselves
wish to extend their contacts to regional physi-
cians.
Symposia for 1964-65 will total five. The num-
ber tentatively planned for 1965-66 is ten. One
of these will probably be classified as a confer-
ence rather than a symposium since attendance
may be by invitation only. To go beyond an
annual total of five to ten major programs of two
or more days' duration is not contemplated at
present.
Other means of reaching the physician are al-
ways under consideration. Recently Audio-Digest
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has begun recording a significant proportion ' of
the symposia. Where this is acceptable to the
faculty , it is encouraged because it is a good
means of furthering the already excellent profes-
sional reputation of Jefferson. It is not believed
to detract from attendance.
The possibility of publishing some of the sym-
posia in monograph form is considered at every
planning session. These instant books as pre-
pared by other groups are often poorly organized
and do not read smoothly. The material presented
is out-dated almost by the time editing, publish-
ing and distribution is accomplished. Still the
possibility is intriguing. Organizing the sympo-
sium to follow the lines of a text, careful editing
and utilization of a well known publishing firm
may solve the problems. To wet our feet in this,
one of the symposia to be presented in 1966 will
be published. Should this venture prove success-
ful , it probably will be followed sporadically by
other publications.
Various electronic aids are under constant re-
view-television in particular. Financial support
is generally available on a grant basis, but most
of it can be obtained for only a short period of
time. It is virtually impossible to collect fees
from a TV viewer; hence, the possibility of such
a program becoming self-supporting is slim. The
costs are huge and the value of television in
teaching the postgraduate physician are far from
being clear. In additions, the taping of a one-
hour program by a faculty member requires a
considerable team of professional broadcasters
and many hours of repeated filming. None of
these facts encourage leaping into this medium.
The present attitude is to wait and watch the
progress of other medical schools experimenting
with television.
The future will also include studies on the ef-
fectiveness of the educational program. Planning
already is actively afoot. A protocol for a study
of several years' duration is being developed
jointly by Jefferson and a governmental agency.
If it comes to fruition, it will be a unique con-
tribution to the whole field of postgraduate edu-
cation. No doubt other research projects will be
developed from time to time. In fact, the need
to communicate the facts of the present program
in a national publication are evident.
PEOPLE BEHIND THE PROGRAM
A discussion of the program, its objective,
philosophy, past, present, and future would be
cold indeed without reference to those who have
Photo shows (from lef t) Floyd Fischer, Director, Continu-
ing Education, Penn State; E. L. K eller, Vice-President,
Penn State; and N ewton O. Cattell, Assistant Director,
Continuing Education, Penn S tate.
The symposium about to start, 42,000 brochures printed,
and a mistake in spelling is discovered . Dean Sodeman,
Mr. McMeekin , and Dr . Killough confer.
Officials at medical semi nar in A ltoona include {from left}
Dr . Jo seph M. Stowell, Director of M edical Education,
Altoona Ho spital ; Dr. R ichard M. Denny (J eff '33) ; Dr.
James B. English , host for the seminar; Dr. Medoff; Ber-
nard F. Carr , Administrator, A ltoona Hospital; and Richie
Lucas, Semi nar Coordinator and Assistant District Admin-
istrator, Penn State.
contributed. It might never have started without
the push from "Dean Sodeman. It would never
have continued without his support and that of
the entire faculty of Jefferson. To date, not a
single faculty member has declined to assume his
fair share of the teaching responsibility! This is
a unique aspect rarely enjoyed in setting up the
curriculum of any teaching program. Dr. Samuel
S. Conly, Jr., the Assistant Dean, skillfully man-
aged the program in its infancy and has main-
tained the steady interest of a good family physi-
cian in the years of growth and maturity. On the
side of the Pennsylvania State University there
has and continues to be enthusiastic support
from President Eric A. Walker, Vice President
E. L. Keller and Mr. Floyd Fischer, who is the
director of their program on continuing educa-
tion. In addition, there are many of their repre-
sentatives "in the field" who contribute invalu-
Alumni Represent
Jefferson
ALUMNI have once again graciously con-sented to their Alma Mater's request to act
as Jefferson's representative at various college
inaugural activities.
Dr. Byrd F. Merrill, Class of S' 44, represented
Jefferson at the inauguration of Dr. Jacob J.
Hartstein as the first President of Kingsborough
Community College of the City University of
New York on March 25. Dr. J. Treacy O'Hanlan,
Class of J'44, represented Jefferson at the inaug-
uration of Dr. Wayne Frederick Geisert as Presi-
dent of Bridgewater College, Bridgewater, Va.,
on April 3. Dr. Edward I. Salisbury, Class of '15,
attended the inauguration of .Dr. Clifford Lee
Lord as President of Hofstra University, Hemp-
stead, New York, on April 28. And on May 13th
Dr. Morris Amateau, Class of '22, was present at
the inauguration of Dr. Samuel Brookner Gould
as President of the State University of New
York, New York City.
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able services. To keep our arrangements between
two complex institutions in strict order, my chief
contact is through Mr. Newton Cattell, Assistant
Director of Continuing Education at Penn State.
Together we have reviewed all aspects of our
joint program, visited all of the hospitals annu-
ally and discussed in depth new ideas for improv-
ing this service to the practicing doctor. For me
it is a rewarding and enjoyable experience to
work with a helpful administration, an outstand-
ing faculty and a considerable group of physi-
cians who are practicing lifelong learning.
JOHN H. KILLOUGH, Ph.D., M.D .
Assistant to the Dean,
Associate Professor of M edicine
SAMA Voted Outstanding
Chapter
THE Jefferson Medical College Chapter of theStudent American Medical Association, which
was headed in 1963-1964 by Dr. Alfred J. Martin
(Jeff '64), was voted one of the ten Outstanding
Chapters in the national, its citation reading:
"For its ever-expanding sphere of activity and
its conscientious concern for the welfare of its
members." Jefferson's was the only Pennsylvania
Chapter so honored.
Notice from Cardeza
Foundation
THE Charlotte Drake Martinez Cardeza Foun-dation at Jefferson is conducting a study of
red cell production in hereditary spherocytosis.
Patients with this disorder will be admitted to
the Clinical Research Center at Jefferson Hospi-
tal and studied before and after splenectomy.
This investigation will be greatly helped, if pa-
tients with hereditary spherocytosis, in need of
splenectomy, are referred to the Cardeza Foun-
dation, attention of Dr. Allan J. Erslev, WAlnut
3-1100, Extension 331.
THANK YOU,
DR. WILLAUER
Gathered around the portrait are ( from left)
Dr. Willauer, Dr. Burnett , and Dr. Parkinson.
" ONE has a rare opportunity in a lifetime to
have a teacher, an advisor, a taskmaster,
and a genuine friend all wrapped up in one man.
Many of us here today have had this unique ex-
perience in our relationship with Dr. George Wil-
lauer and we are gathered here to say thank you,
Dr. Willauer." With this tribute, Dr. P. Victor
Sencindiver (Jeff '52) opened ceremonies in the
Clinical Amphitheatre on April 12, marking the
presentation of Dr. George J. Willauer's portrait
to Jefferson Medical College. The portrait was
commissioned by a group of men who trained
under Dr. Willauer.
"I am very proud an d happy to be here this
afternoon and take part in these ceremonies for
an old and beloved friend," commented Dr. J ohn
H. Gibbon, Jr., in his introductory remarks. " I
took George Mueller's position as Professor of
Surgery and I was a little younger than a couple
of the men on the staff, but Dr. Willauer and Dr.
Walkling were admirably loyal and never wavered
in what we were trying to do on B service. They
continued this loyalty when services were uni te d
in 1956.
"One of Dr. Willauer's chief characteristics is
that he is devoted to his patients in a way that
some of us perhaps are not. He will never hesita te
to take the time and trouble to do all the minuta e
about the care of a patient, which many of us
tend to relegate to others." Dr. Gibbon then in-
troduced Dr. W. Emory Burnett, a close friend
and classmate of Dr. Willauer's. Dr. Burnett held
the Chair of Surgery at Temple University Medi-
cal School from 1944 until this past summer
when he became Emeritus. He has held many
distinguished offices having been Vice President
of the American College of Surgeons and Presi-
dent of the Philadelphia Academy of Surgery.
"It might alarm you to know that I could talk
about the fabulous George Jacob Willauer for-
ever," commented Dr. Burnett. "However, out of
consideration of your health and these hard
seats, which parts of me still remember, I will
try to restrain myself.
"Dr. Willauer was born in Stockertown, Pa.,
on September 11, 1896, of good and durable
German stock. In 1913 he entered Franklin and
Marshall where he worked and played vigorously
and showed diverse interests. In 1917 he left col-
lege to join the Army shortly after the U.S.
entered the First World War on April 6. He
wangled a leave from the Army at Commence-
ment to receive his B.S. degree. Serving first in
the 26th Infantry, later the 12th Cavalry, his
thoroughness and proficiency led to his becoming
a drill master for recruits while he was still a
Private.
"He entered Jefferson in the Fall of 1919,
when I first met him. Practically all of us were
just out of the military service, but George was
the shining example of 'good soldier' with neat ,
well-pressed clothes, shining shoes, and precision
of movement.
"He was a conscientious student. He didn't
participate in the usual target practice at the
heads of those sitting in the front row, using
peanuts, paper wads , and other missiles, nor did
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he join the front row recipients. He questioned
the propriety of our passing up over our heads
to the back of the room and down to the front
again a loudly protesting and very unpopular in-
structor in the chemistry department. He was
one of the 30 per cent in the large class of 180
freshmen who passed without a condition."
Dr. Burnett spoke of their association with
AKK medical fraternity, where Dr. Willauer
made many contributions to its progress. He
served as manager of the dining room, was in-
strumental in the purchase of AKK's present
home across from the Daniel Baugh Institute of
Anatomy, and was President of the society in his
senior year.
"Upon graduating," Dr. Burnett continued,
"Dr. Willauer was enthusiastically chosen by the
staff for the coveted 27 month Jefferson intern-
ship. Here we worked like beavers. There were
only 13 interns and no residents, except the chief
resident, for 500 beds and in our second year we
inherited another 100 beds in the newly-opened
Samuel Gustine Thompson Building.
"George with his usual perception and thor-
oughness would study each service he was to
enter and the idiosyncrasies and desires of the
chiefs on that service. His patients loved him and
his chiefs commended him and gave him much
more responsibility, opportunity and operating
than most interns received.
"During his internship in 1923 he married his
long time sweetheart, the charming Mary Eshel-
man. He has been a loving and considerate hus-
band and they have been an effective and happy
team for 43 years. He was a good father and de-
rived great satisfaction from the development
arid accomplishments of his children. The lovely
Ellen, now Mrs. Roger Decker, has, among other
things, made him a doting grandfather. George,
Jr. , very wisely avoided the frustrating life of
a doctor of medicine and has become a brilliant
liberal arts teacher.
"After a year of postgraduate study in Europe,
George returned to the surgical department at
Jefferson where he has established an enviable
reputation. This developed from his unusual
ability, hard work far beyond the call of duty,
and the projection of his marvelous character
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The Willauer family ( from left) includes grandson
Thomas Decker, son-in-law Roger Decker, son
Georg e, Jr. , daughter Ellen , and Mrs. and Dr. Wil-
Lauer.
into the conduct of patient care adhering to the
high standards he set for himself and all others
who were concerned with caring for his patients.
"George took a great interest in the beginning
of surgery of the chest and helped to discover
and formulate the rules and techniques for its in-
creasing success. He became especially expert in
the surgery of tuberculosis of the lungs and its
many serious complications. This type of surgery
was the most difficult and ticklish of any of the
diseases in the chest. Over more than 30 years
he was instrumental in restoring to health count-
less patients at Eagleville Sanatarium, Pine St.,
and the Barton Memorial division of Jefferson.
"He has always been extremely accurate in
reading character and honesty. This might be il-
lustrated by the occasion when a surgical patient
of his with a disturbed psyche kept threatening
to jump out of the hospital window. Finally
George took him to the window, opened it, ob-
served that the six floor height should be ade-
quate, and offered to help him up on the window
•,
sill. The patient's bluff promptly collapsed, and
he never mentioned jumping again.
"There is hardly a Jefferson student of the last
25 years who does not remember some of the
sound principles and practical applications he
impressed upon them with his lucid and colorful
explanations. Most of them also were inspired by
his high standards of excellence and regard for
the patients' welfare and his impatience with
those who were not similarly motivated. One of
his tricks to keep them alert and receptive was
to call any inattentive one which his sharp eye
detected into this pit and have him make the
examination and express his ideas of manage-
ment. Needless to say, this kept attention at a
high level. His teaching has become legendary.
Naturally the surgical residents and younger
staff surgeons have been more intimately associ-
ated with and longer exposed to his teaching and
example and they admire him even more. The
reason for this happy ceremony is that Dr.
Sencindiver and a group of others with such op-
portunity wish to present a token of their appre-
ciation and have had this portrait made.
"In the early years of his practice George's
philosophy included not only helping his chiefs
with their ward and outpatient services but being
always available to cover their patients when
they were away, ill or even night or holiday calls.
Consequently he took no vacation for seven
years. At this time his health broke down and he
spent three summer months in bed. Late in Au-
gust, Dr. William Parkinson, the Dean who made
Temple a good medical school, Dr. Newton Wy-
man, a surgical resident whose father had a de-
lightful lakeshore cottage in Lakewood, Maine,
and I dragged the emaciated George from his
sick bed, packed him in the back seat of Parkie's
sedan and took him to visit the Wymans in Lake-
wood. There good food, companionship and in-
creasing amounts of recreation, later including
before-breakfast swims in the cold lake, made
George blossom like a well fertilized flower.
"I believe it was then he learned the value of
vacations in preserving health and the strength
needed for his arduous schedule. He learned this
lesson well and has progressively increased the
amount of vacation to two to three months a
year. This enabled him to revive his interests in
fishing and in hunting various types of game. Not
only has this given him health and pleasure, but
as usual, he has spread this pleasure among his
friends with elaborate dinners built extensively
on game he has brought in, prepared by himself
or under his direction and garnished with sauces
of his own devising. The results make gourmets
rock with delight. He has fished all the rivers in
Maine, many in New Brunswick, and has plans
for this summer to invade Ireland to see if their
fish are any smarter.
"It is a pleasure to tell his friends of some of
the sidelights and to be here when his residents
crystallize in a portrait one of Jefferson's best-
traditions. He is one of the finest and most love-
able men I know."
Dr. Sencindiver with the aid of Master Thomas
Decker, Dr. Willauer's grandson, then unveiled
the portrait, which was painted by Erik Haupt,
whose work graces every state on the Eastern
seaboard from Canada to Florida.
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The portrait was accepted on behalf of the
College by Dean Sodeman, who said, " I think
you can "all realize in just a glimpse at this por-
trait its importance in our collection because it
represents a great Jeffersonian. I t hink it's par-
ticularly gratifying to all of us to realize that a
group who trained under D r. Willauer spon-
taneously came forward to present this portrait
of Dr. Willauer to the College. It is a tribute to
Dr. Willauer and to Jefferson."
Dr. Sencindiver then called on Dr. Willauer
who said, " I have never seen so many of my
friends gathered in one place in all my life and
doubt that I will ever have t he same opportunity
again. I must thank my lads for giving me this
afternoon and for the winter. What an afternoon!
What a winter! I have never known anything like
it. First Ferguson wasn 't around and the ins t ru-
ment man wasn't around.
I could not stand here befo re you without ac-
knowledging my eternal gra ti tude to Burn et t
and Bill Parkinson for having saved my life in
'32. They showed an unselfishness that is hard
to beat. Those two bachelors-about-town sold
their Pierce Arrow convertible, bou ght a Buick
sedan, put me in the back of it , and took me to
Maine to recover my health. That was a great
epoch in my life and this afternoon is another
one. If I were a singer I would sing that old song
from Oklahoma, ' I've got a wonderful feeling ,
and everything's going my way,' but since I can't
sing, I will simply say thank you from the bot-
tom of my heart."
Newark Ear and Eye Infirmary
Honors the Late Dr. Hughes
T HE Newark Ear and Eye Infirmary has paidtribute to t he late Dr. Lee W. Hughes, Class
of 1916, in naming the department of Neuro-
Muscular Anomalies in his memory. At a meet-
ing of the Staff of the Newark Eye and Ear In-
firmary on May 1, 1964, the following Resolution
was unanimously adopted and incorporated in
their minutes.
WHEREAS, on January 25, 1964, it
pleased Almighty God in his Infinite Wis-
dom to take from us our colleague and
friend,
LEE WESTLAKE HUGHES,
And WHEREAS, Lee Westlake Hughes,
Doctor of Medicine, Ophthalmologist, was
appointed a member of the Medical Staff
of the Newark Eye and Ear Infirmary in
1921 as an Assistant Surgeon in the Eye
Department, and having served with dis-
tinction was appointed Attending Surgeon
in 1949, and .
WHEREAS, throughout his service his
main interest in Ophthalmology was in the
field of anomalies of the extra-ocular mus-
cles, and
WHEREAS, this interest led to the devel-
opment of special skills in the management
of strabismus in the eyes of children and
the development of a clinic in the Newark
Public School system for the care of am-
blyopic and cross-eyed children, and
WHEREAS, his work led to the advance-
ment of our knowledge of amblyopia and
of strabismus and was a constant stimula-
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tion to the staff men in consideration of
this subject, and
WHEREAS, the achievement of this pro-
gram has brought distinction and recogni-
tion to the Infirmary as an outs tanding in-
stitution in this field of endeavor, and
WHEREAS, Dr. Hughes supported the In-
firmary with loyalty and distinction bring-
ing prestige to this hospital during his en-
tire career, and
WHEREAS, Dr. Hughes' interest and
service culminated in the development of
an outstanding program for the study of
strabismus, the teaching of this subject, the
care of strabismic patients in the Newark
Eye and Ear Infirmary, therefore be it
RESOLVED, That the present facility de-
veloped at the Newark Eye and Ear In-
firmary for the study and rehabilitati on of
strabismic and amblyopic patients be
named the LEE WESTLAKE HUGHES
DEPARTMENT OF NEURO-MUSCU-
LAR ANOMALIES.
Dr. Anthony M. Sellitto, Class of 1933, who
was named to head the Department, says of Dr.
H ughes : " Dr. Hughes was one of our loyal Alumni
and he served extremely well as Co-Agent for
the Class of 1916 in Annual Alumni Givin g. He
endeared himself to all. Those of us who were
fortunate enough to be taken under his wing
learned considerably from his vast knowled ge of
his specialty, Ophthalmology, and, in particular,
Ocular-Muscle Anomalies."
..
.,
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A Program of Love
T HE Philadelphia Center for Older P eople, aUnited Fund Agency, operating on a shoe
string budget, had occupied tiny quarters at 921
North 6th Street since 1952. Last fall the Center
accepted the offer to purchase larger quarters at
1340 Lombard Street, and approximately 400
members, aged 60 plus, set to work to make their
own contribution to their new quarters.
Deciding that $1000 was needed to outfi t one
room properly, the members, some who are re-
ceiving aid from the anti-poverty program, began
their fund raising. They held penny parties, auc-
tions, bake sales, slide shows , a bazaar, and a
rummage sale, and contributed as much of their
own money as they could spare. Achieving the
money was only half the battle; they then set to
work with energetic zeal wall-papering and paint-
ing their new main meeting and classroom. The
entire project took the members only six months
to accomplish.
The six months of hard work was culminated
on March 8th at ceremonies dedicating the room
to Dr. John N. Lindquist, Assistant P rofessor of
Clinical Medicine, and head of Geriatrics at
Jefferson. In honoring Dr. Lindquist, Mrs. Ella
Vigue said, " I have been given the signal honor
of making this occasion a memorable one in the
progress of attaining these new quarters for the
Philadelphia Center for Older People.
"On behalf of all the members, the staff and
our Executive Director, Mrs. Jean Fisher, as well
as our dedicated Board members, without whom
this whole project would not have been possible,
it is my privilege and pleasure to present to you ,
Doctor Lindquist, this meeting room as our ex-
pression of love and respect for all your efforts in
our behalf.
Photo by Philadelph ia Daily N ews
Mrs. Ella Vigue, representing the Philadelph ia Cen-
ter for Older Peop le, presents the key to the new
meeting room to Dr. Lindquist.
"For four years or more you have been unself-
ishly serving the Center with your heart and
mind and hands. Besides arranging Geriatric
service for our members, at the Jefferson Hospi-
tal, where hundreds of our people have been
served, and some continue to attend, you have
stormed every place and person who might be of
service to you in your efforts to bring better
physical and social well being to our older people.
Any service from City, State or Washington that
might possibly be available, you have investi-
gated, and if possible, you will see that we are
benefited.
"T his has been a program of love. You should
hear how your name is men t ioned in our groups.
Like a loving pastor over his flock, you are re-
vered and respected, and this has been a most
interesting project planning this surprise for you.
Excitement ran high , and many hou rs of thought
and labor have gone into it. May you enjoy many
happy and profitable hours here, and may God
continue to bless all your hopes and efforts."
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COLLEGIA
MED ICA
SQU IBB
( From left ) Dr. Sodeman and Mr. Stock admire artist Ben Eisenstat's work.
A LONG-RANGE plan to create a collectionof original oil paintings of the 83 accredited
four-year American medical schools was inaugu-
rated on March 2nd with the unveiling and pre-
sentation of a painting of the facade of Jefferson
Medical College to Dr. William A. Sodeman,
Dean and Vice President for Medical Affairs.
The project under sponsorship of E. R. Squibb &
Sons, New York pharmaceutical manufacturer, is
known as "Collegia Medica Squibb."
The painting depicts the main entrance on
Walnut Street and is the work of Philadelphia
artist Ben Eisenstat, Associate Professor at the
Philadelphia Museum College and an Instructor
at the Museum of Art. Dr. Sodeman felt that
this particular view captures the structural indi-
viduality of the school and is the one aspect of
the building best remembered by every Jefferson
graduate.
The presentation was made at a luncheon held
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at The Racquet Club of Philadelphia. Participat-
ing, in addition to citizens of prominence in edu-
cation, government, and medicine, were Mr.
James M. Large, Chairman of the Board of
Trustees of The Jefferson Medical College and
Medical Center; Mr. William W. Bodine, Jr.,
President, The Jefferson Medical College and
Medical Center; Mr. Fred J. Stock, Vice Presi-
dent of Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation
and General Manager of the Squibb Division;
and George S. Squibb, Vice President for Mar-
keting.
Mr. Stock, in addressing the luncheon gather-
ing, said, "The Bicentennial of Medical Educa-
tion in America is being celebrated this year.
Squibb offers the 'Collegia Medica' in recogni-
tion of the world's greatest system of medical
education."
Mr. Squibb, in presenting the painting to Dr.
Sodeman, commented that it is "only natural
that this great Philadelphia institution which has
graduated more medical degrees than any other
American meoicai cOllege-over ~O,OOO in all-
should be chosen as the first subject of this en-
during program. It is also natural," he continued,
" that we at Squibb are justly proud that our
founder-my great grandfather-Dr. Edward
Robinson Squibb received his Doctorate of Medi-
cine at Jefferson over a century ago." (Dr.
Squibb was graduated from Jefferson in 1845.)
Photographs of this and future paintings will
appear in a series of full-color three-page spreads
in the Journal of th e American M edical Associa-
tion , the Journal of M edical Education, N ew
Physician, and the official sta te medical associ-
>/
Mr. Bodine chats with City Health Commissioner
Dr. Norman H. Ingraham
ation journals of the states in which the medical
schools are located.
In addition, Squibb will mail to each graduate
of the individual medical schools a color repro-
duction of the painting, suitable for framing. The
"Collegia Medica" program is under the super-
vision of John J. Cunningham, formerly Director
of the National Sculpture Society and a trustee
of the Hyde Collection of Fine Arts.
The program was launched after consultation
and discussion with the three organizations most
intimately concerned with medical education-
the American Medical Association, the Associa-
tion of American Medical Colleges, and the Stu-
dent American Medical Association.
Mr. Squibb addresses the lun cheon gath ering. At his
right is Paul D'Ortona , President , City Counci l.
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PROMOTIONS, NEW APPOINTMENTS, AND RESIGNATIONS
PROMOTIONS
IN MIN YOUNG, M.D., from Research Associ-
ate in Otolaryngology to Assistant Professor of
Otolaryngology.
LEROY NEWMAN, M.D., from Inst ructor in
Pediatrics to Associate in Pediatrics.
AMIR H. SHAHANDEH, M.D., from Assistant in
Anesthesiology to Instructor in Anesthesiology.
APPOINTMENTS
HENRY S. BRENMAN, B.S., M.S., D.D.S., Re-
search Associate in Pediatrics (Dentistry).
GEORGE BEREZNICKI, M.D., Instructor in Medi-
cine.
JOHN L. GREEN, M.D.C.M., Instructor in Pedi-
atrics.
LYANA LoUISE SHUSTER, B.A., M.D., Instruc-
tor in Otolaryngology (Audiology) .
JAMES W. SAPP, JR., M.D. , M.S. (Psychiatry) ,
Instructor in Psychiatry.
MARIUS PETER VALSAMIS, A.B., M.D., Instruc-
tor.in Neurology (Neuropathology) and Instruc-
tor in Pathology.
JAY A. WENGER, B.A., M.D., Instructor in
Radiology.
CHARLES M. ALEXANDER, M.D., Assistant in
Ophthalmology.
PHILIP L. DELoNG, A.B., M.D., Assistant in
Anesthesiology.
FORREST C. EGGLESTON, A.B., M.D., Research
Fellow in Surgery.
SYED ABDUS SALAM, B.S., M.S., Research Fel-
low in Microbiology.
TERMINATIONS AND RESIGNATIONS
THOMAS R. HOUSEKNECHT, A.B., M.D. , Re-
search Associate in Psychiatry.
HERBERT LIPSHUTZ, A.B., M.D., Associate in
Surgery.
KESHAB DUTT PANT, B.A. , M.S. , Research As-
sociate in Microbiology.
BALEKUDRU G. ACHAR, D.M. & S., M.B.B.S.,
Inst ructor in Surgery.
ARNOLD A. BANK, A.B. , M.D., Instructor in
Neurology.
WILLIAM K. GORHAM, III, A.B., M.D., In-
structor in Surgery.
W. WILSON WREN, B.A. , M.D. , Instructor in
Psychiatry.
ROHLO ANDREA ARDIZONE, A.B., M.D., Assist -
in Surgery (Plastic).
WILLIAM D. BONATTI, B.S., M.D., Assistant in
Ophthalmology.
DOROTHY L. L. MATHOT, B.A., M.Ed., Assist -
ant in Psychiatry.
Vu QUI DAI, M.D. , Research Fellow in Micro-
biology.
MOHAMMAD RAHMAN, B.B.S., M.P.H., Re-
search Fellow in Microbiology.
MARTIN F. TANSY, Ph.D., Research Fellow in
Physiology.
GERARD J. MCGARRITY, B.S., Teaching Fellow
in Microbiology.
DEATH
RALPH C. HAND, B.S., M.D., Associate in Or-
thopedic Surgery.
•
WILLIAM H. SCHMIDT, M.D.
Associate Professor of Physical Therapy (Honorary)
April 15, 1965
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News of College Departments
r
•
ANESTHESIOLOGY
DR . LOUIS J.
HAMPTON, Professor
of Anes thes iology
and Head of the De-
partment, was dis-
cussant of a paper
entitled " Cli n ica l
Experiences with Deliberate Hypotension" pre-
sented at the International Anesthesia Research
Society meeting, March 29th in Washington,
D. C. On April 15th he discussed "At ropine and
Antiquity in Anesthetic Medication" at an Anes-
thesia Seminar at the Hospital of St. Raphael,
New Haven, Conn. Dr. Hampton and DR. DON-
ALD L. CLARK, Associate in Anesthesiology, at-
tended the Associa tion of University Anesthe-
tists in Philadelphia on February 11 through
February 13.
DR. SANDRA DEUTCHMAN, Instructor in Anes-
thesiology, attended the Conference on Respira-
tory Care in Miami Beach, Florida, in January
1965.
DERMATOLOGY
DR. JOHN F. WILSON, Associate Professor of
Dermatology, attended the meeting of the Ameri -
can Dermatological Association, February 25 to
March 2, in Boca Raton, Florida. From there Dr.
Wilson flew to Mexico City where he addressed
the Department of Dermatology of the Mexico
City General Hospital on "Nonvenereal Diseases
of the Female Genitalia" on March 4. On March
5, Dr. Wilson addressed the Mexican Academy
of Dermatology at the Tropical Disease Inst itute
on "Problems in Vulvar Leucoplakia." On March
9th Dr. Wilson spoke before the Departments of
Dermatology and Internal Medicine of The So-
cial Security Institute on "Nonvenereal Diseases
of the Male Genitalia."
MEDICINE
The Cardeza Foundation sponsored an evening
session on Blood Coagulation, arranged by the
Section of Biological and Medical Sciences, New
York Academy of Sciences on March 8, 1965.
Two papers were presented: " Interaction of
Phospholipid with Lipoproteins, with Seru m and
Its Proteins and with Proteolytic and Non-Pro-
teolytic Enzymes in Blood Clotting" by DR.
LoUIS A. KAzAL, Associate Professor of Medicine
(Research Hematology) , and "A Theoretical and
Experimental Approach to the Study of Blood
Coagulation" by Dr. Kazal and DR. G. F. GRAN-
NIS, Research Associate in Medicine (Biochem-
istry). Approximately 20 scientists were invited
as guests of the Academy for cocktails and din-
ner which preceded the scien tific session.
DR. ROBERT 1. WISE, Magee Professor of Medi-
cine and Head of the Department , participated
in the Institute on the Control of Infections in
Hospitals at the University of Michigan, March
1-3, 1965. Dr. Wise spoke on "Infections in Hos-
pital Patients-A Historical Recapitulation." He
also participated in the New Orleans Graduate
Assembly, March 8-11, where he spoke on "Treat-
ment of Fever," "Boils as a Familial Problem"
and "Selection of the Antibacterial Agent of
Choice." On April 6th he spoke on " Faculty In-
terrelation in a Medical School in America" at
the Fourth Annual Forum for International
Medical Scholars at the Airlie House in Warren-
ton, Va.
DR. C. WILMER WIRTS, Professor of Clinical
Medicine, participated in a symposium on "Dis-
eases of the Pancreas" at the Bloomsburg Gen-
eral Hospital, Bloomsburg, Pa., on February 3;
presented "Gastritis: A Medical Dilemma" at a
symposium on the Stomach and its Sphincters
on February 15; and, presented "Malabsorption
Syndromes" at the Veterans Administration
Hospital, Philadelphia, on March II.
DR. DAVID W. KRAMER, Associate Professor of
Medicine, Honorary; DR. EDMUND L. HOUSEL,
Assistant Professor of Clinical Medicine; DR.
JAMES W. DALY, Associate in Clinical Medicine ;
and DR. JOHN J. KELLY, Instructor in Medicine,
were honored by the Committee on Awards of
the Angiology Research Foundation on May 4,
1965, at the Philadelphia County Medical Soci-
ety.
DR. FRANZ GOLDSTEIN, Assistant Professor of
Medicine, spoke on "T he Interpreta t ion and
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Clinical Value of Enzyme Studies in General
Medicine" during the 25th Anniversary Program
of Nazareth Hospital on March 10.
DR. WILLIAM FRAIMOW, Assistant Professor of
Medicine, and DR. FRANK J. SWEENEY, JR., As-
sistant Professor of Medicine, participated in a
medical seminar at the Williamsport Hospital on
February 17. The topic of discussion was "Early
Obstructive Emphysema and Newer Antibiotics
in Pulmonary Disease."
The 316th meeting of the Eastern Pennsyl-
vania Branch of the American Society for Micro-
biology was held on Tuesday, February 23, at
the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania.
The scientific program included speakers from
J efferson, Temple Medical School, and Phila-
delphia General Hospital. DR. FRANK J. SWEENEY,
JR., spoke on the "Clinical Aspects of Staphylo-
coccal Infection" and Dr. Wise participated in
the discussion which followed.
NEUROLOGY
DR. BERNARD J. ALPERS,
Professor of Neurology
and Head of the Depart-
ment, participated in a
panel discussion at a Sym-
posium on Neuro-Oph-
thalmology at Wills Eye Hospital on February
19. Dr. Alpers was honored by Kappa Beta Phi,
honorary social fraternity, at its 35th annual
Black and Blue Ball on March 20 at the Shera-
ton Hotel, where he was cited for his leadership
in the field of teaching and the practice of clini-
cal medicine.
DR. NATHAN S. SCHLEZINGER, Professor of
Clinical Neurology, presided at the Symposium
on Neuro-Ophthalmology at Wills Eye Hospital
on February 19.
DR. ELLIOTT L. MANCALL, Associate Professor
of Neurology, lectured on "Clinical and Patho-
logic Features of Cerebral Vascular Disease" at
the Hunterdon Medical Center in Flemington,
N. J.
DR. JOSEPH C. WHITE, Assistant Professor of
Neurology, attended the Symposium on the
Thalamus at the Columbia Medical Center,
New York City, on November 30-December 1.
DR. LAWRENCE C. McHENRY, Instructor in
Neurology, attended the workshop on Cerebral
Blood Flow January 12 and 13 in Miami, Florida.
This was sponsored by the Neurology Study Sec-
tion NINDB, NIH.
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OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
DR. GEORGE A. HAHN, Professor of Obstetrics
and Gynecology, served on the Advisory Com-
mittee on Local Arrangements for the Sectional
Meeting of the American College of Surgeons,
February 15-17. On February 18th he partici-
pated in the Cancer Program Workshop at the
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania,
speaking before the Regionalization Program on
"The Association of Tumor Clinic Directors."
Dr. Hahn was recently appointed Chairman of
the Public Education Committee of the Ameri-
can Cancer Society, Philadelphia Division.
DR. WARREN R. LANG, Professor of Obstetrics
and Gynecology was recently elected to member-
ship in The American Association of Obstetri-
cians and Gynecologists. On March 26th he
spoke on "The Cervix-Its Role in Infertility" at
the Conference on Clinical Management of Hu-
man Reproductive Problems. On April 2-4, Dr.
Lang attended the annual meeting of The Ameri-
can Society for the Study of Sterility in San
Francisco, where he gave two Round Table dis-
cussions on "The Cervix and Infertility" and co-
chaired two seminars on Hormonocytology.
DR. MARIO A. CASTALLO, Clinical Professor of
Obstetrics and Gynecology, spoke to the staff of
Valley Forge General Hospital, March 29, on
"Psychosomatic Aspects of Gynecology" and on
April 13th he spoke at a meeting of The Engi-
neers Club of Trenton, N. J. , on "Mechanics of
Childbirth."
ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY
DR. JAMES M. HUNTER,
Instructor in Orthopedic
Surgery, presented "The
Elizabethtown Program
Paper" before the Gover-
nor's Council for Human
Relations Conference on the Handicapped at
Pennsylvania State Hospital for Crippled Chil-
dren on November 30. On December 12th he pre-
sented "Management of the Fifth Metacarpal"
before the combined meeting of the New York
and Philadelphia Regional Trauma Society; on
January 8th, he delivered "Art ificial Tendon"
before the American Society of Surgery of the
Hand; and, on February 20th, he presented
" Fractures of the Hand" at the Delaware Memo-
rial Hospital.
DR. JOSEPH J. TOLAND, III, Instructor in Or-
thopedic Surgery, was recently elected to the
Board of Governors of the American Fracture
Associa tion.
•
OTOLARYNGOLOGY
DR. JOSEPH SATALOFF, Associate Professor of
Otolaryngology, was the guest speaker of the
Georgia Ear, Nose and Throat Society at Calla-
way Gardens, Pine Mountain, Georgia, on April
1, 2, and 3. He presented papers on hearing loss,
vertigo, and occupational deafness.
PEDIATRICS
DR. HANS G. KEITEL, Professor of Pediatrics
and Head of the Department, attended the
World Asthma Conference in Eastbourne, Eng-
land; on April 27th he spoke before the Atlantic
Postgraduate Assembly on "Antimicrobial Ther-
apy in Children" and on "Screening Tests for
Renal Disease in Pediatrics." During February
Dr. Keitel served as Editor of Pediatric Clinics
of North America.
DR. ROBERT L. BRENT, Professor of Pediatrics
and Professor of Radiology (Radiation Biology),
was featured speaker at the third annual Santa
Rosa Medical Center Children's Hospital Educa-
tion and Research Foundation, Inc. Pediatric
Teaching Conference in San Antonio on March
13 and 14.
DR. MARTIN GREEN, Assistant Professor of
Clinical Pediatrics, presented a paper on the
"Residential Treatment of Asthma in Children"
at the World Asthma Conference, Eastbourne,
England.
DR. JAMES V. MACKELL, Assistant Professor of
Clinical Pediatrics, addressed the medical staff of
Haverford Hospital on March 16th on the topic,
"Recent Advances for the General Practitioner."
PHARMACOLOGY
DR. ROLAND W. MANTHEI, Associate Professor
of Pharmacology, presented a paper entitled
"Characterization of the Major Metabolite of
Metronidazole (Flagyl)" with J. E. Stambaugh
and DR. LoUIS G. FEO, Assistant Professor of
Clinical Urology, as co-authors, at the annual
meeting of the Federation of American Societies
for Experimental Biology, held in Atlantic City,
April 10-14, 1965. DR. ROBERT SNYDER, Assistant
Professor of Pharmacology, presented a paper
entitled "Liver Alcohol Dehydrogenase: A Dehy-
drogenase and an Isomerase" with E. W. Lee as
co-author.
DR. FREDRIC RIEDERS, Associate Professor of
Pharmacology, spoke on "Unexpected Poisoning
in Industry" before a dinner meeting of the Bucks
County Industrial Management Club on March 9.
PREVENTIVE MEDICINE
DR. E. HAROLD HINMAN, Professor of Preven-
tive Medicine and Head of the Department, at -
tended the 50th Anniversary Meeting of the
American College of Physicians in Chicago,
March 21-24 and participated as a member of its
Committee on International Relations. On March
29-30, Dr. Hinman attended the annual meeting
of the P ennsylvania Health Council in Harris-
burg. He was Chairman of the Program Commit-
tee responsible for developing the program. On
April 7th, he presented a paper entitled "Medical
Education and Community Health Problems" at
the fourth annual Forum for International Medi-
cal Scholars under the auspices of The George
Washington University School of Medicine for
AID participants at Warrenton, Va.
DR. C. EARL ALBRECHT, Professor of Preven-
tive Medicine (Public Health), attended the an-
nual meeting of the Pennsylvania Health Council
in Harrisburg, March 29-30. As Vice President of
the Council, he presided at the morning session
on March 30.
DR. HEINRICH BRIEGER, Professor of Preven-
tive Medicine (Occupational Medicine), ad-
dressed the Philadelphia Association of Indus-
trial Nurses on March 13th on the topic , "The
Industrial Environment---Physiologic and Path-
ologic Aspects." On April 5-7, he attended the
annual meetings of the Industrial Medical Asso-
ciation and the U.S. Delegation of the Perma-
nent Commission and International Association
of Occupat ional Health in Miami Beach, Florida,
where he reported on "International Meetings."
PSYCHIATRY
On April 3-4, 1965, twenty
members of the Department of
Psychiatry met at the Nassau
Inn, Princeton, New Jersey,
for the second annual two-day
administrative conference to
review and discuss current and
future departmental programs.
DR. FLOYD S. CORNELISON, JR., Professor of
Psychiatry and Head of the Department, pre-
sented a paper at the scientific session of the
meeting of the College of Physicians of Philadel-
phia in March. On March 24th he presented
"Education in a Psychiatric Hospital" at Phila-
delphia General Hospital.
DR. ROBERT C. PRALL, Professor of Psychiatry
(Child Psychiatry), spoke before the Hahne-
mann Medical College Department of Child Psy-
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chiatry on February 17th on "Treatment of
Childhood Psychosis"; spoke on "The Use of
Dreams in Child Analysis" at a Seminar on Child
Analysis sponsored by the Philadelphia Psycho-
analytic Institute on February 26; presented a
paper, "Differential Indication for Out-Patient,
Day Care and In-Patient Treatment of Child
Psychosis" at a meeting of the American Ortho-
psychiatric Association in New York, March 19;
spoke on "The Role of Non-Verbal Communica-
tion in the Treatment of Child Psychosis" at
Duke University on March 25; served as Guest
Consultant at a staff conference of the Murdoch
Child Psychiatric Center, Butner, N.C., March
25; and presented a paper "The Role of Emotion
in Religious Education" before a meeting of the
Philadelphia Council of Churches on March 30.
DR. CLAUS B. BAHNSON, Associate Professor of
Psychiatry (Psychology), attended the N.Y.A.S.
Conference on Psychophysiological Aspects of
Cancer in New York City, April 5-7, where he
presented a paper entitled "Role of Ego Defenses
Denial and Repression in the Etiology of Malig-
nant Neoplasm," co-authored with DR. MARJORIE
B. BAHNSON, Research Associate in Psychiatry.
DR. IVAN BOSZORMENYI-NAGY, Associate Pro-
fessor of Psychiatry, addressed the Juvenile Divi-
sion of the County Court of Philadelphia on Feb-
ruary 10th on "Diagnostic Considerations of
Families in Therapy." He was chairman of the
session on "Diagnost ic Considerations in Family
Therapy" at the 42nd annual meeting of the
American Orthopsychiatric Association held in
New York City on March 17-20.
DR. SAMUEL A. GUTTMAN, Associate Professor
of Clinical Psychiatry, served as a discussant of
a presentation by Dr. Lawrence S. Kubie, Visit-
ing Professor of Psychiatry, entitled "Psycho-
diagnosis and Psychotherapy and Disciplinary
Entity" at the 42nd annual meeting of the
American Orthopsychiatric Association in New
York City on March 17-20.
DR. GERALD CLARK, Assistant Professor of
Clinical Psychiatry, is Superintendent of the El -
wyn School , which sponsored a Lecture Series on
Mental Retardation March 11 through May 6.
These lectures were sponsored with the coopera-
tion of Devereux Schools, Pennhurst State School
and Hospital and Jefferson Medical College.
DR. HOWARD L. FIELD, Assistant Professor of
Clinical Psychiatry, addressed a General Practi-
tioner Seminar on February 17th in Wilmington,
Delaware, on the topic, "Dependency."
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DR. ROBERT S. GARBER, Assistant Professor of
Clinical Psychiatry, participated in a two day
conference in Washington, D.C., February 19-20
for leaders in State Mental Health Planning, en-
titled "Planning Comprehensive Community
Mental Health Services." He moderated a panel
on "Brains vs. Bricks, The Manpower Problem"
at the conference. On February 18th he ad-
dressed the Morris County (N.J.) Medical So-
ciety and Morris County Heart Association on
"Physicians, Stress and Coronary Artery Dis-
ease." On March 23rd he addressed the Women's
Auxiliary of the Camden County Medical Society
on "The Hidden Alcoholic" and on March 27th,
he spoke at the Anclote Manor Second Annual
Symposium, Tarpon Springs, Florida, on "Philos-
ophy and Goals-Short Term Hospitalization."
He was recently re-elected Vice President of the
Board of Trustees, Princeton Hospital, Prince-
ton, New Jersey, and took office as President of
the Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry on
April 8.
DR. J. CLIFFORD SCOTT, Assistant Professor of
Clinical Psychiatry, presented a paper en titled
"The Indispensibility of a Complete Educational
Program in the Residential Treatment of Adoles-
cents" at the annual meeting of the National As-
sociation of Private Psychiatric Hospitals in San
Diego, Calif. He also assumed Chairmanship of
the Committee for Child and Adolescent Care
(National)" at the annual meeting.
DR. HARRY H. BRUNT, JR., Instructor in Psy-
chiatry, addressed the New Jersey Association of
Osteopathic Surgeons in Atlantic City, March
6th on "Psychiatric Aspects of Non-Traumatic
Disorders of the Central and Peripheral Nervo us
System."
DR. J. ROBERT CUNNINGHAM, Instructor in
Psychiatry (Child Psychiatry), is serving as Di-
rector of the Jefferson Service at Eastern State
School and Hospital, which consists of 30 adoles-
cent boys often with behavioral problems.
DR. ROBERT J. JOSEPH, Instructor in Psychi-
atry, was promoted to rank of Psychiatrist at
Germantown Hospital on March 10.
DR. DALE H. PALMER, Instructor in Psychiatry,
is the Director of the newly-organized Delaware
County Council on Alcoholism.
DR. SEYMOUR J. VIENER, Instructor in Psychi-
atry, has been appointed Assistant Chief and Di-
rector of Training at the Neuropsychiatric Treat-
ment and Training Center, U.S. Naval Hospital,
Philadelphia.
•
RADIOLOGY
DR. SIMON KRAMER, Professor of Radiology,
spoke on "A New Look at the Cancer Problem"
at Marquet te University on March 10.
SURGERY
DR. RUDOLPH C. CAMISH-
ION, Associate Professor of
Surgery, and resident Dr.
Richard Padula presented
a paper entitled "Obstruc-
tion of the Coronary Ostia During Systole by the
Aortic Valve Leaflets" at the annual meeting of
the American Association for Thoracic Surgery
in New Orleans; March 29-31. Dr. Camishion
was recently elected a member of the Society of
University Surgeons.
DR. RICHARD L. ROVIT, Associate Professor of
Surgery (Neurosurgery) , spoke on "Cushing Dis-
ease and the Pi tuitary" before a meeting of the
Philadelphia Endocrinology Society on February
17; on March 31st he spoke on "Unusual Chro-
mophobe Adenomas of the Pituitary" before the
surgical staff at Misericordia Hospital; and April
11-15, he attended a meeting of The Harvey
Cushing Society in New York where he spoke on
"Multiple Acute Epileptogenic Foci in Cats" and
moderated a panel discussion on "Hypophysec-
tomy."
DR. HERBERT E. COHN, Associate in Surgery,
talked to the Junto on March 31st on "Recent
Advances in the Field of Organ Transplanta tion."
DR. NICHOLAS T. ZERVAS, Associate in Surgery
(Neurosurgery) , presented a paper entitled
"Radio-frequency Hyphophysectomy" at the
Philadelphia meeting of the American College of
Surgeons, February 15.
I
Alumni Participate in OB-GYN Residents' Day
at Misericordia Hospital
Dr. Robert A . Cosgrove (second from righ t) , Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology , Se ton Ha ll College
of M edicine, and Attending Obstetrician-Gynecologist, Margaret Hague Maternity Ho spital, Jersey City,
N ew J ersey , was guest speaker at OB-GYN Residents' Day at M isericordia Hospital, Philadelphia, on
Ma rch 18. T he other participants, all of whom served their R esidency in Obstetrics and Gynecology at
M isericordia Hospital under the direction of Dr. J . Edward Lynch (Jeff '35) Assistant Professor of Clin i-
cal Obstetrics and Gynecology at Jefferson and Director of the Depar tm en t at M isericordia, were (le ft to
righ t) Dr. Joseph J . Price, A ssistant in Obstetrics and Gynecology, Jefferson ; Dr. Paul D. Greism er (Jeff
'54) ; Dr . Joseph M . Skutches (Jeff '57) Dr. Casimir J . Wanczyk (Jeff '59); Dr. John A. Craig (Je ff '58);
and Dr. Charles G. Heil, Jr. (Jeff '53) .
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The Armitage Family Heritage
Harry Marshall
Armitage
George Lawrence
Armitage
Harry Van Gorder
A rmi tage
L IKE father, like bro ther, like son, character-izes the Armitage family of physicians, whose
unique medical heritage was featured in a recent
issue of The Pennsyl vania Medical Journal.
Harry Marshall Armitage, his brother George
Lawrence Armitage, and his son Harry Van-
Gorder Armitage have realized nearly identical
careers in the practice of medicine.
All three were born in Cheste r, Pennsylvania,
at tended public school there and graduated from
Cheste r High School. All attended medical
schools in Philadelphia, Harry M. graduating
from the Medical School of the University of
Pennsylvania and his brother and son graduating
from Jefferson Medical College. All three in-
terned at Chester Hospital, practiced medicine
in Chester and became Chiefs of Surgery at
Chester Hospital and Fellows of the American
College of Surgeons.
Each one served as President of the Delaware
County Medical Society, Harry M. in 1917,
George L. in 1930, and Harry V. in 1963. Last
year, as President of the county medical society,
Dr. Harry V. Armitage presented the Pennsyl-
vania Medical Society's 50-Year testimonial to
his uncle, Dr. George L. Armitage.
Harry Marshall Armitage was born in 1886
and died in 1929 at the age of 43, leaving a
reputation for outstanding surgical skill. He al-
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ways maintained that abdominal incisions should
be made long enou gh for adequate surgical at-
tention and his son now frequently recognizes a
case as a former patien t of his father's, when he
observes a patient 's abdomen.
George Lawrence Armitage (Class of 1914)
was born in 1891 and died July 25, 1964. He
volunteered for service in the Army Medical
Corps during World War I, served with the Bri t-
ish Army in France, and was awarded the British
Cross for gallantry in action. Afte r the war, he
studied surgery and urolo gy at the University of
Montpellier in France. In his spare time, he was
an enthusiastic fisherman and hunter.
Harry VanGorder Armitage (Class of 1943) ,
son of Harry M., was born in 1916 and during
World War II served in the Medical Corps of the
U. S. Army, chiefly in the Philippine Islands dur-
ing the Luzon Campaign . Following war service,
he joined his Uncle George in practice, and in
. 1948 he attended the Graduate School of the
University of Pennsylvania, receiving a fellow-
ship in surgery at the Guthrie Clinic and Robert
Packer Hospital in 1949. He resumed practice in
Chester and now hold s staff appointments at
Crozer-Ches ter Medical Center, Taylor Hospital,
Riddle Hospital, and Sacred Heart Hospital. He
is presently Chairman of the Council of Medical
Service of the Pennsylvania Medical Society.
When time permit s, he enjoys fishing and golf.
•
DR. CREECH RECEIVES DISTINGU ISHED
ACHIEVEMENT AWA RD
,
DOCT OR Oscar Creech, Jr. (Jeff '41), theWilliam Henderson Professor of Surgery
and Chairman of the Department of Surgery at
Tulane University, New Orleans, is one of ten
medical leaders named to receive the Modem
Medicine Distinguished Achievements Awards
for outstanding contributions to medical science.
The citation to Dr. Creech, which appeared in
the January 4, 1965, issue of Modern Medicine,
reads:
" 'Advances in surgery must come from the cre-
a tive ideas of surgeons well backgrounded in the
basic sciences,' says Dr. Oscar Creech, Jr., Chair-
man of the department of surgery at Tulane. He
himself has contributed influential advances in
regional perfusion, heterotransplantation of kid-
neys, and use of synthetic blood-vessel grafts.
Mechanical skills, of course, are important to a
surgeon, he says, and surgeons by now have ap-
proached the ultimate in dexterity and anatomic
knowledge necessary to perform almost any feas-
ible operation. The next step, he predicts, is that
departments of surgery will include investigators,
teachers, and experimental surgeons on equal
status with clinical surgeons. Explaining his
philosophy as department head, Dr. Creech says,
'The first function is to train surgeons, and the
second is to contribute to knowledge. If a sur-
geon accepts the opportunity to learn his profes-
sion, he also accepts responsibility for teaching
others.'
"Results at Tulane during and before Dr.
Creech's tenure have demonstrated the efficacy
of interdepartmental cooperation. Today, he
points out, Tulane's interdisciplinary attack on
major medical problems includes investigation in
altering the rate of cell division for more effective
cancer therapy, muscle and bone physiology after
t rauma, mechanisms of transplantation immun-
ity, modifications of artificial lungs, postopera-
tive course after open-heart surgery, deep hypo-
thermia and circulatory arrest, kidney function
in hypertension, and hyperbaric oxygenation ef-
fect on cancer chemotherapy.
" Cooperation is vital in kidney transplanta-
tion at Tulane, he says. Prospective patients are
the responsibility of a surgeon, a urologist, an
immunologist, an internist, a pediatrician, and
often doctors from the Tulane primate center.
'It has been gratifying to observe the harmonious
way in which this group has been able to work, '
Dr. Creech says. Although his department is
well known for use of chimpanzee kidneys, he
emphasizes that heterotransplantation is done
only when suitable human donors are unavail-
able. The Tulane team has achieved survivals of
a few days to nine months in nine patients with
terminal kidney disease receiving chimpanzee
kidneys.
"A purposeful innovator, Dr. Creech teamed
with Dr. Edward Krementz to develop a perfu-
sion technique now widely used. A heart-lun g
mechanism pumps anticancer drugs through iso-
lated portions of the body while the rest of the
system is protected by tourniquets. The tech-
nique was first used at Tulane in 1957 to treat a
patient with rapidly spreading melanoma of the
legs. The tumor was eradicated, and the elderly
patient made full recovery.
"Emergence of the Tulane department of sur-
gery as a front runner in today's investigative
work has taken the talents and energies of many,
directed by the hardworking Dr. Creech. Afte r a
number of years of heavy administrative du ties,
however, he now gets back into the laboratory at
least two days a week. 'I'm going to learn as
much as I can about immunology,' says the con-
tinual researcher. He's done this without cutting
down his three-day-a-week operating load. 'I can
tell the difference if I go a week without operat-
ing,' he says. 'Even three or four days ma ke a
difference.'
"Some of his passion for perfection is the re-
sult of excellent teachers with a willing student.
Born in North Carolina in 1916, he received his
M.D. degree from Jefferson Medical College.
After World War II service, Dr. Creech took resi-
dency training under Dr. Anton Ochsner at Tu-
lane and later worked under Dr. Michael De-
Bakey at Baylor before returning to take over
Dr. Ochsner's chair at Tulane. Both investigator-
teachers sparked Dr. Creech's interest in vascu-
lar surgery and his investigative curiosity. De-
spite surgical conquest of many diseases with the
ever-increasing expansion of medical knowledge,
Dr. Creech is convinced that 'there always will
be a place for the man who is well trained in the
basic sciences as well as in surgery.' His career
proves the point."
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REUNION CLASSES
52nd Reunion-s-Class of 1913
THEO W. O'BRIEN, M.D.
301 Lincoln Avenue
Havertown, P ennsylvania
The Class of 1913 will hold a luncheon on
Wednesday, June 9th, at The Benjamin Frank-
lin Hotel. Time: 1:30 p.m. Cost: $10.00 per
plate. Wives , children, and guests are invited to
attend.
50th Reunion-elass of 1915
EDWARD 1. SALISBURY, M.D.
539 Manhasset Woods Road
Plandome, L.1., New York
JOSEPH ASPEL, M.D.
5002 Spruce Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
There will be a luncheon for members of the
Class of 1915 on Thursday, June 10th at the
Benjamin Franklin Hotel.
45th Reunion-elass of 1920
HENRY B. DECKER, M.D.
527 Penn Street
Camden, New Jersey
There will be either a dinner for the Class of
1920 on Wednesday evening, June 9, or a lunch-
eon on Thursday, June 10. Definite plans will
be announced very soon.
40th Reunion-elass of 1925
CLYDE M. SPANGLER, M.D.
255 South 17th Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103
There will be a luncheon held at the Union
League on Wednesday, June 9.
30
35th Reunion-s-Class of 1930
PATRICK J. KENNEDY, M.D.
32 Hampden Road
Upper Darby, Pennsylvania
Reunion plans for the Class of 1930 include a
scientific meeting at Jefferson, June 9th, at 9 a.m.
Following the meeting there will be a class meet-
ing and stag luncheon in the Regency Room of
the Barclay Hotel at 1: 00 p.m., and that evening
the Mirage Room of the Barclay Hotel will be
the scene of a dinner dance which is scheduled
to get underway at 6:30 p.m. There will also be
a class reception before the Alumni Banquet on
June 10.
30th Reunion-elass of 1935
JOHN A. MCCORMICK, M.D.
38 Hampden Road
Upper Darby, Pennsylvania
A luncheon will be held on June 9th at the
Union League where we had so much fun in the
past. That evening, our good wives may join us
in a Supper Dance at Williamson's Restaurant ,
atop the Barclay Building.
25th Reunion-Class of 1940
THOMAS B. MERVINE, M.D.
1120 Wyndwood Road
Haddonfield, New Jersey
Reunion plans for the Class of 1940 include a
pool-side party during the afternoon of Wednes-
day, June 9th, at the Marriott Motor Hotel, fol-
lowed by a cocktail party and dinner dance, also
at the Marriott, which will be Class head-
quarters. On the evening of June 10th there will
•
SCHEDULE ACTIVITI ES
.,
be a cocktail party for class members and their
wives at The Benjamin Franklin Hotel preceding
the Alumni Banquet.
20th Reunion-elass of 1945
ORAM R. KLINE, JR., M.D.
406 Cooper Street
Camden, New Jersey
The banquet room of the Penn Center Inn,
20th and Market Streets, has been reserved for
members of the Class for a cocktail party fol-
lowed by dinner and dancing on the evening of
Wednesday, J une 9. The festivities will begin at
6:30 p.m,
17th Reunion-elass of 1948
NORMAN JAMES QUINN, JR., M.D.
1218 Valley Road
Villanova, Pennsylvania
The 17th Class Reunion of the Class of 1948
will be held at the Greenbrier, White Sulphur
Springs, West Virginia, July 16, 17, and 18, 1965.
15th Reunion-elass of 1950
WILLIAM D. McNAMEE, M.D.
146 Long Lane
Upper Darby, Pennsylvania
There will be a cocktail party followed by
dinner and dancing on Wednesday, June 9th, at
The Drake Hotel, 1512 Spruce Street. Cocktails
are at 7 p.m, and dinner at 8 p.m,
10th Reunion-s-Class of 1955
LEON A. PERIS, M.D.
2023 Mather Way
Elkins Park, Pennsylvania
RICHARD H. SCHWARZ, M.D.
106 Dulles Building
3400 Spruce Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
ROBERT J. SENIOR, M.D.
Doctors Building
Willow Drive
Chapel Hill, North Carolina
The Class of 1955 will hold its 10th reunion
at the Holiday Inn, 1305 Walnut Street, on
Wednesday evening, June 9. A floor of the Holi-
day Inn will be turned over to the out-of-town
classmates and their wives, complete with a Hos-
pitality Room. A "black-tie" banquet, with
social hour preceding, will be held at 7 p.m. with
dancing to a combo until midnight. Thursday
evening, June 10th, will be the Annual Alumni
Banquet with graduation exercises the following
morning.
5th Reunion-e-Class of 1960
MARVIN E. JAFFE, M.D.
9114 Springview Road
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Reunion plans for the Class of 1960 include a
cocktail party and filet mignon dinner at 7 p.m.
on the evening of Wednesday, June 9th, at the
C-R Club in Philadelphia. Dinner will be fol-
lowed by a floor show and dancing. Those mem-
bers of the Class still in training may obtain Pool
Tickets for the Annual Alumni Banquet, pro-
vided through the generosity of Jefferson gradu-
ates now firmly established in practice.
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CLINIC PROGRAM
CLASS REUNION DAY
Wednesday, June 9, 1965
9 :30 a.m. William T . Lemmon,
M .D.
LYMPHATIC STASIS IN-
DUCED BY CHLORO-
PHYLLATED ETHIODOL
IN LYMPHANGIOGRA-
PHY
Richard R. Soricelli,
M.D.
N EWER METHODS OF
DIALYSIS IN CHRONIC
RENAL DISEASES
9 :45 a.m. Leon A. Peris, M.D.
THE PHYSICIAN AS
GENETIC COUNSELOR
10:00 a .m. Hal E. Snedden, M.D.
CERVICAL SPINE SYN-
DROME
10: 15 a .m . James H. Lee Jr., M.D.
DIAGNOSIS OF UTER-
INE ANAMOLIES D UR-
ING PREGNANCY
10:30 a.m, William J. Snape, M.D.
THE PLACE OF THE
INTERNIST IN THE
MODERN PSYCHIATRIC
HOSPITAL
10:45 a.m. COFFEE P ERIOD - STU-
DENTS LoUNGE
11 : 15 a.m. Edmund L. Housel,
M.D.
TREATMENT OF Hv-
PERTENSION
11: 30 a.m. Leib Golub, M.D.
STUDIES IN DYSMEN-
0RRHEA
11 :45 a.m. Abraham Cohen, M.D.
RHEUMATOID ARTHRI-
TIS - STEROID SPAR-
ING WITH INDOMETH-
AcIN
12 Noon Lloyd Alexander
Hamilton, M.D.
THE SATISFACTIONS OF
OVER FORTY YEARS IN
COUNTRY PRACTICE
12:15 p.m. Edward I. Salisbury,
M.D.
HEMOGLOBINURIA
1: 00 p.m. DEAN'S LUNCHEON
M cClellan Hall-
Jefferson Medical
College
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5th Class
Reunion
10th Class
Reunion
15th Class
Reunion
20th Class
Reunion
25th Class
Reunion
30th Class
Reunion
35th Class
Reunion
40th Class
Reunion
45th Class
Reunion
50th Class
Reunion
ALUMNI DAY CLINICS
Thursday, June 10, 1965
" WHAT' S AHEAD FOR MEDICINE
AT JEFFERSON"
9:30 a.m, "Wake Up" Breakfast--Coffee and
Pastries Students' Lo unge
10 :00 a.m. William A. Sodeman, M .D., Dean
and Vice Presiden t for Medical
Affa irs
J EFFERSON AND THE FUTURE IN
MEDICINE
10: 30 a.m. Floyd S . Cornelison, Jr. , M.D. , Pro-
fessor of P sychia t ry and Head of
t he Departmen t
CHANGES IN THE FIELD OF P SY-
CHIATRY
11:00 a.m. Roy G. H olly, M .D. , Professor of
Ob stet rics and Gynecology and
Head of the D epa r t men t
T RENDS IN OBSTETRICS AND
GYNECOLOGY
11: 30 a.m, Philip J . H odes, M.D., Professor of
Radiology and Head of t he De-
partment
THE IMPACT OF ELECTRONICS
UPON R ADIOLOGY
12 Noon CLINICO-P ATHOLOGIC CONFERENCE
Presen ted by Members of t he
Graduating Class
L . A. KARP, Moderator
R. M. PILEWSKI, Discussor
B . W. WEISSMAN, Radiologist
J. P . LEDDY, Pathologist
S. SALEN, Protocol
R. K. SANDBERG, Protocol
Facu lt y Advisors:
R ichard T . Cathcart, M.D. , As-
sociate Professor of Medicine
Joseph Medoff, M .D. , Assistant
Professor of Clinical Medi -
cine
7 :00 p.m. AN NUAL ALUMNI BANQUET
Benjamin Franklin Hotel
9t h and Chestnut Streets
COMMENCEMENT DAY
Friday, June 11, 1965
10: 30 a.m. Commencement Exercises of the
Class of 1965 at t he Academy of
Music, Broad and Locu st Streets
CLINIC COMMITTEE
P ETER A. THEODOS, M.D., Chairman
J. WOODROW SAVACooL, M. D. , Alternate
JOHN J . D ETuERK, M. D .
DAVID M. FARELL, M .D.
GERALD MARKS, M.D.
JOHN F. WI LSON, M .D.
1
CHAPTER NOTES
WEST CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA CHAPTER
- ,;,o.'-W;!:- 'i'::..-..:::~':2..:;w.~ ":';~.:i:,i;""'~ _
Dr. Fineberg addresses Chapter members. Also seated
at head table were ( from lef t) Mrs. Cwik, Dr. Cwik,
Mrs. Dandrea, and Dr. Dandrea.
THE West Central Pennsylvania Chapter ofthe Jefferson Medical College Alumni Asso-
ciation held a dinner meeting on April 9th at
the Candlelight Motel, Edensburg, Pennsylvania.
The meeting featured speakers Dr. George
Willauer (Class of '23), Clinical Professor of
Surgery, Honorary, and Dr. Charles Fineberg,
Assistant Professor of Surgery, who spoke to the
group abo ut current activities at J efferson, and
Dr. John A. Murray (Class of '31) who pre-
sented an interesting talk on "A Jefferson Heri-
tage." (We feel that Dr. Murray's talk would be
of interest to all Alumni, and will publish it in a
future issue of the BULLETIN. ed.)
During the business portion of the meeting,
the following officers were elected: President ,
Dr. John C. Cwik, Class of '51; President-Elect,
Dr. James M. O'Leary, Class of '46 ; Secretary-
Photo shows ( from lef t) Dr. Dandrea, Dr. M urray ,
Dr. Willauer, Dr . Fin eberg, Dr . O'L eary , and Dr . Cwik.
Treasurer, Dr. Raymond L. Dandrea, Class of
'51; and Chairman of Executive Committee, Dr.
John A. Murray.
Attending the meeting were Dr. and Mrs.
Frank T. Carney, Dr. and Mrs. W. J. Hargreaves,
Dr. George Bloom, Dr. Robert R. Wertz, Dr. and
Mrs. Thomas F. O'Leary, Dr. and Mrs. J ames
M. O'Leary, Dr. and Mrs. S. Victor King , Dr.
and Mrs. Robert C. Magley, Dr. and Mrs. Oliver
Mattas, Dr. and Mrs. Richard P. Zimmerman,
Dr. and Mrs. Ray Lantos, Dr. and Mrs. Ray
Dandrea, Dr. and Mrs. John C. Cwik, Dr. an d
Mrs. John A. Murray, Dr. Joseph W. Gattti, Dr.
and Mrs. T. W. Kredel, Dr. and Mrs. William L.
Hughes, Dr. Paul M. Straub, Dr. and Mrs. Joel
Goldman, Dr. Theodore Biddle, Dr. George F.
Wheeling and Dr. and Mrs. R. B. Carruthers.
FLORIDA CHAPTER
T HE Florida Chapter held its most successfulget-together in its history on April 23rd at
the Americana Hotel, Bal Harbour, Florida, in
conjunction with the meetings of the Florida
Medical Association.
Thirty-eight members enjoyed good fellow-
ship, good food, and an outstanding talk by Dr.
John H. Hodges (Jeff '39) , the Ludwig A. Kind
Professor of Medicine. Also honored were Dr.
Louis H. Clerf (J eff ' 12) , Dr. Anthony D.
Amerise (Jeff '22) and Dr. John J. Cheleden
(Jeff '32).
Outgoing President Dr. William A. Abelove
(Jeff '51) served as Master of Ceremonies. We
hope that this will be the beginning of many
happy Jefferson get-togethers in the State of
Florida.
DR. EDWARD J. SALTZMAN
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Class Standings-Alumni Annual Giving Fund
Class Members
with Recorded Number of Percent
Class Class Agent/Co-Agent Addresses Contributors Participation Amo unt
1892 J. Howard Cloud
1894 $ 5.00*
1896 Maurice J. Karpeles 3
1897 Leighton F. Appleman 5 100.00
1898 George W. Truitt 1
1899 7.00*
1900 William J. Harman 4 10.00
1901 6 200.00*
1902 4
1903 George Hay 12 4 205.00
1904 Frank Keagy 11
1905 G. Harvey Severs t 16 2 12.5 208.33*
1906 Francis F. Borzell 23 4 17.3 710.00*
1907 Clarence D. Smith 12 4 33.3 110.00*
1908 Marshall C. Rumbaugh 30 6 20.0 880.00*
1909 L. Samuel Sica 27 10 37.0 435.00*
1910 Charles A. Moriarty 30 9 30.0 1,105.00*
1911 Frank W. McNamara 18 7 38.8 365.00*
1912 David W. Kramer 43 13 30.2 690.00*
1913 Theo W. O'Brien
John E. Livingood 32 9 28.1 zzo.oo-
1914 David B. Allman 49 18 36.7 815.00*
1915 Edward I. Salisbury 40 25 B 62.5 880.00*
1916 Robert K. Finley
Peter B. Mulligan 68 27 39.7 2,306.00*
1917 Adolph A. Walkling
Baldwin L. Keyes 58 25 43.1 2,315.00*
1918 Reynold S. Griffith 52 16 30.7 795.00*
1919 Milton B. Emanuel 69 24 34.7 1,479.25*
1920 Martin J. Sokoloff 88 28 31.8 1,720.00*
1921 Frank H. Krusen 54 19 35.1 1,015.00*
1922 Joseph H. Carroll 45 16 35.5 1,530.00 •
1923 George J. Willauer 80 31 38.7 2,065.00*
1924 Robert K. Y. Dusinberre 86 31 36.0 2,160.87*
1925 Charles Lintgen
John H. Dugger
Harlan F. Haines 85 25 29.4 1,OB5.00*
1926 Vincent T. McDermott 91 41 45.5 2,625.47
1927 Roy W. Gifford
Allison J. Berlin 98 38 38.7 2,055.00*
1928 Elmer J. Elias 109 48 44.0 3,055.00
1929 Mario A. Castallo 105 46 43.8 2,865.00*
1930 Patrick J. Kennedy 115 32 27.8 2,635.00*
1931 Donald C. Smith 118 58 49.1 A 4,570.00*
1932 John Cheleden 115 48 41.7 2,695.00*
1933 Leon N. Price 114 48 42.1 2,655.00*
1934 Joe H. Coley 123 42 34.1 2,912.26*
1935 Edmund L. Housel 119 46 38.6 3,240.00*
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August 1, 1964 to April 15, 1965
Class Members
with Recorded Number of Percent
Class Class Agent/Co-Agent Addresses Cont ributors Part icipat ion Amount
1936 Patrick J. Deve rs
N icholas R. Varano 123 60 48.7 $3,414.00
1937 Joh n J. O'Keefe 120 47 39.1 3,746.00·
1938 John J. DeTuerk 121 51 42.1 2,455.00·
1939 John H . Hodges
Paul A. Kennedy 107 40 37.3 2,353.00·
1940 Thomas B. Mervine 112 52 46.4 4,145.00
1941 John Y. Templeton, III
W illard M. Drake 108 48 44.4 3,764.48·
1942 J. Wallace Dav is
Jack T . Gocke 122 52 42.6 4,040.00
1943 Warren R. Lang
Leona rd S. Dav itch 133 45 33.8 2,085.00
1944J Robert L. Breckenr idge 128 68 53.1 4,117.50·
1944S John J. Gartla nd 134 62 46.2 C 4,346.00
1945 James H. Lee, J r. 146 62 42.4 3,414.00
1946 James V. Mackell 153 C88 C57.5 3,527.00·
1947 M art in M. Mandel 143 61 42.6 2,873.00·
1948 Norman J. Qu inn, J r. 150 86 57.3 3,223.00·
1949 Gerald Marks 146 52 35.6 2,165.00
1950 Dav id J. Liebe rman 151 67 44.3 B 4,405.00
1951 Frank J. Sweeney , J r.
Vincent J. McPeak, J r. 158 85 53.7 3,155.00
1952 Robert L. Evans 159 77 48.4 3,356.33
1953 Joseph J. Armao 155 75 48.3 2,815.00
1954 John R. Patte rson 162 86 53.0 2,401.00
1955 Robert J. Senior 165 74 44.8 1,962.50·
1956 Eugene F. Bonacci 171 A 112 A 65.4 2,875.00·
1957 Paul D. Zimsk ind
Bronson J. McN ierney 164 67 40.8 1,206.00
1958 John A. Craig 159 45 28.3 797.00
1959 Sandy A. Furey 165 54 32.7 768.00·
• 1960 W ill iam T. Lemmon, Jr.
Arnold M. Goldman 162 81 50.0 912.00·
1961 Dav id K. Sub in 165 46 27.8 428.00
1962 Zacha riah B. New ton, III 145 53 36.5 512.00
1963 Frederick L. Dankmyer 145 26 17.9 232.00
1964 Alfred J. Mart in, J r.
John P. He ilman , J r. 154 28 18.1 216.00·
Clinical Faculty Ph ili p J. Hodes 344 B 94 27.3 3,010.50
Pre-C li nical
Faculty Andrew J. Ramsay 108 32 29.6 599.86
Gradua te Students Eileen L. Randall 50 7 14.0 55.00
-- - - -
6987 2785 39.8 131,648.35
Graduates without recorded addresses 69
--
To tal Alumni body 7056
A, B, C : Indi cate leading classes in th ree categories.
• Inclusion in Class Total of gifts given by W idows and Friends of Jeffe rson. The complete list will be publ ished in the Annual
Report in the August Alumni Bulletin.
t Deceased.
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1896
DR. BENJAMIN LEE GORDON. noted
Ophthalmologist. author. and medi-
cal historian. died on March 30.
1965. at the age of 94 in Atlantic
City. N.J.. where he had resided
since 1930.
Dr. Gordon was born on July 5.
1870. in Neustadt, Lithuania. the
son of Abraham B. and Sarah
Gordon. He was graduated from
J efferson in 1896 and served here
as Instructor in Obstetrics from
1897 to 1901. The Benjamin Lee
Gordon Prize in medical history is
given each year to a Jefferson stu-
dent who has completed the junior
year and who has contributed th e
best essay on any phase of medical
history.
H e served on the staff of several
Philadelphia hospitals and in 1909
did graduate work in Vienna. after
which he toured Palestine, Egypt.
and other parts of the Near East.
The results of his observations were
published in a volume entitled
N ew Judes.
In 1930 he moved to Atlantic
City where he was Ophthalmolo-
gist at the Shore M emorial Hospi -
tal, and held similar posts at the
Atlantic County Hospital for T u-
berculosis, Northfield, N.J., and
Atlantic County Asylum for Mental
Diseases, Northfield. Since 1935 he
had been Authorized Commercial
Medical Examiner fo r the Civil
Aeronautics Administration, De-
partment of Commerce, W ash ing-
ton, D.C.
He was a member of Keegan's
Brigade during the Spanish-
Am erican War, a member of the
Medical Advisory Board in World
War I, and in the Volunteer Medi-
cal Service Corps.
Dr. Gordon was a member of
numerous scientific societies and
was one of the founders of the
Zionist Organization of America
in 1898, and he took a lifetime in-
terest in this organization.
He was the auth or of numerous
articles on ophth a lmol ogy and
medical history and fou r recent
books: The Romance of Medicine,
Medicine Throughout Antiquity
(both published by F. A. Davis),
B etween Two Worlds (Bookman's
Associates, N ew Yor k) and Medi-
eval and R en aissance Medicine
(Philosophical Libra ry, New York) .
He was also a contributor to the
Encyclopedia B ritannica and Col-
lier 's Encyclopedia.
1906
Class Agent DR. FRANCIS F . BOR-
ZELL sends the following resume of
his recollections of the late DR.
WALTER H . BROWN: .
"Dr. Brown and I spent the first
four years after graduation as gen-
eral practitioners and loca te d in
Bucks County, P a ., about six miles
from each other. Durin g tha t period
Walter demonstrated his keen in-
terest in Preventive Medicine by
organizing a campaign against Tu-
bsrculosis. I had the pleasure of
being treasurer of the $400 fund
for the campaign which was raised
by popular subscription. W e showed
an exhi bit from Lansdal e to
Quakertown along the North Penn.
In those days our armamentarium
consisted of hygiene and sanita-
tion, a maximum of fresh air and
sunshine, open windows at night,
forced feeding and rest .
"Dr. Brown then went to Boston
for a postgraduate course in Pub-
lic health. From there he went to
Hartford Connecticut as 'Health
Officer.' His duties there included
sitting as a magistrate on charges
of violation of health codes. From
there he went to Mansfield, Ohio,
in charge of a Child Health Clinic.
Then he went to Salem, Oregon,
also to conduct a Child Health
Clinic.
"From there he went to Leland
Stanford University as Professor
NOTES
of Public Health. During this time
he was President of the American
Public Health Association. On re-
tirement from Leland Stanford he
was called to the University of
California to organize their D e-
partment of Public Health.
"For a time after the first World
W a r he was sent to France on a
survey program. I do not have any
details of his activities whil e there.
His biography I understand has
been published in the National En-
cyclopedia.
"Walter Brown was unquestion-
ably a pioneer in the broad aspects
of modern Public Health and pre-
ventive medicine, at a time when
all that could be done was la rgely
enforcement of quarantine.
"H e was a man that Jefferson
can be proud of, for in all phases of
his career he maintained those
qualities as a physician that are so
often lost in a highly specialized
field.
"I am proud to have been a close
friend and as Class Agent of 1906
I know I express the admiration of
our entire class for Walter H.
Brown."
1913
DR. SIMON H . ROSENTHAL, Suite
II, M edical Center, 1900 Tate
Springs Rd.. Lynchburg, Va .. re -
cently received tribute in the Janu-
ary 2nd issue of The Lynchburg
N ews. The article reads in part, " It
is always pleasing to give recogni -
tion to a leading citizen whil e he is
still active in his career. E specially
is this so when he is a beloved physi -
cian of the community. Dr. Simon
H. R osen tha l, a native of Lynch-
burg, today reaches the impressive
status of having practiced as a phy-
sician-urologist for fifty years, and
will continue to be active in hi s
profession.
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1914
DR. JACK H. HARRIS, 1536 Leaview
Ave., Willoughby, Norfolk, Va .,
writes to Class Agent Dr. Allman,
"After serving 30 years in the
Medical Corps of the Navy I retired
with the rank of Captain. Then I
served as Director of the Norfolk
City Venereal Disease Clinic for 11
years, retiring from this position in
D ecember, 1952. Since then my wife
and I have been living quietly here
at Willoughby where we built a
hom e in 1939.
1915
Four members of the Class of 1915
were among five physicians honored
at the 81st annual banquet of the
Luzerne County Medical Society
on January 23. DR. HARRY A.
SMITH, DR. ABEDATTNER, DR. JOHN
L. LAVIN, and DR. ALBERT M.
THOMAS each received the plaque
of the Medical Society of the State
of Pennsylvania in recognition of
their having practiced medicine
continuously for the past 50 years.
DR. EDWARD I. SALISBURY, 539 Man-
hasset Woods Road, Plandome,
L.I. , N.Y., writes, "My son Cdr.
EDWARD M . SALISBURY (Class of
'54) , U.S.N., recently returned from
a tour of duty as Senior Medical
Officer at Sangley Point, Philip-
pines, and is presently stationed at
U.S.N . Hospital, Quantico, Va., in
the Department of Medicine."
1917
DR. EDGAR W. KEMNER, 14 Treasure
Lane, St. Petersburg, Fla., writes,
" Life here is wonderful. Have our
own home, boat and dock. Flowers,
grass and year round shrubbery.
Boating, swimming, and fishing fine.
Try it and live longer."
1918
DR. CHARLES R. Fox, 1919 Wash-
ington Ave ., Northampton, Pa., re-
ceived the 15th annual Golden
Deeds award of the Northampton
Exchange Club on January 6th in
recognition of his charitable work.
DR. PAUL B . REISINGER, 855 Berk-
ely Ave ., Trenton, N. J., writes to
38
Class Agent Dr. Griffith, "I have
been very fortunate in having good
health. I carryon general practice
daily and vacation quite a bit with
my wife . Have no children, not even
a cat or a dog. We have many Jeff
men in town and see them daily.
May Jefferson continue to grow
and the interest of the Alumni
never diminish. Regards to all the
classmates. I would like them to
stop and see me when they go
through Trenton."
1919
DR. R. GUY BASHORE, 101 North
Front St., Minersville, Pa., was re-
cently honored at a surprise testi-
monial dinner by the Minersville
Rotary Club. The affair paid tribute
to Dr. Bashore's 44 years of service
as a doctor and as an outstanding
charter member of Minersville Ro-
tary with more than 20 years of
perfect attendance. Highlight of the
evening was the presentation of a
handsome walnut and gold "Dis-
tinguished Rotary Award" plaque
by Club president on behalf of the
Minersville Rotarians. Program
Chairman Kenneth L. Brennan re-
counted Dr. Bashore's contribu-
tions to his fellow man. Highlights
of his medical career included a
courageous battle against the flu
epidemic following World War I in
his hometown of Tremont and his
delivery of more than 3,000 babies
in the Minersville area.
DR. MILTON B. EMANUEL, 625 Vine
St., Philadelphia 6, Pa., writes,
"T his has been a sad year for our
Class. We lost the following class-
mates: SAM FABRICANT, BILL HIES-
TER, BILL JACOBY, ARTHUR JONES,
EARL MUNGLE, and BILL WRANG.
Quite a few of our classmates are
ill-HARRY EpSTEIN, EMERY HER-
MAN, SOL HERMANY, MOSES LEvIN,
ROYAL WILLIAMS. It is for us the
living to carryon in the Old Jeff
tradition. Take it easy and stay
well so we can get together for our
50th Reunion.
DR. FRANK W. KONZELMANN, 106
E. Myrtle Ave., Linwood, N .J., has
been elected President of the Medi-
cal Staff of Mercy Hospital for
1965.
1921
DR. GLENNR. FRYE, P .O. Box 2345,
H ickory, North Carolina, rep orts.
" I am building an addition to my
100-b:!d gen eral hospital whi ch will
add new X -ray and Lab D epart-
ments, offices, and ten priva te
rooms, bringing the bed capacity to
110."
DR. LAWRENCE G. HEINS, 3rd and
Buckeye, Abilene, Kansas, retired
from active m edical practice on
May I, 1963.
DR. LoUIS M . LIDE, V. A. Hospital,
Clarksburg, W. Va ., is on the medi-
cal staff of the V. A. Hosp ital.
DR. I. HAYDEN LUTTERLOH, Box
809 , Sanford, N .C., and hi s son, D R.
HAYDEN LUTTERLOH, JR., Class of
1952, operate the Lutterloh Cli nic
in Sanford.
DR. WILLIAM E. MCCULLOUGH, 26
W . Misheltorena St., Santa Ba r-
bara, Calif., writes, " I am still in
active practice here in Santa Ba r-
bara, sp ecializing in N eurology and
Psychiatry. I travel a lot, ta king in
one world congress each year. It
helps keep me up to date and gives
me the opportunity of meeting
many doctors in my field."
DR. LOUIS R. MORGAN, 3855 Coun-
try Club Rd., Long Beach, Calif .,
writes, " I am still in full time gen -
era l practice and going st rong. I
have eased up on by obs te tric prac-
tic e, letting the younger men do it
for me."
1923
DR. WILLIAM C. WILENTZ, 188 M a r-
ket St., Perth Amboy, N.J., has
bean elected Presid ent of the Ga r-
den State Hospitalization Plan and
has also been elected Secretary of
the American Academy of Compen -
sation M edicine.
1928
DR. HENRY A. DAVIDSON, E ssex
County Hospital, Cedar Grove, N. J .,
has been appointed editor of M en-
tal Hygiene, the professional jour-
nal published quarterly by the N a -
tional Association for Mental
Health.
•
.,
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1929
DR. EDGAR S. KRUG, 143 Health
Center, University Park, P a ., has
retired as Assistant Directo r of the
Ritenour Health Center at The
Pennsylvania State University. D r.
Krug served for nearly 30 years as
physician to students at Penn State.
Dr. Krug, a sports enthusiast, looks
forward to having more time to
pursue his favorite pastimes, hunt-
ing, fishing, and reading.
DR. WILLIAM A. ZAVOD, 133 Archer
Ave., Mt. Vernon, N.Y., spoke on
"Smoking and Cancer" at the first
sess ion of the Smokers' Workshop
on March 30th in White Plains,
N.Y.
1932
DR. J. ROBERT VASTINE, 901 N.
Orange St., Shamokin, Pa., has a
son, David W ., who is in his junior
year at J efferson. David was re-
cently awarded a $1,441. fellowship
by the Association of American
M edical Colleges which will enable
him to assist for 11 weeks next fall
at a mission hospital in the K atha -
mandu Valley of Nepal.
DR. WILLIAM B. WEST, 909 Mifflin
St., Huntingdon, Pa., was honored
at a dinner on February 27th for
his faithful service while serving as
Chief of the Medical Staff at J . C.
Blair Memorial Hospital. Dr. West
was president of the medical staff
at the hospital from January 1959
to January 1962 and served as
Chi ef of Staff from 1962 to 1965.
1935
DR. NATHAN SUSSMAN, 805 N. 2nd
St., Harrisburg, Pa., has been ap-
pointed Medical Director of the
Dauphin County Home. D r. Suss-
man is president of the medical
staff at Harrisburg Hospital and a
recognized authority on care and
rehabilitation of the elderly.
1937
DR. E UGENE L. ANCHORS, 12 Grant
St., Clarion, Pa., has been given a
certificate of appreciation signed
by President Johnson, Governor
William W. Scranton and Lewis B.
Hershey, director of Selective Serv-
ice, for services he rendered during
the past 20 years. During this time,
Dr. Anchors examined selective
se rvice personnel free of any
charge.
DR. WILLIAM T . DOUGLASS, JR., 1926
Market St., Harrisburg, P a. , was
elected President of the Medical
Bureau of Harrisburg at the B u-
reau's 23rd annual Membership
and Boa rd of D irectors Meeting.
1938
D R. SIMON M . BERGER, Albert Ein-
stein Medical Center, York and
Tabor R oads , P hiladelphia 41, Pa.,
has been promoted to the position
of senior attending physician in
the Division of Radiology at Albe rt
Einstein Medical Center.
1940
DR. GEORGE F. L ULL, JR., Claycut
Place Apts ., No. 21, 4900 Claycut
Road, Baton R ouge, Louisiana, has
ret ired to civilian practice, having
joined D rs . Ramsay and Boyer at
Baton Rouge General Hospital.
1941
DR. R ICHARD T. SMITH, 37 Nar-
brook Park, Narberth, Pa., is the
newly-elected Mayor of Narberth,
Pennsylvania.
Dr. Smith
1942
DR. JAMES A. HECKMAN, 1032 6th
Ave., Huntington, West Va ., re-
po rts that his son, Jim, has been
acc epted for admission to J effe rson
in the Fall of 1965.
1944-5
DR. EDWARD L. MCCONNELL, J R.,
115 Gypsy Lane, Wynnewood, Pa.,
has appointed Dr. Martin Zeluck
as a partner in his practi ce of Ob-
stetrics and Gynecology.
DR. JOHN T . M CGEEHAN, 728
Maurus St., S1. Mary's , P a., will
take a three -year leave of absence
from his post as Chi ef Surgeon at
the Andrew Kaul M emorial H ospi-
tal to study the treatment of can-
cer. H e will take this study at the
Cleveland Clinic along with radi-
ology and radio th erapy.
DR. STEPHEN MOURAT, 6400 Brook-
sid e Drive, Chevy Chase, Md., has
been awarded the Army Commen-
dation Medal for the outstanding
manner in which he served in key
positions in the Psychia t ry Serv-
ice at Walter Reed General H ospi-
tal in Washington, from March
1956 to February 25, 1965. D uring
this period, Colone l M oura t also
served as Consultant in Child Psy-
chiatry to the Surgeon General of
the U.S. Army. Dr. Mourat initi-
ated the child psychiatry training
program in the U.S. Arm y and
developed the first such training
clinic at Walter Reed General Hos-
pital in October 1957. This was the
prototype for the second program
established in 1960 at Letterman
General Hospital in San Francisco,
Calif. The Walter Reed t raining
center is approved and fully ac-
credited by the American Medical
Association and the American As-
sociation of Psychiatric Clinics for
Children. The only such program
in the armed forc es, the clinic pro-
vides both training for p rofession -
als and treatment for dependent
children from all the services.
Dr. Mourat returned to civilian
life in March and since that ti me
has se rved as a training consultant
in child psychiatry at Walter Reed
General Hospital in Washingto n
and the Maryland Institute for
Children in Baltimore, Md. H e is a
member of the teaching staffs at
Children's Hospital of the Dist rict
of Columbia , Hillcrest Children's
Center, George Washington Medi-
cal Colle ge, and Johns Hopk ins
University. In addition, he is serv-
ing as a part-time senior psychia-
trist at Patuxent Institute in J es-
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sup, Maryland, and conducts a
small private practice.
DR. ROBERT M . PACKER, JR., 301
Summit Ave .; Jenkintown, Pa., was
recently appointed Chief of Meta-
bolic Services at Abington Memo-
rial Hospital, Abington, Pa.
1945
DR. DANIEL H. COLEMAN, 7851 N.E.
112, Kirkland, Wash., is the new
president-elect of the King County
Medical Society in Seattle.
1946
DR. OSCAR K. LANICH, JR., 2131
Easley, Waterloo, Iowa, is prac-
ticing Radiology in a group. He
writes, "Three of us cover five hos-
pitals in Northeast Iowa as well as
a private office in Waterloo. This is
the heart of the tall corn country
and cattle land. The temperature
this time of year is very brisk,
hovering around 10°_20° below O.
The family has learned to like mid-
west living. My wife and two teen-
age children are in good health. I
met Dr. Carabasi at the American
National Cancer Society meeting in
Philadelphia this past fall."
DR. GAMEWELL A. LEMMON, JR. ,
1336 Badham Drive, Birmingham
16, Ala., is a Surgeon in a mixed
specialty group in Birmingham. Dr.
Lemmon writes that he is definitely
planning on attending the 20th re-
union of the Class of '46 in 1966.
DR. JAMES M. O'LEARY, 2612 Broad
Ave ., Altoona, Pa., is a Board Cer-
tified Surgeon doing General and
Thoracic Surgery in Altoona. Dr.
O'Leary is married to the former
Patricia McCann and they have
three children, Mary, Denis, and
John.
DR. HERBERT L. WALTER, 21 Bridle
Brook Lane, Covered Bridge Farms,
Newark, Delaware, has joined the
University of Delaware Health
Service Staff.
1947
DR. JOSEPH N . ACETO, 170 King St.,
Northumberland, Pa., has been ap-
pointed to serve as Secretary of the
Joint Committee on Chest X-ray in
Liaison with the American College
of Radiology. Dr. Aceto has served
as Chairman of the Committee on
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Chest Radiology of the A.C.C.P. for
three years.
DR. WILLIAM FRANKLIN Cox, 3rd,
5508 Kemper Rd., Baltimore, Md.,
has been named medical director of
the American Health and Life In-
surance Company.
DR. JOHN J. MEEHAN, The Benson
Bldg. , Jenkintown, Pa., was elected
President of the medical staff of
Holy Redeemer Hospital on Janu-
ary 10.
DR. LEWIS E. JONES, 1752 Morris
Landers Drive, N.E., Atlanta,
Georgia, was recently promoted to
Professional Assistant to the Area
Medical Director, Veterans Admin-
istration, Atlanta.
1948
DR. C. JULES ROMINGER, Miseri-
cordia Hospital, Philadelphia 43,
Pa., spoke on "Radio Isotopes" at
the 25th Anniversary Program of
Nazareth Hospital on March 10.
1949
DR. PETER L. EICHMAN, 1300 Uni-
versity Avenue, Madison, Wiscon-
sin, has been appointed Assistant
Dean of Clinical Affairs for the
University of Wisconsin Medical
School.
DR. EDWARD A. SCHAUER, 53 Main
St., Farmingdale, N.J., was elected
Vice President of the New Jersey
Academy of General Practice on
January 20th at the annual meet-
ing and scientific symposia of the
Academy.
1951
DR. HARRY BORETSKY, 1005 W. Sut-
ter Road, Glenshaw, Pa. , writes,
"I had the good fortune to meet
BOB HALE at the meeting of the
Pennsylvania Academy of General
Practice in Bedford Springs last
June. There may have been an
eyebrow raised at an Anesthesiolo-
gist attending the meeting, but it
was pure coincidence. It was great
fun to catch up on the news with
Bob."
DR. JASPER CHEN SEE, 415 Walnut
St., Reading, Pa. , writes, "I have
recently resigned from the St. Jo-
seph's Hospital in Reading, and
have undertaken the establishment
of the private practice of Pathol-
ogy . I have established the Quality
Control Labs at 415 Walnut S t.,
and find this phase of laboratory
medicine most interesting and ad-
venturous."
DR. JOHN T. GENECZKO, 1308
Columbus Ave., Bay City, M ich i-
gan. was installed as President of
the Michigan Soci ety of Anesthesi-
ologists at their annual meeting in
Lansing, Mich.
DR. ROBERT G. HALE, 4004 Fairway
Road, Lafayette Hill, Pa., writes
to Class Agents DRS. SWEENEY and
McPEAK, " F irst congratulations
and commiserations for a tough
job well done. We are still in fa m-
ily practice in Lafayette Hill. Our
three boys are growing long and
lean after their pa. I am still very
much interested and concerned with
the future of general practice-to
wit I have become a member of
the Sponsoring Founders Group for
an American Board of Family
Practice. W e in the AAGP and
many others feel that in the Board
we can create a renewed interest in
'family practice'-a concept of a
new field with new defined pe rime-
ters with certification, a sp ecialty,
if you will , and an enticement to
th e new medical student to go in to
a field that has promise, presti ge,
and most of all , satisfaction."
DR. ALFRED R. JAMISON, JR., 3075
Sweetbrier Circle, Lafayette, Calif.,
writes, "IRV FISCH (Jeff '56) and I
are with the P ermanente M edical
Group at Walnut Creek , Calif.
There are 18 of us in Internal
Medicine. Alma, my wife, and our
five little ones are fine. "
DR. EARL KANTER, 2 S. Fronten ac
Ave. , Margate City, N . J ., reports ,
" P ETE CHODOFF is now back at At-
lantic City to be Head of Anesthe-
sia, whi ch makes a total of four
from '51 here: MORTON ROSEN-
BLATT-Surgery, DAN DEMEO--
Orthopedics. P ete as above, and
me in Obstetrics and Gynecology. I
ran into SAM STILLING '51 when he
flew into A. C. Bader Airfield. I
took up flying in 1960 as a hobby
and now hold commercial and flight
instructor rating and multieng. and
instruments. I enjoy it very much."
•
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DR. NI CHOLAS P . KITRINOS, 14 Long-
fellow Rd., M elrose, Mass., is do-
ing N eurological Surgery at the
U.S .N. Hosp ital in Chelsea, Mass.
Dr. Ki trinos reports that he has
been there two and one-ha lf years,
enjoys it very much. The Kitrinos
have two child ren- M ich ele , 11,
and Robbie, 7.
DR. H ENRY E . LA VOICE, JR., 601
Marlton P ike, Erlton, N.J., reports ,
" No recent change in m y practice
or family. I am still in partnership
with Ben P aradee and very sa ti s-
fied . M y family includes six chil-
dren, ages 4 '12 to 13."
DR. LESTER E. MCGEARY, 448 Ridge
Ave., N ew K ensington, Pa., writes
that hi s old est daughter is now a
freshman in college.
DR. ROBERT A. MCKINLEY, 121
Westchester Ave., White Plains,
N . Y., headed a panel on "Team-
work in the Educational Process"
which wa s presented at Eastview
School in Whit e Plains on Novem-
ber 10. Dr. McKinley is on the
board of di rectors of the Cage Teen
Center and is active in the study
of After-Care with the White
Plains Council of Community
Services.
DR. D EAN B. OLEWILER, 142 S. 13th
St., Camp Hill , Pa. , writes, ' 'I'm still
supervising and working in our
mi ssion ho spital in Nigeria. It has
expande d to 110 beds from 30 when
I firs t arrived here 12 yea rs ago. I
do a lot of surgery and enjoy teach-
ing Nigerian men to work as dis-
pensers."
DR. GEORGE E. R IEGEL, 401 Broad,
Sewickl ey, P a ., and Mrs. Riegel
have three children, two daughters
and a son.
DR. LEONARD SATTEL, 705 Kings
H ighway, M oores town , N . J. , is
practicing P sychiatry in Cinnami n-
son, N . J . H e spends on e afternoon
a week at J eff in the Out Patient
D epartment.
D R. FRED W . WACHTEL, Center Pro-
fessional Bldg., 40 Union Ave.,
Irvin gton , N. J ., writes, " I m et Dr.
Burgess Gordon at the VIII Inter -
national Congress of Ch est Sur-
geo ns In Mexico City. I gave a
paper on 'T he Electrocardiogram
and Vectorcardiogram in Chronic
Pulmonary Emphysema' and was
Chairman of the Fireside Confer-
ence on Phonocardiography and
Vectorcardiography."
DR. WILLIAM E. WALLACE, 1847
Hawthorne St. , Sarasota, Fla.,
writes , " For the la st year I have
been in the private practice of neu-
rological surgery here in Sarasota,
practicing at the Sarasota M emor-
ial Hospital. I am also on the neu -
rosurgical cons ulta t ing staff at the
Veni ce M emorial Hospital in Ven -
ice, Florida, and the Bradenton
M emorial Hospital in Bradenton. I
was married in July 1964 to the
former Marion Bier, who along
with me is an avid swimmer and
outdoor en thusi as t . I am a member
of the Co ngress of N eurological
Surgeons, the International Co n-
gress of N eurological Surgeons and
the Harvey Cu shing Society.
Marion and I hope to attend the
forthcoming 15th anniver sary of my
class and will be looking forward to
seeing members of the Class in
Philadelphia next yea r."
DR. KEITH YOUNG, Park Ave., Edge-
water Park, Beverly, N . J ., wa s
recently appointed to the Burling-
ton County W elfare Board by the
Board of Freeholders.
1952
DR. JOSE H. AMADEO, Box 10835,
Capa r ra H eigh ts , P . R. , is Ch ief of
Surgical Services, Veterans Admin-
istration Hospital, San Juan, and
Associate Professor of Surgery a t
the U nivers ity of Puerto Rico
Sch ool of M edi cine. Dr. Amadeo
reports that he keeps up with the
news from J eff since he attends
most of the major surg ica l m eet-
ings sta teside.
DR. DAVID M. BARRY, 596 H op e S t.,
P rovid en ce 6, R . I., sp en t two weeks
in Turkey last September as a
guest of the Middle East N euro-
surg ica l Society and presented a
paper on " B rain Scanning" .
DR. JEROME I. BRODY, Graduate
H ospital of the U . of P ennsylvania,
19th and Lombard Sts., Philadel-
phia, Pa., writes, " We've added
Marion Bet h (age 1 year) to Lisa
Ellen (3 years) . I just received a
U S P H S C aree r D e v e lo p m e n t
Award, so I guess we' re pretty well
wedded to the U. of P."
DR. H ARRY L. BAIRD, 1379 Garfield
Place, Elizabe th 3, N .J., has been
named an Associate Director of
Clinical R esearch with Sandoz
Pha rmaceu tical s, H a nover, N.J.
Dr. Baird
DR. R AYMOND L. CUNNEFF, JR., 298
Bro ad St., Red Bank, N. J., reports
that he is very happy in the p rac-
tice of Orthoped ic Surgery in R ed
Bank. H e is ce rtified and also a
F ellow of the Am erican College of
Surgeon s. The Cunneffs have four
sons.
DR. EDWARD W . D ITTO, III, 217 W .
Washington St., H agerstown, Md. ,
writes, " M y wife and I j ust re-
tu rned from Austra lia , N ew Zea -
land, a nd Tahiti , wh ere we attended
a U.C.L.A. sponsored seminar as
part of the co ntinued medical edu-
cation program. We visited medical
ce n te rs in Sydney, Canberra, M el-
bourne, P apete, etc. We toured
wa rds, operating rooms , and other
facilities. We also received much
va lua ble information from va rious
professors and department heads in
the form of lectures, movies, and
slides."
D R. ROBERT A. EBERSOLE, 319 W es t
H olland St., Archbold, Ohio, writes ,
"We have four children ages 4, 8,
lD, a nd 12. W e a ll enjoy camping
and in 1964 enjoyed this family
activi ty in Colorado, Utah, and
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Arizona. When at home in the sum-
mer, th ey are learning to water ski
and do a lot of swimming."
DR. HOWARD F UGATE, JR. , 145 E.
3rd St., Moorestown, N. J ., writes
that his elde st daughter, Kathy
Joanne, is attending Elizabethtown
College in Elizabethtown, Pa.
DR. JEROME J . LEBOVITZ, 1643
Shady Ave., P ittsburgh , Pa., wa s
rec ently appointed Medical Coor-
dinator of the Willis Center Branch
of the Homestead , Pa., Hospital.
The Center is a convalescent wing
of the genera l hospital and con-
tains 76 beds. It is scheduled to
open on March 15th.
DR. J OHN M cD. M CGEHEE, 1653
Spri ng Hill Ave., M obile, Ala. , was
recently appointed Assistant Clini-
ca l Professor at the U nive rs ity of
Alabama . Dr. M cGeh ee and his
wife, H elen, have tw o ch ild re n,
D an, 6, a nd R obe rt Bruce, 18
months.
DR. ALVIN MERKIN, 1108 Rock
Creek Drive, W yncote , Pa., writes
to Class Agen t Dr. Robert L.
E vans, " A few things have hap-
pened since I saw you last. I have
three girls, age 3, 6, and 8. W e
moved from Miami Beach back to
Philly. I left G.P. and completed
my Anesthesia training at P .G.H.
I now am Chief of the Department
of Anesthesia at the AFL-CIO
Hospital in Philly. This essentially
is a new 230-bed community hospi-
tal with tremendous potential. I am
Vice President of the Medical Staff,
Chairman of the Joint Conference
Committee and a m ember of the
E xecutive Committee. Anesthesia
is a major and sepa ra te depart-
ment at this hospital."
DR. JOHN G. O'HURLEY, Suite 401 ,
140 Woodland St., Hartford, Conn.,
was recently made Visiting Oto-
laryngologist at St. Francis Hos-
pital.
DR. ROBERT E. STOUT, Hampton
Medical Arts Bldg., 3116 Victoria,
Hampton, Va., is in his sixth year
of practice in Hampton in Internal
Medicine. The Stouts have three
child ren- Christopher, 9, Barbara
Jean, 4 , and Diane Leigh , 18
months.
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DR. LYLE D. VINCENT, JR. , 1308
Market S t., Parkersburg, W . Va.,
is the new Chief of Staff at St.
Joseph's Hospital and is President-
elec t of the W est Virginia Diabetes
Association.
1953
DR. JOSEPH H . CARTER, 905 Hilltop
Rd., Erie, Pa., was electe d secre -
tary of the medical sta ff of Hamot
Hospital a t the staff's annual meet-
ing.
DR. JOHN M. LEVINSON, 1708 Tal-
ley Rd., Forest Hills Park, Wil-
mington 3, D elaware, returned to
this country D ecember 19th after
spe ndin g a month in Saigon with a
group of physicians who minister
to the natives and teach local doc-
tors to care for their own. This is
the second trip he has made to
Vietnam under this project. Dr.
Levinson has founded an organiza-
tion called Aid for International
M edicine. This organization sends
medicine to Vietnamese hospitals
for us e in their work.
1954
DR. HAROLD J . BYRON, Wyncote
House, Washington Lane and Town-
ship Line, Wyncote , Pa., has been
named Psychiatric Consultant at
La Salle College . H e has also been
appointed Clinical Associate in
Psychiatry and N eurology at Wom-
an's M edical College.
DR. DONALD H. FREEMAN, 59 Sky-
lin e Drive, Mankato, Minnesota,
writes , "We are now living in Man-
kato, since I have joined the 23 man
group practice, namely the Man-
kato Clinic. I make the sixth in-
ternist in the group and the only
hematologist. We hope that any-
on e from J eff to vacation in this
beautiful state will stop to see us."
DR. THEODORE A. GARCIA, 481 Or -
chard Rd., King of Prussia, Pa.,
has been appointed to the staff of
M ontgomery Hospital with major
and minor privileges in Ophthalmic
surgery.
DR. JOWN W. GORDON, II, N.E
Cor. Swarthmore Ave. and Chester
Pike, Ridley Park, Pa., has been
elected Vice President of the Ch es -
ter P ike R otary Club.
DR. W . ROBERT JACOBS, 461 Corl iss
Ave., Phillipsburg, N.J. , has been
elected President of the M edical
and D ental Staff of W a rren H ospi-
tal.
DR. JAMES F . WELSH, Community
Gen eral H ospital, R eading, Pa. ,
recently assumed his new duties as
Pathologist of Community Gen e ral
Hospital. Dr. and Mrs. W elsh have
three child ren-K a re n, 14, James ,
8, and Mi chael , 5.
1955
DR. CARL W . BOYER, OS C Box 36,
Walter R eed Gen eral H ospital,
W ashingt on , D . C., 20012, writes,
"After transfer fr om H aw aii, I be-
gan a fellowship in Radia t ion
Therapy this summer. W e are p re-
se n tly ge tting used to win ter again,
and ex pec t to be in this part of th e
country for another th ree or four
ye a rs."
DR. RI CHARD BROWN, Child ren's
Hospital Society of L.A. , 4614 Sun-
set Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif., is
Associate Card iologist at Child rens
H ospital and Assistant Professor at
U.S.C.
DR. ROBERT D . CORDIER, 1426 Tif-
fany Circle, R osevill e, Ca lif ., ret ired
from the U .S . Navy after nine years
of service ; he did his residen cy in
Surgery at Oakland Naval Hospi-
tal, 1956-1960; spen t one year in
Plastic Surgery trainin g; and was
stationed at the U .S . Naval H ospi-
tal, Long Beach, Calif., fr om 1961-
1964. Dr. Cordier is now in private
practice in Roseville. Dr. Co rdie r
reports that he has four boys, two
girls, and on e beautiful wife, and is
enjoy ing his practice very much .
DR. WILLIAM P. HENDERSON, 520
Hume M ansur Building, Ind ian -
apolis, Indiana, is pract icing Ob-
ste t rics and Gynecology.
DR. J OSEPH R. JOHN, 3610 Bon ner
Rd., P ensacola, Fla., writes , "At
last, nine long ye a rs after gradu-
ation, I have finally started prac-
tice. After time spent in Gen eral
Practice, the U.S. Army , Surgery
•
•resid ency, Radiology residency, and
a one year Radiology Fellowship,
I have joined the staff of the Medi-
cal Center Clinic of Pensacola. This
is a rapidly expandi ng forty man
group of all specia lists. The three
radiologists on the clinic staff serve
Sacred H eart Hospital in Pensa-
cola. My wife, Dawn, and I have
three happy and healthy children-
Stephanie, 7, Joseph, III, 5, and
Alison Ann, 4."
DR. WILLIAM L. KANENSON, 1122
Countryside Drive, Harrisburg, Pa.,
is practicin g Internal Medicine
in a partnership in Harrisburg. "I n
addition to my three-year-old
daughte r, I have a new son, Ross
Howard, who is three weeks old as
of this writing. Practice is boom-
ing and life is good !"
DR. ANDREW J . KAPCAR, 3608lh
Staunton Ave., S.E ., Charleston,
W. Va. , is now an Associate Path-
ologist at M emorial Hospital in
Charleston. Dr. and Mrs. Kapcar
will celebrate their second wedding
anniversary on June 1.
DR. ROBERT M . KLINE, 9 E . Walnut
St., Lebanon, Pa., writes that he is
planning to go to Europe for a
month starting in May and is hop-
ing that he'll be back in t ime to
attend the reunion.
DR. W ILLIAM A. LISTA, 4200 State
Road, Drexel Hill, Pa. , is practic-
ing Internal Medicine in Drexel
Hill. Dr. and Mrs. Lista have two
childre n- Anthony, 5 and Leslie,
2lh.
DR. J ULIUS L. MARKOWITZ, 9136
Cla ir e Ave. , N orth ridge, Calif., is
ente r ing his fourth year with the
Permanente Medical Group of
Southern California in the San
Fernando Valley in Los Angeles.
D r. Markowitz obtained Board Cer-
tification in Obstetrics and Gyne-
cology in 1964.
DR. MICHAEL J . McNALLY, 830 N .
T ejon, Colorado Springs, Colo. ,
completed his residency at the
Cleveland Clinic and is in private
practice in N eurosurgery in Colo-
rado Springs. Dr. and Mrs. Mc-
N ally have three children.
DR. JOSEPH A. MILLER, 1537 Tur-
ner St., Allentown, Pa., and DR.
CHARLES F. SCHULTZE, 1421 State
St. , Santa Barbara, Calif., were both
installed as Fellows of The Ameri-
can College of Obstetricians and
Gyn ecologists at its Annual Meet-
ing, April 4-8, in San Francisco.
DR. JAMES A. MURRAY, 502 Van
Buren St. , Fostoria, Ohio, writes,
" N orma and I are fine. I am still
going strong in G.P. and hope J ef-
ferson continues to endeavor to
produce well trained men (and
women) as 'Family physicians'.
We intend to be present for the
10th class reunion and hope many
others will do likewise."
DR. PAUL M . SELFON, Apt. 40J,
4970 Batte ry Lane, Bethesda, Md. ,
is presently working for the D evice
Branch of the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration in Washington, D. C.
DR. JAMES A. SINGLETON, Doctors
P ark, 701 North Walnut, Spring-
field, Ill., was Board certified in
Obstetrics and Gynecology thi s
past summer.
DR. JOHN N. SOURBEER, 202 H ar-
bor View Lane, Largo, Fla ., is in
his eigh th year of general practice
on the west coast of Florida and
writes that he is enjoying it very
much. " Nelle and I plan to be at
the ten yea r reunion in June '65.
J eff, Jan, Jon, and Jay will stay
home this time."
DR. ROBERT C. SPAGNOLI, 706 How-
ell Drive, Briell e, N. J ., has been
practicing Radiology in the Brielle
area for approximately two years.
H e is one of a group of four Radi-
ologists and is kept quite busy. Dr.
and Mrs. Spagnoli have seven chil-
dren, five girls and two boys , rang-
ing in age from 10lh years to four
months.
DR. F. WILLIAM S UNDERMAN, JR.,
Associate Professor of Pathology,
University of Florida College of
Medicine, Gainesville, Fla., is the
new national President of the As-
sociation of Clinical Scientists. Dr.
Sunderman is Director of Clinical
Labora to ries at the University H os-
p ital and Clinics of the J. Hillis
Miller H ealth Cente r.
DR. THOl\1AS B. TEMPLETON, 331
Colo ny R d., Statesville, N . C., has
accepted the post of medical repre-
sentative for the Iredell H ear t As-
socia t ion. Dr. T empleton is cur-
rently an Instructor in Clinical In-
te rnal M ed icine at Bowman Gray
School of Medicine in Winston-
Salem.
1956
D R. F REDERICK V. BALDI, 1244 Nor-
folk Way, Sacramen to , Calif., writes,
" I am still out here in sunny Cali-
fornia . M y fa mily is growing fast."
D R. THOMAS G. BELL, 122 Weaver
S t. , Clearfield , P a., has been certi-
fied as a D iplomate of the Ameri-
ca n Board of Internal Medicine.
Dr. Bell is the first Clearfield
County physician to be certified as
a specialist in Intern al Medicine.
DR. JOHN M . DANIEL, 200 Granville
Ave., Beckley , W. Va., is in the
practice of I nternal Medicine. Dr.
and Mrs. Da niel have four chil-
dren.
DR. PAUL DRUCKER, 12 Woodruff
Rd., M etuch en , N. J. , writes, "I
moved into my new office with my
associate J erry Finkel in May. We
have lots of sp ace and everything
we need. All is well and am very
happy with ou r practice."
DR. PAUL J . D UGAN, 1432 Tiffany
Circle, Roseville, Calif. , writes, "We
are all fine he re in Roseville. Our
group of five G.P .'s including BILL
ANTHONY '55, will add a sixth man
in J anuary '65. BOB CORDIER '55 is
a new addition to the Roseville
medical community. He rec ently
opened his office in General Sur-
gery and is already busy with Jeff
'refusals'."
D R. HILLARD C. GERSTEN, 311 N .
Lake D rive, Lakewood, N . J ., com-
pleted his resi de ncy in An esthesi-
ology a t Columbia P resbyterian
Hospi ta l in July 1963. D r. Ge rsten
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is presently Chief of Anesthesiology
at Paul Kimball Hospital in Lake-
wood .
DR. REX W . GREEN, 247 N. 13th
St., All entown, Pa., reports, " I am
doing general practice in Allentown
and am also the plant physician for
Mack Trucks out here. For diver-
sion, I own and drive a three-qua r-
te r midget ra ce ca r. Our circuit in-
cludes P ennsylvania, N ew Jersey,
New York, etc., and I find this a
very fascinating sport and hobby.
It's a long way from medicine, but
there must be other medical men
who have similar interests, and
perhaps they would ca re to con -
ta ct me."
D R. JOSEPH H. HOBBS, 218 Mahan-
tongo St., Pottsville, Pa., is cur-
rently engaged in the construction
of the York T errace Nursing and
Convalescen t H ome. Dr. and Mrs.
Hobbs have six children-four girls
and two boys.
DR. J . HAROLD HOUSMAN, Shirati
Hospital , Tarime , Tanganyika,
East Africa, writes, " We now have
a two-way radio communication
with about 40 other Mi ssion Hos-
pitals plus with specialists in Nai-
robi , which is very valuable for
consul tation. There is one J effer-
son graduate, MATT JOHNSON
(Clas s of '49), moving to Kenya,
which is 300 miles away. I will be
able to consult with him via radio."
DR. C. WARREN KOEHL, JR., Elm-
crest Drive, Dallas, Pa., writes,
"We are enjoying ou r home here
in the Wyoming Valley. I have
been the Associate Pathologist at
th e W ilkes-Barre General Hospital
for the past 2V:z years."
DR. E DWARD W. LUCZYNSKI, JR.,
17 Fairview Ave., Randolph Town-
ship, Do ver, N. J ., wr ites, "I am
practicing Internal M edicine in
Dover. I completed my Boards in
Internal M ed icine in April of last
year and am an Ass ociate Attend-
ing in M ed icine at Dover General
H ospital and St. Clare's, D enville."
DR. THEODORE J . MARSHALL, 1750
N. Palafax St., P ensacola, Fla. , is
presently practicing P sychiatry
with the Medical Center Group.
Dr. Marshall reports that JOSEPH
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JOHN '55 is joining the Clinic's
Department of Radiology.
DR. NEIL DOUGLAS MARTIN, 111
Britton Way, Mather AFB, Calif.,
has successfully completed his
Boards in Internal Medicine. Dr.
Martin is presently Chief of the
Department of Medicine at 3535th
USAF Hospital at Mather AFB.
DR. KENNETH J. MCGRATH, 1459
Merritt St., EI Cajon, Calif. , writes,
" I' m still living it up in southern
California with a full life and full
general practice. I hope to get back
some yea r to see all the changes
at Jefferson."
DR. GORDON W . MELLA, LCDR,
MC, USN, NNMC, USNH, Be-
th esda, Md., is on the Pediatrics
Staff at Bethesda and on th e teach-
ing staff a t Georgetown Universi ty
Medical School and reports that he
is really enjoying himself. Dr. and
Mrs. M ella have three sons.
DR. SHELDON B. MEYERSON, 1680
Meridian Ave ., Miami Beach, Fla.,
is in his seco nd year of Neurosur-
gical residency at Jackson Memor-
ial Hospital.
DR. THOMAS G. O'BRIEN, Children's
Hospital M ed ical Center, Boston,
Mass., has been awarded a Ful-
bri ght Scholarship for the study of
medicine at Birmingham, England.
Dr. O'Brien will study at the U ni-
versity of Birmingham M edi cal
School, Queen Elizabeth's Hospital.
DR. JOSEPH P. RAVIN, 155 Box -
wood Circle, Hamburg, N. Y.,
writes, "T o bring you up to date,
Dr. Carl E. Villarini and I formed
a partnership in January 1963. W e
built our own office building which
we occupied May I , 1964. Things
have been picking up and as of
November I , 1964, we took on a
prospective third member. My wife,
Stasia, and I still have 'only' two
children- P aul now 7 V:z and De-
borah Ann, 6 V:z. I see that TOM
O'BRIEN ca rved Cassius Clay , bu t
wh ere is PAUL McDONOUGH? If
anyone manages to get up th is way,
stop by and see us ."
DR. BERTRAM H. SHAPffiO, 50 Glen-
wood Ave ., Jersey City 6, N. J. ,
writes, "I have been very fortunate
in obtaining my certification as a
D iploma te of the Am erican Board of
An esth esiology this past October.
I am still engaged in p ractice at
th e M ed ical Center here in J ersey
City."
DR. H . MARTIN SNYDER, 1021 E .
9th Ave. , W infield, K ansas , reports
that he has qualified for the Tho-
ra cic Boards and is p ra cticing Gen-
era l and Thoracic Surgery in Win-
field.
D R. CHARLES J . STAHL, III. U.S.N .
Hospital, Navy # 926, FPO San
Francisco, Calif., writes, " I am pre-
sently ass igned to the U.S. Naval
H ospital, Gu am, as Chief of Labor-
a tory Service. I al so se rve as Dep-
uty M ed ical Ex amine r for th e Ter-
rit ory of Gu am. In Ap ril , 1964, I
became a diplomate of the Ameri-
can Boa rd of P athology in the
specia l field of fore nsic pathology."
DR. WILLIAM H. STENNIS, J R., East-
ern P ennsylvania Psychia t ric In-
stit ute. H enry Ave. and Abbotsford
Rd., P hil adelphia 29, Pa. , is prac-
ticing Child Psychiatry in Ch estnut
Hill, is D irector of the Out Patient
Cli nic of Ch ild Psychiatry at Al-
bert Einstein Medical Cen ter,
N orthern Di vision , and is Consult-
ant to th e Bucks County School
System.
D R. H ENRY H . L. YIM. 45-939 Ka-
mehameha Highway , Kaneohe.
Oahu. Hawaii , is p racticing in his
homet own of Kaneohe. The Yims
have two child ren-Grego ry and
Robyn Liz. Dr. Yim writes that
JOHN CARSON lives only one block
away , a nd is a lso p racticing in
Kaneohe.
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DR. CESARE R. ANTONIACCI. 67 Clin-
to n Ave., Millburn , N . J. , was
board certified in Psychiatry in
Decem ber by the American Board
of Psych ia t ry a nd Neurology.
D R. FRANCIS F . BARTONE, University
of Kansas Medi ca l Center, Kansas
City, Kansas, is p resently finish ing
his General Surge ry residency at
the University of Ka nsas . H e took
•
•a residency in Urology at J eff and
reports that he is primarily inter-
este d in acad emic Urology .
DR. ROBERT K. BROTMAN. Philadel-
phia State Hospital, Southampton
Rd. and Roosevelt Blvd.. P hiladel-
phia, Pa., writes. "I am still up
here at the funny farm. Joyce is a
resident in Radiology at Albert
Einstein. I was promoted to Clini-
cal Director on January 1. I'm try-
ing to ge t ready for Boards."
DR. LAWRENCE R. COOPERMAN, 23
Sorensen Rd., W est Haven , Conn..
writes, "T he tennis is still strug-
gling along; I play indoors about
once a week. During the past six
weeks, I have been studying for
Board exams. which are now over.
thankfully."
DR. DONALD P . ELLIOTT, D ept. of
Thoracic Surgery, University of
California M edical School, San
Francisco, Calif., writes, " I am cur-
rently se rving as Chief R esident in
Thoracic and Cardiac Surgery at
the Univ. of Calif. Hospital. In
June, my wife Freda, Julie, 8,
Cindy, 6, and Tom, 4, and I will
return to D enver wh ere I will be
an I nstructor in the D epartment of
Surgery."
DR. J . RONALD HALENDA, Media
Clinic, M edia, Pa., writes, ''I'm at
the M edia Clinic, which is a 23-
man spe cialty group. My field is
P ediatrics which includes a full
practice along with research at
Children's Hospital and P enn where
as a part of the Virus R esearch
T eam, I am engaged in the devel -
opment of live virus vaccines for
measles, mumps, German m easles ,
ch icke n pox, and flu. I am still
single, leading a gay bach elor's life
in my home in the country at Blos-
som Hill, Wawa, Pa."
DR. STANLEY L. KOCOT, 28 Sher-
wood Hill Dr., H old en , Mass., is in
the private practice of Internal
Medicine and Cardiology at 27 Elm
St., Worcester, Mass. He is a mem-
ber of the "H ea r t Team" (for open-
heart surgery) and staff member of
St. Vincent Hospital in Worcester.
Dr. Kocot and his wife, Mary, have
five children-Thomas, 1, Kathy, 3,
Larry, 4, Susan, 6, and Nancy, 8.
DR. MAX M . KOPPEL, Northeast
M edical Ce nte r. 7310 Castor Ave..
Philadelphia 15, Pa., is in the pri-
v-ite practice of U rology, a n In-
st ruct or in the D epartment of
U rology, and has been appointed
a consultant in Urology at the El-
wyn School. H e is married and is
the father of three girls.
DR. ALLAN LAZAR, 409 Conrad R d...
Englewood, N . J. , writes, "At the
p resent time I am an Associate in
Pathology at Columbia U niversity
College of Physicians a nd Sur-
geons, wh ere most of m y time is
devoted to research. On Thanks-
giving Day we welcomed our fifth
child, second son, Michael. W e're
living in Englewood , which is semi-
rural ; its proximity makes it con-
venien t ."
DR. JAMES T . MADDUX, 304 W est
Co r r iher Ave. , Salisbury , N . C., re-
ce n tly assumed his new duties as
Associate Pathologist at R owan
Memorial Hospital. Dr. and Mrs.
Maddux have two children , D eni se.
six, and Susan, three.
DR. JOHN T . MAGEE, Bryn Mawr
M edical Building, County Lin e Rd.
and Lindsay Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pa. ,
passed hi s Boards in April , 1964,
and is presently in the private
p rac tice of N ephrology and Inter-
nal Medicine.
DR. MICHAEL A. ORIENTE, 918 Cath-
erine St., Philadelphia, Pa. , is in
Gen eral Practice in South Phila-
delphia. He has three children ,
two boys and a girl.
DR. R UDOLPH W . PAVICH, Bethle-
hem Steel Co., Box 248 , Chester-
ton, Indiana, writes , " I have been
appointed Plant Surgeon of the
new Bethlehem Steel Company 's
plant in Indiana. It's quite a chal-
lenge. We still have four children."
DR. ROBERT J . POSATKO, 403 Gar-
man St. , Jacksonville, N. C. , writes,
" I am currently a m ember of the
Obstetrical staff at U .S . Naval Hos-
pital, Camp Lejune, N. C., M y im-
mediate plans are to get out of the
Navy in August, 1965, and set up
practice in Obstetrics and Gyne-
cology somewhere in the Philadel -
phia area."
D R. JOHN R. PREHATNY. 615 Cy-
press Ave .. Yeadon. Pa.. writes. "I
fin ish ed my surgical residency at
Jeff. July . 1964. I have opened an
office a t the M ethodist Hospital
M edical Building for the practice
of Gen er al a nd Thor acic Surgery.
I have staff privileges at Pennsyl -
va nia. M isericordia , a nd Methodist
H ospita ls. a nd am Inst ru ct or in
Surgery a t the University of Penn-
sy lvania School of Medicine. I am
doi ng research on assisted circu-
la ti on at Misericordia."
D R. M ARVIN A. SACKNER. 5133 N .
Bay R oad. Miami Beach , F la., was
recen tly se lected as one of the 80
distingui sh ed a lumni of Temple
Unive rs ity. H e was a participa nt
in the Asp en Co nfere nce on Em-
ph ysem a in J un e 1964 and spoke
on "Functiona l Volumes of the
Pulmon a ry Circ ulation". He is pre-
se ntly se rv ing as Assistant P rofes-
sor of Physiology at the University
of Mi ami School of Medicine.
DR. NORMAN S. SHERWOOD, 444
Communi ty D rive, Manhasset, N.
Y. , his wife, Gail , and children
Scott and Mara a re presently liv-
ing in Cryder H ouse, Whitestone.
N . Y., and enjoying their new su r-
round ings . D r. S herwood is prac-
tici ng Urology in Manhasset and is
on the Urology S taff of D ownsta te
Medical Sc hool.
D R. FRANK B. THOMAS, I II, 121
High si., H an cock , M d. , writes,
"At ou r hou se the only news is
our annual add-a -baby edition.
R osemarie, our sixth, was born in
March. Gen eral Practi ce is hectic,
but rewarding. W e would appreci-
a te a helping hand if anyone is in-
terested in Gen eral Practice."
D R. D ONALD P. YADUSKY, Lansdale
Cl inic, So. Broad S t. at Allen town
R d., Lansdale, P a ., and his wife,
Cath ie, a nd the ir three children-
Julianne, Donnie, and Stephanie-
have mov ed to Lansdale. Dr. Ya-
dusky has join ed the Lansdale
Clin ic wh ere he practices Internal
M edi cin e. H e was d ischarged from
the Army in D ecember aft er serv-
in g a three -year active tour of duty
in Germany.
DR. RONALD J . YADUSKY, 75 A
Cli fto n Road, J ersey City, N. J.,
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writes, "My wife and our five chil-
dren are with me in Jersey City
while I complete a Thoracic Sur-
gery residency at the B. S . Pollak
Hospital. ijegards to all our Jeffer-
son friends."
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DR. FRANK T. CARNEY, 244 Luzerne
St. , Johnstown, Pa., is in the prac-
tice of Urology and is presently
studying for his Boards.
DR. JOHN A. CRAIG, Nanticoke Me-
morial Hospital Professional Build-
ing, Seaford, Delaware, spoke on
October 30th at a symposium on
Blood Volume in Clinical Medicin e
at the International Hotel in Los
Angeles. H e spoke on toxemia of
pregnancy, which, he said, is the
most important remaining cause of
maternal mortality. Dr. Craig said
it always had been thought that
th e amount of blood in a patient
decreased during toxemia of preg-
nancy. But D r. Craig now has de-
termined that blood volume in-
creas es instead. This new insight,
he told the group, may aid in find -
ing the cause of the disease be-
cause it leads researchers into dif -
ferent areas to explain the increased
blood, which apparently is a con-
sequence of whatever causes the
disease.
DR. FARRELL R CROUSE, 1003 P enn
Ave ., Wyomissing, Pa., writes, "I
fini sh ed my residency in Psychi-
a try June 1962 at J eff, then served
for two years in the U. S. Navy,
stationed at U. S . Naval Hospital
in Portsmouth, Va. I was dis -
cha rge d as Lt. Cdr. in July, 1964.
Since then I have been in private
practice. My wife and I have one
two-year-old son."
DR. DONALD N . D UBROW, 3740 Alta
Vista Lane, Dallas, T exas, wri tes,
" I am now half way through my
second year of residency in Inter-
nal M edi cin e at Baylor University
Medical Center, Dallas, T exas.
In July we bought a home with
enough ground to camp out on.
N eedl ess to say, we have plenty of
living space and the welcome mat
is always out for my fri ends from
J efferson, of whom there are nil in
this city. Y 'all come, as we have
sai d in the past."
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DR. RICHARD E. ESHBACH, 328
Cressman Rd., Harleysville, Pa., is
a staff physician at H . R Landis
State T.B. Hospital. H e has plans
to open an office for the practice
of general medicine in Worcester,
Pa.
DR. J ULIAN D. FELDMAN, 255 S.
17th St., Philadelphia, Pa., was in -
stalled as a Fellow of The Am eri-
can College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists at its Annual M eet-
ing, April 4-8 , in San Francisco.
DR. BERNARD GOODMAN, 1447 El
Verano Drive, Thousand Oaks,
Calif., recently completed a resi -
dency in Psychiatry and is now do -
ing Out Patient Clinic work. H e
reports that Psychiatry is an inter-
es t ing field and one for which there
is a grea t need.
DR. JAMES E. MCGRATH, 1168
Maplecrest Ave., Gladwyne, Pa.,
completed his residency in Radi-
ology in August, 1964, and is now
practicing Radiology at Our Lady
of Lourdes Hospital in Camden,
N . J., and at the Am erican Onco-
logic Hospital, Philadelphia, in ad-
dition to private practice at 136
South 16th St., Phila. Dr. and
Mrs. McGrath have three children.
DR. GINO MORI, 1705 J efferson
Ave., Dunmore, Pa., passed Part
II of his Surgery Boards this past
June.
DR. DONALD E. PRAISS, 1566 Mt.
Ephraim Ave., Camden 4, N. J. ,
has been appointed a Ross V. Pat-
terson Fellow. He is presently a
second year Resident in Urology
at J efferson. Dr. and Mrs. Praiss
have a nine-month-old daughter,
Donna Marie.
DR. CHARLES L. REESE, III, Profes-
sional Building, Suite C-6, Augus-
tine Cut-Off, Wilmington, D ela-
ware, writes, " I passed my N eurol-
ogy Boards in December, 1964, so
feel I really can practice legally."
DR. RI CHARD R VANDERBEEK, Hill-
top House, Apt. B-4, 333 La cey
Ave., Doylestown, Pa., is now prac-
t icing Internal Medicine in Doyles-
town and reports that he has passed
his Boards.
DR. WILLIAM J. W ARREN, R R #1,
Box 148-A , F u rlong, Pa ., recently
passed his Anatomic and Clinical
Pathology Boards. H is tou r of duty
in the N avy will be completed in
July, when he plans to return to
the Pathology D epa rtment at Jeff.
DR. ALBERT B. WOLBACH, JR., 1243
W . Main St., E ph rata, Pa., has
moved to a new combined home
and office and is busily occupied in
General Prac ti ce.
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DR. STUART B. BROWN, Boston
Children's H osp ital , Boston , Mass.,
wri tes , " I comple ted my Pediatric
N eurology Fellowship at Boston
Childre n's H ospital and am now on
the full- time staff here and at the
P eter Bent Brigham Hospital do-
ing a dult and P ed ia tric N eurology.
I have a teac hing appoin tmen t at
Harvard M ed ical School to round
out the agenda and help keep me
busy. W e' re all well and would be
pleased to hear from anyone pass-
ing th rough the area."
DR. NATHANIEL PAU H EN CHING,
44th SHMA, APO, San Francisco,
Calif., sends news via D r. Kenneth
F ry, who in turn forwarded it to
the Alumni Office. Dr. Ching writes,
" I am stuck near the DM2 in
Korea , far fr om civilization with
the ru gged country of Korea all
around. It's a poor country with
poor sanitation. W e operate on the
K orea n people around us; carci-
noma of th e stomac h is com mon as
is The. The G.I.'s are usuall y break -
ing legs so we send them further
back for the long term convales-
cence. I have met seve ra l Koreans
trained in surgery in the U .S. who
come back to their country gener-
all y to starve with no facilities or
pati en ts who can afford to be oper-
ated on by them. A few of them
get to teach in the universities, but
th ere is one close to us who is try-
ing to get equi pment from the U.S.
govern me nt to equip his hospital.
They have the talent, but no hos -
pitals for them to wor k in.
"T ravel is difficult in this coun-
try, so I have been pretty much
stuck in our compound. I got away
a couple of times to Seoul and also
to take Part I of the Surgical
Boards."
•
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DR. HOWELL E. COOK, JR., D .D. S.,
5801 Ventnor Ave., Ve ntnor, N. J .,
spoke before the Merce r County
Dental Society at their September
(1964) meeting on "Medical Prob-
lems Currently Seen in the Dental
Office".
DR. DAVID M . GEETTER, 65 E . R ob-
bins Ave. , N ewington , Conn., is a
resident in Neurosurgery at Hart-
ford Hospital, Hartford , Conn.
DR. LEONARD F . GREENBERG, 944 E .
Johnson St., Philadelphia, Pa., is
completing hi s F ellowship in Car-
diology at the Albert Einstein
Medical Center, Northern D ivision,
and will ente r private practice in
July.
DR. MALCOLM KATES, 1715 Spruce
St., Philadelphia, Pa., recently
opened an office for the practice
of Internal Medicine. He has been
appointed Inst ru ctor in Medicine
at J efferson and an Attending
Physician on the Jefferson Medical
College Hospital service at P.G.H.
DR. WALTER L. MCCONNELL, Berk-
shire Valley, R D I , Wharton, N . J .,
has a new home in Berkshire Val-
ley, situated on 44 acres adjacent
to the State Game Preserve. In his
spare time, Dr. McConnell with
his four children hunt , fish , and
take part in conservation programs.
He reports that his m edical prac-
tice is growing and that the medi-
cal group he is associated with now
consists of 11 men.
DR. CHARLES L. McDOWELL, 138
E uclid Ave ., Hackensack, N . J., is
completing his residency at Colum-
bia-Presbyterian Hospital in N ew
York.
DR. ALBERT C. PRICE, U.S.N. Hos-
pital, Charleston, S. C., was re-
cently certified by the American
Academy of P ediatrics. As of July
I, he will begin a F ellowship in
Cardiology at Children's M edical
Center, Boston.
DR. GARY P. ROMISHER, Zurbrugg
M emorial Hospital, Riverside, N .J.,
is a Radiologist at Zurbrugg Hospi-
tal. Dr. and Mrs. Romisher have
two sons and a daughter.
D R. WILLIS G. STOSE, M edical Arts
Build ing, 1012 Volusia Ave ., Day-
tona Beach, Fla., announces hi s
association with DR. THURMAN GIL-
LESPY, JR., ('53) , DR. GILBERT A.
MARTIN, J R., ('54), and another
doctor in the practice of Or tho-
paedic Surgery.
DR. J AMES R. WIANT, Mt. Kipp,
Glen Gardner, N . J. , is presently
Assistant Medical Director of the
New J ersey State Sanatorium. The
Wiants have three children.
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D R. JITENDRA R. BHATT, Southern
California Permanente Medical
Group, 13652 Cantara St., Pano-
rama City, Calif., writes, " I have
completed my Obstet rics and Gy-
necology residency at Akron Gen-
eral Hospital and joined a group
practice in the San Fernando Val-
ley. I am one of eight Ob-Gyn m en
in the gro up . T he quality of medi-
cine is without question quite ex-
cellent. The family life is th e most
rewa rding part of such a group
practice. I presented a paper be-
for e the District V m eeting of th e
American Coll ege of Obstetricians
and Gynecologists for which I re -
ceived second prize. We now have
three children. Sheila was born in
Akron last year."
DR. JOHN P. BRENNAN, 60 Marl-
borough Ave ., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
is currently a m edical resident at
th e Veterans Administration Hos-
pital in Philadelphia.
DR. JAMES D . BRUBAKER, Box 626,
Aibonito, P . R., is now helping to
staff a mission hospital in the hills
of Puerto Rico. "Statistically I
think we three physicians do rather
well, with around 800 deliveries,
30,000 out patients, and 600 sur-
geries , annually."
DR. GORDON R. COHEN, Mt. Zion
Hospital, 1600 D ivesade ro St. , San
Francisco, Calif., is completing hi s
fourth year as a F ellow in Child
Psychiatry in San Francisco. His
assignment in the Public H ealth
Services for next year is st ill un-
certain but the P eace Corps or
NIMH a re the two possibilities.
D r. Cohen reports that the two
children are looking forward to the
move East and the snow, but that
he and hi s wife will be leaving San
Francisco with mixed fee lings.
DR. G. ROBERT CONSTABLE, 506
Gainboro Rd., Drexel Hill, Pa., is
in his second ye a r of resid en cy in
Internal M ed icine. The Constables
have two child re n- Kathy, 3, and
Scott, 18 months.
DR. RI CHARD H . D UNKELBERGER,
Cook Cou nty H ospi tal Marrison
and Wo ods S ts., Chicago, Il l.,
writes, ' 'I'm enjoying my second
ye a r in medicin e residency at Cook
County H ospital. M y wife , Gayle,
and I are happily watching our
son, Willy, grow up. H e was one-
ye a r old this month."
DR. SHERMAN W . E VERLOF, 646 W.
Springfield Rd., Springfield , Pa.,
writes, " I've completed my resi-
dency in Obstetrics and Gyn ecol-
ogy at Fitzgerald Mercy H ospita l
and have ope ned my office in
Springfield. W e now have two chil-
dren , a boy, three and a girl, 17
months."
DR. J OHN N . GIACOBBO, 2400 S.
21st St., Philadelphia , Pa., is prac-
ticing P ediatrics in South P hila -
delphia. Dr. Giacobbo reports that
he will be ta king his Boards this
ye a r.
DR. DAVID GREEN, 2543 Burgener
Blvd ., San Di ego, Calif., is pre-
sentl y servin g in the U.S. Navy,
sta tione d at San Di ego N aval H os-
pita l. His daughter, J o Ellen, is
now 2V:! , and his son, D aniel, six
months.
D R. JOHN M . HESS, 1249 Adams
S t., F a irborn, Ohi o, writes, "I am
now 'Chief,' tha nks to Uncl e, at
U.S .A.F . H ospi tal , Wrigh t P a tt er-
son AFB. I cons ider this the best
assignment in the Ai r Force, ex-
cept perhaps La ck land in T exas.
Cases and working conditions are
excelle nt. My partner anesthesiolo-
gis t is from P ortland, Oregon. I am
still drivin g th e P orsch e, skiing,
and getting mor e gray hair over
the three kids-no dogs yet."
DR. JOHN HETHERINGTON, JR., 16
Adolph Sutro Cou rt, San Fran-
cisco, Ca lif., writ es, " I am at pre-
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sent comple ti ng a four-year re si-
de ncy in Ophthalmology at the Uni-
versity of California Medical
School. Our plans for next year are
indefinite, but are limited to either
a year's training in London or pri-
vate practice in Northern Cali-
fornia.
DR. J. FREDERICK HIEHLE, 240 Lin-
coln Ave. , Woodbury Heights, N . J.,
is presently in Philadelphia as a
first year resident in Radiology at
the U. S. Naval Hospital.
DR. MI CHAEL B. HRESKO, 415 W.
State St., Media, Pa., is presently
a resident in Psychiatry at the In-
stitute of Pennsylvania Hospital in
Philadelphia.
DR. EDWARD KAUFMAN, R.D. # 1,
Milton, Pa., writes, "Following my
internship at L.A. County, I took
a three -year residency in Psychi-
atry at the N ew York Psychi-
atric Institute and Columbia Pres-
byterian Medical Center. While
th ere I spent two years as a candi-
date at the Columbia Psychoanaly-
tic Clinic and taught Psychosomatic
Medicine at P&S's undergraduate
and Dental Schools. Currently I
am Chief of Psychiatry at the
Lewisburg Federal P enitentiary
and Psychiatric Consultant to
Bucknell University."
DR. HERBERT D. KLEBER, 305 Glen-
dover Drive, Lexington, Ky., is
working at the U. S. Public H ealth
Service Hospital in Lexington,
treating narcotic addicts.
DR. HAROLD J . KOBB, 6400 Pine-
field Rd., Columbia, S . C. , is cur-
rently stationed at Fort Jackson,
where he is the post Cardiologist.
Dr. Kobb reports that aside from
Army regulations, he and his fam-
ily are having a great time.
DR. MARVIN E. LAUTT, 2023 Cen-
tral Ave. , McKinleyville, Calif. , en-
tered private practice on August
10th. The practice is new and solo .
DR. DEAN B. MERGENTHALER, 5035
S.W. 88th Ct. , Miami, Fla., 33165 ,
was recently awarded the Com-
mendation M edal. The citation
which accompanied the medal read:
" I n recognition of his outstanding
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contribution to his country and the
Public H ealth Service in volunteer-
ing to fly to Cuba, to exam ine, for
quarantine purposes, prisoners of
th e Bay of Pigs invasion who were
being allowed to come to the
United States as part of the Cuban
Prisoner Exchange. H e performed
th ese examina t ions under almost
un endurable hardships. H e worked
cont inuously on a sun-baked run-
way under guard by armed Cuban
militiamen without ea ti ng or sleep -
ing from 6: 00 a .m. , D ecember 23,
1962, to 10:00 p .m, the next day.
Dr. Mergenthaler's mission was the
first of its kind. H e demonstrated
ext raordina ry courage at the risk
of personal safety."
DR. PAUL L. MITCHELL, 430 E . 67th
St., Apt. 9-J, New York, N . Y., is
in his second year of residency in
M edicine at Memorial Hospital.
He recently completed two years'
service with the Public Health
Service. His service time was spent
working on the National Diet-
Heart Study at the laboratory of
Dr. Ancel Keys in Minneapolis.
DR. JOHN T. MURRAY, Dept. of
Ear, Nose and Throat, Manhattan
Ear and Eye Hospital, New York,
N. Y., reports that he saw ARCH
and Fran MEREDETH off on the s.s.
United States in September for his
three-year stint just outside of Lon-
don .
_ ..... .. _0.
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Dr. Rykiel's children
DR. GEORGE N. RIFFLE, J ohns H op-
kin s H ospital, D ept. of Urology ,
Baltimor e, Md., writes that he will
be returning to J effer son in J uly
(after five ye a rs absence) for th e
la st two years of U rology residency.
DR. FRANK K. RYKIEL, 200 Lake
Dr. , Bellmawr, N . J ., is p resently
taking a cou rse a t th e Univ ersity
of P ennsyl vania Graduate H ospi-
tal. Dr. R yki el writes, "T he family
is doing well ; we stopped growing
for awhile, I hop e! E nclosed is a
picture of ou r two little ones. By
th e wa y, this picture might become
a collec tor's item. Since it was
taken, I don 't think th ey 've sa t st ill
for a minute."
DR. JOSEPH B. SHAW, 320 M ain St.,
Manch ester, Conn., writes that he
has finish ed hi s resid en cy in psy-
chiatry at th e Institute of Living
in June, 1964, and is now in pri-
vate practice in M anch est er a nd
on th e staff of the Manch est er
M em orial Hospital. H e had also
assumed the resp onsibility as M edi -
ca l Director of th e Outpatient
Mental H ealth Clinic at the Wi nd-
ham Community M em ori al Hos-
pital, Willimantic, Conn.
DR. EDWARD F. SWARTZ, 7033 N.
15th St., B -3, Philadelphia , P a., is
presently in hi s second year of resi-
den cy in Obstetrics and Gynecolo-
gy at T emple University H ospi tal.
Prior to hi s residency, Dr. Swartz
served for tw o ye a rs in the U. S.
Army stat ione d in the P acific
Northwest and in Germany.
DR. LUKE G. TEDISCHI, 939 Ed-
munds Road, Framingh am Cen t re,
Mass., recently returned from
Navy duty in Califo rn ia and is now
practicing a t Framingham Union
in Framingham, Mass.
DR. FRANCIS W . WACHTER, 919 P in e
St., Apt. 4, Philadelphia, Pa. , writes,
" N ot much exci ti ng news to rep or t.
Residency is progressing nicely and
otherwise I am just moseying alon g.
I do enjoy being in Philly a ga in
and occasionally I see someo ne
from Jeff. Just recently I saw
GARY CARPENTER out at St. Ch ris-
topher's where I have been going
this month for Pathology ."
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DR. ROBERT A. WEISS, 2951 South
Parkway, Apt. 1603, Chicago, Ill.,
is currently a Fellow in Cardiology
at Michael Reese Hospital and en-
joys it very much.
DR. H. EARL WENTZEL, #8 Chester
Pike, Ridley Park, Pa. , recently
won first prize for an exhibit en-
titled "Atopic Dermatitis-An In-
born Error in Cutaneous Norepine-
phrine Metabolism" in the scienti-
fic advancement category at a
meeting of the American Academy
of Dermatology in Chicago.
DR. WILLIAM J. WEST, 318-6 Doni-
phan Drive, Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas, is a Captain in the Medi-
cal Corp of the U. S. Army, sta-
tioned at Fort Leavenworth, where
he is acting Chief of Obstetrics
and Gynecology. His wife, Joyce,
and their three sons are enjoying
their stay in Kansas.
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DR. LEWIS G. ANTHONY, P.O. Box
179, TAMC, APO 96438 , San
Francisco, Calif., is a resident in
Internal Medicine at the U. S.
Army General Hospital in Hono-
lulu, Hawaii.
DR. JOHN V. BENNETT, Hospital of
the University of Washington,
Seattle, Wash., will be entering
the Public Health Service in July
as an Epidemic Intelligence Officer
with the C.D.C.
DR. SAMUEL B. CHYATTE, 4049 Self-
ridge Parkway, Cleveland, Ohio, is
Chief Resident in Physical Medi-
cine at Highland View Hospital in
Cleveland. Following residency, Dr.
Chyatte plans to do one to two
years of basic research and part-
time clinical work. Dr. and Mrs.
Chyatte have three children.
DR. JOSEPH J. CmoTTI, Maple Glen
Professional Center, Welsh and
Norristown Roads, Maple Glen,
Pa., writes, "I interned at York
Hospital, York, Pa., after gradu-
ating from Jeff. It was a fine year
and I am sure you know of the
excellent program they have. BILL
SHUE, CAL COLARUSSO, and SAM
CHYATTE were fellow classmates,
who also interned there. Incident-
ally, Bill is taking his surgical resi-
dency there; Cal is at Albert Ein-
stein in Pediatric Psychiatry; and
Sam is at Highland View in Cleve-
land.
"I served a two-year residency in
Pediatrics at the Children's Hospi-
tal of Washington, D. C. Since
completing my residency, I have
opened up my own office for the
private practice of Pediatrics in
Maple Glen, which is about three
miles west of Willow Grove and
three miles north of Ambler. I am
on the staff of Chestnut Hill and
Abington Hospitals.
"As for my family, Ethel and I
now have four children. We left
Jeff with Jeanne, who is now 31h.
We added Daniel, 21h, and a set of
twins, Carolynn and Marcia, 15
months." .
DR. JACOB J. COHEN, Staten Island
Hospital, Staten Island, N. Y., is
in his first year of surgical resi-
dency. Dr. Cohen recently return-
ed from Alaska.
DR. RICHARD L. EDDY, 193 Maple
St., Needham, Mass., writes, "We
plan on remaining in the Boston
environment for an additional three
years-one more year at The Lahey
Clinic in Internal Medicine and
two subsequent years in the sub-
specialty of Hematology at the
Peter Bent Brigham Hospital (ten-
tative) ."
DR. E. STEPHEN EMANUEL, 2649
Daphne Rd., Philadelphia, Pa., is
the proud father of a new daugh-
ter, Julie Ann, born on December
10. Dr. Emanuel is now a resident
in Obstetrics and Gynecology at
Albert Einstein Medical Center. He
and his wife have just returned
from a two-year stint in the Navy
in San Diego, California, where his
wife was a researcher at the Salk
Institute. The new baby is the
granddaughter of DR. MILTON B.
EMANUEL of the Class of 1919.
DR. DAVID J. GRAUBARD, 1800 E.
105th St., Cleveland, Ohio, is a
resident in Orthopedics at Mt.
Sinai Hospital in Cleveland. Dr.
Graubard reports that he traveled
to California this past summer
where he found excellent opportun-
nities.
DR. WARREN A. KATZ, Mt. Sinai
Hospital, Dept. of Internal Medi-
cine, New York, N.Y., writes ,
"After completing my residency in
Medicine at Mount Sinai Hospital,
I plan to do research in Connective
Tissue diseases. Perhaps after that
we'll return to Philadelphia."
DR. CARL P. KESSLER, U.S.N. Air
Development Sq. 6, U.S.N. Air
Station, Quonset Point, Rhode
Island, writes, "I am a U.S. Navy
Flight Surgeon attached to Air
Development Squadron Six which
deploys each year to fly the North
and South Pole. I am writing this
letter at my dispensary located at
Williams Field, Antarctica, in the
beautiful, sub-zero sunny South-
land of the world, 50 miles from a
13,500 foot active volcano, 2200
miles south of New Zealand, and
12,000 miles from Philadelphia,
where the sun shines 24 hours a
day at this time of year. This has
been quite an experience in that
in my two years of practicing medi-
cine with this squadron, I have
been the first flight surgeon to
practice cold weather medicine in
both continents of the Arctic and
Antarctica, and being able to fly in
our C-130 ski-equipped Hercules
turbo-prop transports over a terrain
equivalent in area to the U. S. and
Mexico combined. I will be return-
ing to my family of wife and three
children within the next three
months, when I will be separated
from this environment and trans-
ferred to the U. S. Navy Medical
Center at Bethesda to start my
orthopedic surgery residency in
July of 1965."
DR. DAVID W. KNEPLEY, 4-1 Bloom-
field Ave., Drexelbrook, Drexel Hill,
Pa., 19026, is completing his third
year of residency in Internal Medi-
cine at the University of Pennsyl -
vania. As of July 1st he will be a
resident in Gastroenterology at
Graduate Hospital. Dr. and Mrs.
Knepley have two sons, aged three
and 17 months.
DR. JAMES A. LEHMAN, JR., St.
Luke's Hospital, 11311 Shaker
Blvd. , Cleveland, Ohio, writes, "I
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am a third year resident in gen-
eral surgery. I have a fellowship
this year from the American Can-
cer Institute and I am working on
a paper on malignant melanomas.
I have decided to go into plastic
surgery and this will require two
more years after I finish the Army.
I have been playing squash in my
spare time and am now playing
for a team here in Cleveland."
DR. RICHARD M. MONIHAN, U. S .
Naval Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.,
writes, "I have just returned from
two years duty with the Navy near
Manila, Republic of Philippines,
where my boss was LCOR. ED-
WARD SALISBURY ('54) . My wife and
I were fortunate in being able to
travel together extensively through-
out the Philippines, Japan, Taiwan,
Hong Kong, Saigon, and Bangkok.
We found great respect for Ameri-
can medicine and the American
way of life, wherever we traveled,
especially among the simple people;
although the editorial writers in
many countries often sound a dif-
ferent note which too often finds
its way back to our news media.
At the grass roots level, Asians
know and have confidence in
American basic honesty to a much
greater extent than I had antici-
pated.
"I will begin a surgical residency
at the Pennsylvania Hospital in
July and plan to complete my
training in either Thoracic or Pe-
diatric surgery thereafter. I ran
into ELLIOTT PERLIN in Japan and
ENRIQUE VASSALLO in Okinawa."
DR. JEROME NITZBERG, Edison Me-
dical Group, Edison, N. J., is a
general practitioner with the Edi-
son Medical Group, which he
joined in July, 1964 ,
DR. PAUL G. PENTZ, 42 Kenneth
Dr. , Glastonbury, Conn., is in his
first year of psychiatric residency
at The Institute of Living in Hart-
ford and is enjoying it very much.
DR. WILLIAM B. PRATT, 136 Con -
cord Circle, King of Prussia, Pa.,
is in his third year of an Ortho-
pedic Residency at The Reading
Hospital, Reading, Pa.
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DR. JACK C. SABO, 222 Lenox Rd.,
Brooklyn, N . Y. , is in his third
year of surgical residency at Kings
County Hospital in Brooklyn. Dr.
and Mrs. Sabo have two children
-Stephen, 4, and Robert, one.
DR. HAROLD C. SHEAFFER, 315 Bret-
tonwood Dr., San Antonio, Texas,
writes, "I'm beginning my third
year in a medical residency here
at Brooke and am enjoying it very
much. Next tour to be at Aberdeen
Proving Grounds in Maryland. We
have three children (all girls) old-
est of which is to start first grade
next September."
DR. FRANK SILVER, 9006 Ashton
Rd., Philadelphia, Pa., writes that
he will finish his residency in Ob-
stetrics and Gynecology at Episco-
pal Hospital this year and plans to
practice in the northeast section
of Philadelphia.
DR. RAYMOND L. SPHAR, JR., 1520
Spruce St., Philadelphia, Pa.,
19102, writes, "Since July, 1964 , I
have been assigned to the commis-
sioning crew of the nuclear sub-
marine U.S.S. Haddo (SSN 604)
to administer the organization of
its medical department and to co-
ordinate the training of the crew
in radiation protection. I accom-
panied the ship on SEG trials in
September and December and, as
a collateral duty, was responsible
for the commissioning ceremony on
December 16. Following a shake-
down cruise to the Caribbean, I
expect assignment to a Polaris sub-
marine in the spring."
DR. HARLAN D. SPONAUGLE, 35 P
N .A.S., Navy # 115, FPO New
York, N. Y., writes, "I have been
serving as a Naval Flight Surgeon
at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, for the
past 20 months. My wife and I
enjoy the tropical Caribbean cli-
mate very much. We have two chil-
dren, Susan, 2, and Patrick, 6
months. After leaving Cuba this
summer, I am going to San Diego,
California, to begin a residency in
Ophthalmology."
DR. WILLIAM S. TAYLOR, Fitzsim-
mons General Hospital, Denver,
Colo ., recently began a residency
in Obstetrics and Gyn ecolo gy , fol-
lowing which Dr. and Mrs. Taylor
look forward to a three-year over-
seas tour of duty before returning
to civilian life. Dr. Taylor reports
that he has been doing a lot of
skiing and enjoying th e historic
west.
DR. DENNIS M. W ADLER, 1835 J oh n-
ston St. , Philadelphia, Pa. , is p re -
sently completing his two- year tour
of duty with th e U. S . Army. H e
will return to his general surgery
residency at the N ew York Ve t-
eran's Administration Hospital in
July.
DR. RICHARD C. WAMSLEY, USAF
Hospital, Box 112, APO San F ran-
cisco , Calif., writes, " I am presen tly
at Tachikawa Air Base in Japan
enjoying a two -year tour with my
wife, Pamela, whom I married on
June 27, 1964. I am practicin g Pe-
diatrics. With me is ROBERT Mc-
LAUGHLIN, also at Tachikawa, and
stationed nearby at Yokata is
BARRY KOTLER."
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DR. CHARLES J. BANNON, Miseri-
cordia Hospital, 54th and Cedar
Ave., Philadelphia, Pa., is presently
in his second year of Surgical R esi-
dency. In addition to their son,
Jerry, the Bannons now have a
one-year-old daughter.
DR. WILLIAM L. DENNISON, J R.,
RFD # 3, Box 379, Gales F erry,
Conn., recently returned fr om sea,
where he was stationed on the
USS Abraham Lincoln , a Polaris
submarine. He spent a month in
Scotland, visiting all the tourist
spots and places of inter est in
Edinburgh and Glasgow. Dr. Den-
nison comments, "Two mon ths at
sea has its dull momen ts bu t it' s
amazing what psychological experi-
ments one can dream up with 140
caged guinea pigs."
DR. ALAN R. FREEDMAN, 7212 H av-
erford Ave. , Philadelphia, Pa., is
fin his second year of Pediatric resi-
dency at Children's Hospital of
Philadelphia. After June 1965 Dr.
Freedman will be serving with the
U. S. Air Force.
DR. STEPHEN GoSIN, 8633 Thouron
Ave ., Philadelphia, Pa., has a Re-
sea rch Fellowship from the Penn-
sy lvania Heart Association and is
carrying out his research in the
Department of Surgery at Jeffer-
son.
DR. WILLIAM G. GOTTFRIED, Great
Ormand St. Hospital, London,
England, is in his second year of
residency in Pediatrics. H e will
complete his training in England
in June.
DR. PETER HAYNICZ, MSTS PAC,
Fort Mason, San Francisco, Calif.,
is in th e Navy and presently at-
tached to M.S.T.S. Pacific area
out of San Francisco. H e plans to
make severa l cruises to the Orient.
H e has spent on e yea r on a ship
ou t of N orfolk, Va ., and has made
severa l Ca ribbea n crui ses and a
M ed iterranean cruise. He plans to
return to J efferson in July 1965.
DR. JOHN E . HILLIG, JR., 200 D ev-
ere aux S t., Philadelphia , Pa., is in
his second yea r of residency in Ob-
stetrics and Gynecology at J effer-
son.
DR. JOSEPH HONIGMAN, 3210 Den-
feld Place, Philadelphia, Pa., is
taking a residency in D ermatology
at the Philadelphia Naval Hospi-
tal. He was recently elected a Vic e
President of the Phi Lambda
Kappa Alumni Club of Philadel-
phia.
DR. JAMES P . MARVEL, 1667-B Ce-
da r St., Fort Dix, N. J. , is pre-
se ntly with the Orthoped ic Service
at Fort D ix. Dr. Marvel reports
that he is eager to return to J eff to
complete hi s residency. Dr. and
M rs. Marvel have a 19-months-old
daughter, J eanne.
DR. SHELDON L. MORRIS, Box 185,
Williams AFB, Arizona, plans to
return to Philadelphia for resi-
dency in Ophthalmology when he
has completed his tour of duty in
the Air Force.
DR. JACOB A. ORBOCK, 2604 S. 4th
St., Steelton, Pa., is currently serv-
ing on the general surgical staff at
Valley Forge General Hospital af-
ter one year in Korea. He plans to
begin a medical residency after he
is discharged from the service.
DR. ALFRED T . PEPINO, c/o 703 N.
64th St., Philadelphia, Pa., is serv-
ing in Japan at a Marine Corps
Air Station.
DR. JERALD M . ROSENBAUM, 6425
Bellaire Drive, New Orl eans, La., is
with the Department of Pathology
at Louisiana State University.
DR. A. CARL SEGAL, 10401 Royalton
T err., Silver Spring, Md., reports
tha t h e is enjoyi ng the Washing-
ton, D . C., area. Dr. Segal is pre-
se ntly takin g a residency in Psy-
ch iatry at Walter R eed Hospital.
DR. JOSEPH W. SOKOLOWSKI, JR.,
2301 Genesee St., Utica, N . Y., is
a resident in Internal Medicine a t
the U. S. Naval Hospital in St.
Albans, N . Y.
DR. B URTON E . WEISSMAN, 1467
La Lomai, Glendale, Arizona, and
Mrs. Weissman now have a son
and daughter. Dr. Weissman will
return to Temple Medical Center
in 1965 for a residency in ENT.
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DR. HARRY G. ANRODE, East 3517
15th St., Spokane, Wash., writes,
"Our family enjoys the beauty and
climate of the northwest very much.
I am presently on th e psychiatric
staff of Washington's Eastern State
Hospital near Spokane. As of Sep-
te mbe r I , 1965, however, I will be
associated with two local men doing
general practice. Our new clinic
building is now being constructed
in the Spokane suburbs."
DR. RICHARD U. DELP, 805 K aren
Court, Ap t. 204, Laurel, M d., is
presently in the Army located at
Fort George G. Meade, M a ryland,
workin g in the medica l center at
the National Security Agency.
DR. FRANCIS T . F ITZPATRICK, 1053
E. P elelio Dr., Tarawa T errace,
N . C., is currently do ing P ediatrics
at the U. S . Naval Hospital at
Camp Lejeune, N . C.
DR. LINFORD K. GEHMAN, St. Luke's
Hospital, 801 Ostrum st., Bethle-
hem, Pa., is cu rre ntl y a resident in
Surgery at St. Luke's.
DR. DAVID E . GLOW, Public H ealt h
Service Indian Hospital, P . O. Box
1368, Yuma, Arizona , is M ed ica l
Officer in cha rge of the Public
H ealth Service Indian H ospi ta l
serving 2500 Quechan and Cocopah
Indians.
DR. JOSEPH C. HOHL, 430 Oa klawn
Ave., Apt. D , Chula Vista, Calif. ,
was married in February, 1964, to
a former J eff nurse, T eresa M. Fi-
guei re do, who gave birth recently
to a baby boy. D r. H ohl is sta-
tio ned a t N orth Island, San Di ego,
Cali fornia.
DR. BRUCE K . LEINWEBER, 938 D
West Godfrey Ave., Philadelphia ,
Pa. , is a resident in Obstetrics and
Gynecology at Albert Einstein M e-
dical Center. Dr. and Mrs. Le in-
weber have on e daughter, Cyn thia
Rae, born in March, 1964.
DR. SANTO LoNGO, 425 H offnagle
St., Philadelphia, Pa., is working
this year on a national American
Cancer Society fellowship a t P enn-
sylvania H ospital wh ere h e is a
resident in Pathology. D r. Longo
spent two ye a rs in th e U. S. Air
Force as a ca ptai n , receiving an
ou tstanding un it citation. H e and
Mrs. Longo, a serologist, have two
children .
DR. DONALD E. SHEARER, 5623
Sanger Ave., Hamlet W est , Apt . 10,
Alexandria, Va., is presently serv-
ing in th e U.S. Army as a Captain,
stationed at Fort M eyer, Va. He
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plans to enter general practice in
Williamsport, Pa., in 1966.
DR. CHARLES R. WERMUTH, 1426 S.
Alaska Ave., Werner P a rk, Ft.
Campbell , Ky., is presently serving
in the Airborne D ivision of the U.S.
Army.
DR. MELVIN YUDIS, 1416 Greeby
St. , Phila., Pa., is a first year resi-
dent in Internal Medicine at
Hahnemann H ospi tal.
DR. ROBERT ZAVOD, 15th Med. Ba t-
talion, APO San F rancisco , Calif.,
is serving in Korea with the U. S.
Army and is scheduled to retu rn
to the U. S . in August .
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DR. JAMES C. BARTON, Eastern
Maine Gen. Hospital, 489 State St.,
Bangor, Maine, writes, "This win-
ter in Maine was mild and brought
Anne and me a mild mannered little
girl, 7 lbs ., 12 ounces, whom we
named Elisabeth Ruth. She was
born January 11."
DR. DONALD F. EIPPER, Akron Gen-
eral Hospital, 400 Wabash Ave .,
Akron, Ohio, writes that he plans
to remain at the Akron General
Hospital for a medical residency.
DR. ALAN B. LEVY, Alb ert Einstein
Medical Center, York and Tabor
Rds., Philadelphia, P a., will begin
a residency in P sychia t ry in July
at the University of Cincinnati.
DR. ELI O. MELTZER, Michael Reese
Hospital and Medical Center, 2839
S. Ellis St., Chicago, Ill. , is a mixed
P ediatric Intern at Michael Reese.
H e will begin his Pediatric resi-
den cy in July 1965 at St. Christo-
pher's Hospital.
ENGAGEMENTS
1957
DR. ANTHONY C. GIGLIOTTI,
JR., t o M ary Ann Mullaney.
1960
DR. JOHN GALGON to Cath -
erine L . Tiernan.
1962
DR. W ILLIAM LAWRENCE
DREW t o Anne Sheedy.
1963
DR. H ERBERT D ALE KREIDER
to Joan Kay Young.
1964
D R. JAMES CONRAD H IRSCHY
to Jill Spiller.
D R. RONALD J OSEPH H OR-
VATH to Maureen Kathleen
Mullen.
WEDDINGS
1923
D R. VI CTOR ROYCE SYRA-
CUSE t o Violet F ai th Squires,
Februa ry 13, 1965.
BIRTHS
1953
A son, Bruce R ando lph , to
D R. AND MRS. R OBERT L.
FRANK, April 1, 1965.
1955
A son, Andrew Reed, to D R.
AND MRS. J. HUBERT CONNER,
September 12, 1964.
1956
A daughter, Fran Ellen, to
DR. AND MRS. RONALD M.
MELMED, January 26, 1965.
1957
A da ugh ter, Gail Susan, to
DR. AND MRS. CHARLES L.
KNECHT, January 27, 1965.
A son, Eric Lowell, to DR.
AND MRS. LoWELL D . MANN,
November 3, 1964.
1958
A daughter, Elizabeth Ann,
to DR. AND MRS. ROGER H.
BRODKIN, April 25, 1963.
1960
A son, Andrew Michael, t o
D R. AND MRS. MYRON E.
ROSENFELD, April 5, 1965.
1961
A daughter, Rebekah Anne,
to D R. AND M RS. SAMUEL M .
EpPLEY, Jan uary 1, 1965.
1963
A daughter to DR. AND MRS.
MARSHALL T. BAGLEY, April
14, 1965.
1964
A son, Christopher, to DR.
AND MRS. DAVID A. BRIAN, De-
cember 26, 1964.
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DR. STANLEY J . YODER, Geisinger
Medical Center, Danville, Pa., has
been appointed to active duty in
the U.S.P.H.S. as of July I, 1965.
H e will be assigned to the Indian
H ealth Service, probably in Anchor-
age, Alaska.
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Hospital Appointments Received by the Senior
Class of 1965
•
•
EDWARD ABRAMS
Philadelphia General Hospital
34th and Curie Avenue
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104
JON S. ADLER
Washington Hospital
155 Wilson Avenue
Washington, Pennsylvania 15301
MERRILL A . ANDERSON
Bryn Mawr Hospital
Bryn Mawr Avenue
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010
DOLE P. BAKER
Our Lady of Lourdes Hospital
1600 Haddon Avenue
Camden, N ew Jersey 08103
SHELDON BAROFF
M ethodist Hospital
2301 South Broad Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19148
THOMAS L. BAUER
York Hospital
1001 South George Street
York, P ennsylvania 17403
ROBERT A. BEGGS
Akron General Hospital
400 Wabash Avenue
Akron, Ohio 44307
HARVEY J . BELLIN
Fitzsimmons General Hospital
Peoria and Colfax
Denver, Colorado 80240
ROBERT T. BERWIND
Grady M emorial Hospital
80 Butler Street, S. E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
ELMER C. BIGLEY, JR.
Sacred Heart Hospital
4th and Ch ew Streets
Allentown, Pennsylvania 18102
GUIDO D. BORIOSI
Harrisburg Polyclinic Hospital
Third and Radnor Streets
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105
FREDERIC W. BOST
Presbyterian Medical Center
Clay and W ebster Streets
San Francisco, California 94115
MARTIN R. BRADLEY
Methodist Hospital
2301 South Broad Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19148
MARK D. BROWN
J efferson Medical Coll ege
Hospital
11th and Walnut Streets
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107
RICHARD A . BRUNSWICK
Ben Taub General Hospital
1502 Taub Loop
Houston, Texas 77025
ROBERT C. BUBECK
Highland-Alameda County
Hospital
2701 14th Avenue
Oakland, California 94606
BERNARD S . CASEL
Atlantic City Hospital
1925 Pacific Avenue
Atlantic City, New Jersey 08401
JOHN CASHMAN
Harrisburg Hospital
Front and Mulberry Streets
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17101
STANLEY S . CHAPLIN
Philadelphia General Hospital
34th and Curie Avenue
Philadelphia, P ennsylvania 19104
EDWIN E. COHEN
Lower Bucks County Hospital
Bath Road and Orchard Avenue
Bristol, Pennsylvania 19007
RICHARD W. COHEN
Abington Memorial Hospital
1200 York Road
Abington, Pennsylvania 19001
ROBERT M. COHEN
Albert Einstein Medical Center
York and Tabor Roads
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19141
JA;\IES L. C ONRAD
St. Luke's H ospital of Bethlehem
801 Ostrum Street
Bethlehem , P ennsylvania 18015
JAMES E. COPELAND, JR.
Abington M emorial Hospital
1200 York Road
Abington, P ennsylvania 19001
EDWARD R. CORCORAN, JR.
Lankenau H ospital
Lancaster and City Line Avenues
Philadelphia, P ennsylvania 19151
RALPH W. CRAWFORD, JR.
R eading Hospital
Sixth and Spruce Streets
West R eading, Pennsylvania
19602
LOUIS E . CRIDEN
San Bernadino County Chari ty
Hospital
780 East Gilbert Street
San Bernadino, California 92040
NANCY S. CZARNECKI
Nazareth Hospital
2601 H olme Avenue
Philadelphia, P ennsylvania 19152
ROBERT DAVIDSON
Chestnut Hill Hospital
8835 Germantown Avenue
Philadelphia, P ennsylvania 19118
JAMES R. DINGFELDER
Hamot Hospital
4 East 2nd Street
Erie, Pennsylvania 16507
GENE W. Doo
York Hospital
1001 South George Street
York, P ennsylvania 17403
MARTIN L. DRESNER
Abington M emorial H ospital
1200 York Road
Abington, P ennsylvania 19001
ALBERT A. D UBIN
MacNeal M emorial H ospital
3249 South Oak Park Avenue
Berwyn, Illinois 60403
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JOSEPH Y. D WOSKIN
Hahnemann M edical College &
Hospital
230 North Broad Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19102
GALEN J. EASH
Charles T . Miller Hospital
125 West College Avenue
St. Paul, Minnesota 55102
ROBERT J. ECHENBERG
Cooper Hospital
Sixth and Stevens Streets
Camden, N ew J ersey 08103
ROBERT W . ELKINS
Mount Sinai Hospital
11 East 100th Street
N ew York City, N ew York 10029
FRANK N . FEDERICO
St. Vincent's Hospital
2820 Main Street
Bridgeport, Connecticut 06606
WILLIAM P. F ISCUS
Coope r Hospital
S ixth and Stevens Streets
Camden, N ew J ersey 08103
DAVID F . FITCHETT
J efferson M edical College
Hospital
11th and Walnut Streets
Philadelphia , P ennsylvania 19107
EARL J. FLEEGLER
J efferson Medical College
H ospital
11th and Walnut Streets
Philadelphia, P ennsylvania 19107
ERNEST E . FLEGEL
Misericordia Hospital
54th Street and Cedar Avenue
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19143
CHARLES K. FRANCIS, JR.
Philadelphia General Hosp ital
34th and Curie Avenue
Philadelphia , P ennsylvania 19104
ERLY P . GA LLO
Sacred H eart Hospital
4th and Chew Streets
All entown, Pennsylvania 18102
JOHN B. GILLESPIE
R eading Hospital
Sixth and Spruce Streets
West R eadin g, P ennsylvania
19602
J AY M. GRODIN
K ings County Hospital Cente r
451 Cla rkson Avenue
Brooklyn, N ew York 11203
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JOSEPH X. GROSSO
Misericordia Hospital
54th and Cedar Avenue
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19143
BENJAMIN A. HALPERN
Jefferson Medical College
Hospital
11th and Walnut Streets
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107
GEORGE L. HAMILTON
George Washington U niversity
Hospital
901 23rd Street, N. W .
Washington, D. C. 20037
DANIEL G. HARWITZ
Mount Sinai Hospital
of Greater Miami
4300 Alton Road
Miami Beach, Florida 33140
JOHN A . HILDRETH
Mound Park Hospital
701 Sixth Street, South
St. P etersburg, Florida 33701
NATHAN B . Hmsca
Pennsylvania Hospital
8th and Spruce Streets
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107
BRUCE D. HOPPER
Bryn Mawr Hospital
Bryn Mawr Avenue
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010
JACK JENOFSKY
Lower Bucks County H osp ital
Bath Road and Orchard Avenue
Bristol, P ennsylvania 19007
HARRY N . JOHN
San Joaquin General Hospital
Box 1020
Stockton, California 95201
DAVID G . JONES
St. Luke's H osp ital of Bet hlehem
801 Ostrum Street
Bethlehem , P ennsylvania 18015
PAUL B . JONES
Lankenau Hospital
Lancaster and City Line Avenues
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19151
WARD L . JONES
Memorial Hospital of Long Beach
2801 Atlantic Avenue
Long Beach, California 90806
LoUIS A . K ARP
Hospital of th e Universi ty
of P ennsylvania
3400 Spruce Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104
RONALD C . K IM
San Francisco General Hospital
1001 Potrero Avenue
San Francisco, California 94110
RICHARD A. K IN G
University of M innesota
Hospi tals
412 S. E. Union Street
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
L EW IS A . K m SH NER
M t. Zion H osp ital & M edical
Center
1600 Divisa dero Street
San F rancisco, California 94115
MARY E . K NEPP
Philadelp hia General Hospital
34th and Curie Avenue
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104
NORMAN J. K RAM ER
H artford Hospital
80 Seym our Street
Hartford, Connecticut 06115
JOHN C . KUEHNLE
P ennsylvania Hospital
8th and Spruce Streets
Philadelphia , Pennsylvania 19107
M ICHAEL A . KUTELL
Kings County Hospital Center
451 Cla rkson Avenue
Brooklyn, New York 11203
JAMES F. LALLY
Misericordia Hospital
54th and Cedar Avenue
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19143
BRUCE J . LANARD
Bryn Mawr Hospital
Bryn Mawr Avenue
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010
ALLEN S . L AUB
J ewish Hosp ital of B rooklyn
555 Prosp ect Place
B rooklyn, New York 11238
H ENRY E . LA URELLI
Royal Victoria Hospital
Montreal, Quebec, Canada
LOUIS A . LEAFF
Chestnut H ill Hospital
8835 Germantown Avenue
Philadelphia , Pennsylvania 19118
JOSEPH P . L EDDY
The N ew Yo rk Hospital
Cornell Medical Center
525 East 68th Street
New York City, New York 10021
W . STUART LEEDS, JR.
Wayne County General Hosp ital
and Infirma ry
Eloise, M ichi gan 48132
.-
THOMAS J. LEICHNER, JR.
J efferson M edical Coll ege
Hospital
11th and Walnut Streets
Philad elphia, P ennsylvania 19107
RAPHAEL K . LEVINE
Beth Israel Hospital
10 Nathan D. P erlman Place
New York City, N ew York 10003
STUART A . LEVINSON
San Francisco General Hospital
1001 Potrero Avenue
San Francisco, California 94110
RICHARD L . LEVITT
Cleveland Clinic Hospital
2020 East 93rd Street
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
MARGARET M. LmONATI
Philadelphia General Hospital
34th and Curie Avenue
Philadelphia, P ennsylvania 19104
PHILIP LIPKIN
Methodist Hospital
2301 South Broad Street
Philadelphia , P ennsylvania 19148
MARTIN H . LIZERBRAM
Atlantic City Hospital
1925 Pacific Avenue
Atlantic Ci ty, N ew J ersey 08401
JAMES W. LOHMAN
St. Francis Hospital
114 Woodland Street
Hartford, Connecticut 06105
ROBERT E . LONGNECKER
Hartford Hospital
80 Seymour Street
Hartford, Connecticut 06115
LAWRENCE O . MCGOVERN
H ennepin County General
Hospital
619 South Fifth Street
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55415
JOHN D. McKEEVER
Charity Hospital of Louisiana
1532 Tulane Avenue
N ew Orl eans, Louisiana 70140
J. DENSMORE McLELLAN
Geisinger M edical Center
Danville, Pennsylvania 17821
GERARD L. MACDONALD
Hartford Hospital
80 Seymour Street
Hartford, Connecticut 06115
JOHN T . MAHONEY
Los Angeles County General
Hospital
Unit II
1200 North State Street
Los Angeles, California 90033
FRANKLIN G. MALESON
J efferson Medical College
Hospital
11th and Walnut Streets
Philadelphia, P ennsylvania 19107
THOMAS H. MALIN
Harrisburg Polyclinic Hospital
Third and Radnor Streets
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105
AMILU S. MARTIN
University of Colorado Medical
Center
4200 East 9th Street
Denver 20, Colorado
HARLAN N. MELLK
N ewark Beth Israel Hospital
201 Lyons Avenue
N ewark, N ew J ersey 07112
C AROL A . MILLER
Philadelphia General Hospital
34th and Curie Avenue
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104
ROBERT V. MILLER
Atlantic City Hospital
1925 Pacific Avenue
Atlantic City, N ew J ersey 08401
WILLIAM P . MINICOZZI
Lankenau Hospital
Lancaster and City Line Avenues
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19151
LoUIS H. M UTSCHLER , JR.
Mary Fletcher Hospital
Colchester Avenue
Burlington, Vermont 05401
WILLIAM NAIDE
Albert Einstein M edical Center
York and Tabor Roads
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19141
C ARROLL P. OSGOOD, JR.
University Hospital
800 West Rose Street
Lexington, K entucky 40506
GEORGE W. OUSLER, JR.
J efferson M edical College
Hospital
11th and Walnut Streets
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107
KEVIN PARENT
University of Minnesota
H ospital s
412 S. E. Union Street
Minneapolis, M innesota 55414
CAROLYN E . PARRY
Chestnut Hill Hospital
8835 Germantown Avenue
Philadelphia, P ennsylvania 19118
D AVID B. PAUL
Methodist H ospi tal
2301 South Broad Street
Philadelphia , Pennsylvania 19148
B URTON W . PEARL
Philadelphia General Hospital
34th and Cu rie Avenue
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104
WILLIAM F . PHARR
Geisinger Medi ca l Center
Danville, Pennsylvania 17821
ROBERT M . P ILEWSK I
H ealth Cente r H osp itals of the
U niversity of P ittsubrgh ,
School of Medicine
3550 T errace Street
P ittsburgh , Pennsylvania 15213
WILLIAM S. POLAN
Washington Hospi ta l
155 Wilson Avenue
Wash ington , Pennsylvania 15301
RONALD L . POLAND
J ohns H opkins H ospital
601 N orth Broadway
Baltimore, Maryland 21205
DONALD F . POST
H arrisburg H ospit a l
Front and Mulberry Streets
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17101
JOYCE E. PRICE
Pennsylvania H osp ital
8th and Spruce Streets
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107
EDWARD J. Q UINN
Hartford Hosp ital
80 Seymour Street
Hartford, Connecti cu t 06115
A NTONIO RAMOS-UMPIERRE
San Juan City H osp ital
De Diego Avenue, S top 22
San Juan, Puerto R ico 00908
E. WILLIAM REmER, II
Pennsylvania Hospi tal
8th and Spruce Streets
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107
WILLIAM F. RENZULLI
Akron City Hospital
525 East Market Street
Akron , Ohio 44304
T HOMAS C . R OE, JR.
York Hosp ita l
1001 South George Street
York, Pennsylvania 17403
WILLIAM H. ROGERS
Pennsylvania Hosp ital
8th and Spruce Streets
Philadelphia , P en nsylvania 19107
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LIONEL W . ROSEN
Temple University Hospital
3401 North Broad Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19140
STANLEY G. ROSENBLATT
St. Joseph Mercy Hospital
326 North Ingalls Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
SAMUEL SALEN
Mt. Sinai Hospital
11 East 100th Street
New York City, New York 10029
MERLE G. SALERNO
Bryn Mawr Hospital
Bryn Mawr Avenue
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010
RONALD K. SANDBERG
Philadelphia General Hospital
34th and Curie Avenue
Philadelphia, P ennsylvania 19104
STEVEN C . SANDLER
J efferson Medical College
Hospital
11th and Walnut Streets
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107
ROBERT S. SCHALL
Atlantic City Hospital
1925 Pacific Avenue
Atlantic City, N ew J ersey 08401
ALLEN P. SCHLEIN
Philadelphia General Hospital
34th and Curie Avenue
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104
THOMAS J. SCHNEIDER
St. Luke's Hospital of Bethlehem
801 Ostrum Street
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 18015
WAYNE D . SEIPEL
Harrisburg Polyclinic Hospital
Third and Radnor Streets
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
SAVERIO J. SENAPE
Beth Israel Hospital
10 Nathan D. Perlman Place
New York City, N ew York 10003
THOMAS D. SHEPPARD
Methodist Hospital
2301 South Broad Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19148
JOHN H. SHERROD
Allegheny General Hospital
320 East North Avenue
Pittsburgh, P ennsylvania 15212
HARVEY SLATER
Montefiore Hospital
3459 Fifth Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213
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VICTOR B. SLOTNICK
Albert Einstein M edical Center
York and Tabor Roads
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19141
JOSEPH W. SMILEY
Misericordia Hospital
54th and Cedar Avenue
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19143
DONALD H. SMITH
Lankenau Hospital
Lancaster and City Line Avenues
Philadelphia, P ennsylvania 19151
GEORGE W. SMITH
Harrisburg Hospital
Front and Mulberry Streets
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17101
HARRY F. SMITH
City of Memphis Hospitals
860 Madison Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee 38103
KENT K. SMITH
Harrisburg Polyclinic Hospital
Third and Radnor Streets
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105
JOHN D. STEEN
Geisinger M edical Center
Danville, Pennsylvania 17821
JOHN C . STEINER
Geisinger Medical Center
Danville, Pennsylvania 17821
PAUL F. STEWART, JR.
Abington Memorial Hospital
1200 York Road
Abington, Pennsylvania 19001
STANLEY J . SUTULA, JR.
Methodist Hospital
2301 South Broad Street
Philadelphia, P ennsylvania 19148
JOHN O. TAYLOR, JR.
Conemaugh Valley Memorial
Hospital
1086 Franklin Street
Johnstown, Pennsylvania 15905
ROBERT R. THOMPSON
Akron City Hospital
525 East Market Street
Akron, Ohio 44304
SANFORD A. TISHERMAN
Queen of Angels Hospital
2301 Bellevue Avenue
Los Angeles, California 90026
WILLIAM T. M . To
Methodist Hospital
2301 South Broad Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19148
DAVID M. TONEY
Allegheny General Hospital
320 East North Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15212
ARTH UR N. TRIESTER
Albert Einste in M edi cal Center
York and Tabor Roads
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19141
LoTTIE A . VARANO
Philadelphia Gen eral H ospita l
34th and Curie Avenue
Philadelphia, P ennsylvania 19104
GARRY H . WACHTEL
Ch estnut Hill H ospital
8835 Germantown Avenue
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19118
JAMES R. WARDEN
U. S. Naval Hosp ital
17th and Pattison Avenue
Philadelphia , Pennsylvania 19148
BRUCE W . WEISSMAN
J ohns Hopkins Hospital
601 N orth Broadway
Baltimore, Maryland 21205
RICHARD P. WENZEL
Philadelphia Gen eral H ospita l
34th and Curie Avenue
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104
CHARLES E. WILKINS
Our Lady of Lourdes H ospita l
1600 Haddon Avenue
Camden, N ew J ersey 08103
RICHARD C . WILSON
P ennsylvania Hospital
8th and Spruce Streets
Philadelphia, P ennsylvania 19107
PHILLIP H . WINSLOW
Cooper Hospital
Sixth and Stevens Streets
Camden , N ew J ersey 08103
WILLIAM B . WOOD
Harrisburg Hospital
Front and Mulberry Streets
Harrisburg, P ennsylvania 17101
RALPH D. WOODRUFF
Vanderbilt University H osp ital
1161 21st Avenue, South
Nashville , T ennessee 37203
BARRY C. YATES
Mt. Zion H ospital & M ed ica l
Center
1600 Divisadero Street
San Francisco, California 94115
N ORMAN P . ZEMEL
Philadelphia General Hospi tal
34th and Curie Avenue
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104
CHARLES H. ZWEIG
Montefiore Hospital
210th Street & E. Bainbridge
Avenue
N ew York, N ew York 10467
•
Members of the Graduating Class
With Jefferson Relationships
,
BAROFF, SHELDON
Cousins, Seymour Shlomchick, M.D., 1960
Sheldon L. Morris, M.D., 1962
BEGGS, ROBERT A.
Grandfather, David B. Beggs, M.D., 1899 (Dec.)
Great-Uncle, John S. Lambie, M.D. , 1906
Cousin, David W. Beggs, M.D. , 1955
BIGLEY, ELMER C., JR.
Cousin, George J. Willauer, M.D., 1923
BORIOSI, GUIDO D.
Cousins, Gino Mori, M.D. , 1958
Hugo Mori, M.D., 1962
BRUNSWICK, RICHARD A.
Father, Alfred E. Brunswick, M.D., 1925
Cousin, Nathan M. Smukler, M .D. , 1947
CASHMAN, JOHN
Father, William J. Cashman, M .D. , 1928
COHEN, RICHARD W .
Father, Abraham Cohen, M.D., 1925 (Assista nt
Professor of Clinical Medicine)
Uncle, Samuel H. Kaufman, M.D., 1932
Cousins, William L. Kanenson, M.D.,
Bruce Goodman, M.D., 1955
COHEN, ROBERT M.
Great-Uncle, A. Bern Hirsh, M.D., 1882 (Dec.)
CRAWFORD, RALPH W. , JR.
Grandfather, Charles J. Stybr, M.D., 1900
ELKINS, ROBERT W.
Father, Murray Elkins, M.D., 1933
FLEEGLER, EARL J.
Cousin, Marvin Jaffe, M.D., 1960
GALLO, ERLY P.
Father, Frank Gallo, M.D., 1934
GRODIN, JAY M.
Cousin, Harvey J . Breslin, M.D., 1954
HARWITZ, DANIEL J .
Father, Morris Harwitz, M.D., 1926
JENOFSKY, JACK
Cousin, Julius L. Markovitz, M .D., 1955
KIRSHNER, LoUIS A .
Father, Jacob Kirshner, M .D., 1933 (Associa te
in Medicine)
LEICHNER, THOMAS J., JR.
Father, Thomas J . Leichner, M.D., 1933
LEVINE, RAPHAEL K.
Uncles, Seymour Krevsky, M.D., 1946
David Krevsky, M.D., 1947
Harold Krevsky, M.D., 1952
LEVITT, RICHARD K .
Uncles, Maurice J. Winston, M .D. , 1920
Julius Winston, M.D., 1926
Cousin, Donald G. Levitt, M .D. , 1956
LONGNECKER, ROBERT H.
Uncle, Lester R. Eddy, M.D., 1933
Cousin, Richard L. Eddy, M .D. , 1961
McKEEVER, JOHN D .
Brothers, Clark D. McKeever, M .D., 1962
Grant R. McKeever, M.D., 1962
MAHONEY, JOHN T.
Brother-in-law, Walter W. Spelsberg, Jr., M.D.,
1957
MALESON, FRANKLIN G .
Cousins, Milton H. Gordon, M.D., 1937
Richard J. Chodoff, M.D., 1933
MILLER, CAROL A.
Brother, Roger M. Miller, M .D. , 1963
PARENT, KEVIN
Father, John W. Parent, M.D., 1924
POST, DONALD F.
Cousin, Richard Peoples, M .D. , 1954
RAMOS-UMPIERRE, ANTONIO
Father, Antonio Ramos-Oller, M.D., 1936
Cousins, Jose L. Garcia-Oller, M.D. , 1943
Antonio-Barroso Ramos, M .D., 1956
ROGERS, WILLIAM A.
Father, Herman C. Rogers, M.D., 1932
ROSENBLATT, STANLEY G.
Brother, Elwood J. Rosenblatt, M .D. , 1955
SALEN, SAMUEL
Brother, Gerald Salen , M.D., 1961
SANDBERG, RONALD K.
Cousin, Martin Cooperman, M.D., 1938
SANDLER, STEVENV.
Brother, Jerome L. Sandler, M.D., 1958
Uncle, Isadore L. Sandler, M.D. , 1926
SCHALL, ROBERT S.
Uncle, David Zipin, M.D., 1930
SLATER, HARVEY
Uncle, Martin A. Zionts, M.D., 1937
TISHERMAN, SANFORD A.
Father, Robert C. Tisherman, M .D., 1931 (Dec.)
Brother, Darryl B. Tisherman, M .D., 1964
WEISSMAN, BRUCE
Cousin, Morton Vesell, M.D., 1926
WOODRUFF, RALPH D.
Father, Ralph G. Woodruff, M .D. , 1930
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Alumni Placement Bureau
Position Wanted
RE SIDE NT in Obstetrics and Gynecology atBoston City Hospital is interested in prac-
ticing Obstetrics and Gynecology in West Vir-
ginia, Maryland, southern Pennsylvania, eastern
Ohio, or Virginia. He will complete his training
in June 1966 and is seeking an association lead-
ing to a partnership or in a group practice in a
town of 15,000 to 50,000.
Positions Available
A JEFFERSON graduate, Class of 1949, isseeking an associate obstetrician-gynecol-
ogist for his group practice in Alton, Illinois.
This city is about 20 miles north of St. Louis,
Missouri.
GE NERAL practitioner needed to replace re-cently deceased physician in the small com-
munity of Catawissa (Columbia County), Penn-
sylvania. Excellent hospital facilities nearby.
Opportunities for hunting, fishing, and swim-
ming.
A SUBURBAN residential section adjacent toBinghamton, New York, has a group which
needs two additional general practitioners. Hos-
pital privileges are available in three nearby hos-
pitals. A new doctor would receive a percentage
of his gross business with a minimum of $14,000
per year and an opportunity for partnership
after one year.
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J E FFERSON graduate in Northeast Philadel-phia has an extremely active general prac-
tice including, office, laboratory, equipment, and
attractive ranch home, which he wishes to rent
or sell. He is leaving for federal employment.
A COMMUNITY of about 10,000 people nea rCamden, New Jersey, is in need of a ph ysi-
cian. The nearest doctor is five miles away and
he will not make house calls.
A SMALL community about 20 miles fromAtlantic City, New Jersey, is in need of
two general practitioners. There is a certainty
of $50.00 to $100.00 per day.
T HERE is a need for physicians in Las Vegas ,Nevada. Any branch of medicine is wide
open and specialists or general practitioners
would be welcomed by the three Jefferson men
who are presently located there.
H EADQUARTER'S plant (12,000 employees)of major industry in Milwaukee needs staff
physician to become Assistant to the Medical
Director. Candidate should have strong interest
in preventive and occupational medicine. Clinical
and advisory duties, including pre-employment
and special examinations. Minimal traumatic
cases. Laboratory, x-ray facilities and related
staff to assist. Applicant must be citizen and
have good health. Hospital staff appointments
available and other professional affiliations en-
couraged. Salary open.
T HERE is an opening for a prison physicianat a Philadelphia prison with a 20 hour work
week (afternoons) at $104. per week. There are
paid vacations and sick leave.
11
Lost Alumni
Out of our total Alumni body of 6,634 we have current addresses for all
but 32. We would like very much, however, to have addresses for all of our
Alumni and for that reason we are again listing our "lost" members below in
the hope that some of the classmates and friends may know of their where-
abouts. If you do, and will drop us a line at the Alumni Office, 1025 Walnut
St., Philadelphia 19107, we will be very grateful.
•
JOSEPH B. HORINSTEIN '01
WINFIELD SCOTT P UGH , JR. '01
BENJAMIN L. GROSS '07
MANSUR MUSTAFA RIFAT '07
RAFAEL FERNANDEZ '08
B ENJAMIN M. HARDING '10
WILLIAM A. NEWBOLD '11
WILLIAM C. PERSON '11
THOMAS A. BENBOW '14
THOMAS P. BURRUS '16
JOSE MARIA MARTINEZ '20
JOSE R. P ASTOR '21
CHING HSIN CHEE '22
EDWARD C . THOMAS '26
JOSEPH UTTAL '26
LERLEEN C. HATCH '28
•
WALTER L. MCCLINTOCK '32
GURBACHAN SINGH-JANDA '34
CLYDE L. SAYLOR '37
MORRIS CRANE '39
RAYMOND W . BIGGAR '40
STUART B. OVER, JR. '41
JOHN R. WAKEFIELD ' 45
EDMUND K. LINDEMUTH, JR. '53
STANLEY S. STAUFFER '53
THOMAS D. STINE '56
THOMAS F. MORROW '59
ARNOLD S. KRAVATZ '61
RONALD K. STONE '61
WILLIAM N . WANGER '61
EDWARD A. D 'ORAZIO '62
ROBERT M . GLAD '63
Open House for Alumni, their wives, and guests
A MERICANA HOTEL, NEW YORK CITY
J une 22-23, 1965
during the American Medical Association Convention
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Mark your Calendar now ...
JUNE 10,1965
* ANNUAL ALUMNI BANQUET
Ballroom of the Benjamin Franklin Hotel
Cocktails 6 p.m.
Dinner 7 p.m.
Presentation of Alumni Achievement Award
(Residents and Interns may obtain complimentary " pool"
tickets in the Alumni Office)
* FACULTY WIVES CLUB DINNER
for wives of Faculty and Alumni
Garden Terrace of the Benjamin Franklin Hotel-7 p.m.
. . . and plan to attend
11
..
CALENDAR OF FUTURE EVENTS
June 9, 1965
REUNION DAY CLINICS
DEAN'S LUNCHEON
REUNION DINNERS
June 10, 1965
ALUMNI DAY CLINICS
ANNUAL ALUMNI BANQUET
Benjamin Franklin Hotel
FACULTV WIVES DINNER
Garden Terrace, Benjami n Franklin Hotel
June 11, 1965
COMMENCEMENT
June 22nd-23rd, 1965
"OPEN HOUSE" FOR ALUMNI, WIVES AND GUESTS
DURING AMA CONVENTION
Americana Hotel, New York City
September 13, 1965
OPENING EXERCISES
McClellan Hall
October 20, 1965
RECEPTION FOR JEFFERSON ALUMNI, WIVES AND
GUESTS
6·7:30 p.rn. Shelburne Hotel , Atlantic City
during Clinical Congress of American
College of Surgeons
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Some Interesting Jefferson Alumni
The following is th e ninth in a series of portraits of "S ome Interesting
J efferson Alumni" which was introduced in the August, 1963, issue and will
continue to be presented in fu ture issues of the ALUMNI BULLETIN. T his ma-
terial was compiled and written by Dr. Edward C. Britt, Class of 1933, and
appeared in the 1940 CLINIC. That same year it was also published in " The
Medical Searchlight." W e are deeply indebted to Dr. Britt for his keen inter-
est in Jefferson's historical heritage and for bringing this material to our at-
tention. This month's portrait is of Dr. J ohn Glasgow K err.
John Glasgow Kerr, M. D.
Now WE reinvade the medical missionaryfield, finding the locale of our sketch in
China instead of in Syria, where we left Dr. Van
Dyck. Its subject, John Glasgow Kerr (1842-
1901) , was a classmate of Dowell's in 1847, and
one of the most robust characters ever to receive
a diploma from Jefferson. He and his wife left
for China in 1853 on a sailing vessel of six hun-
dred fifty tons, and arrived in Hong Kong after
a voyage of six months.
He was placed in charge of the famous hospital
of the Medical Missionary Society in Canton, a
post he held for 40 years. Below is enumerated a
record of his work:
Out-patients 740,324
In-patients 39,441
Surgical Operations 48,098
Operations for Vesical Calculus 1,234
Translations of Medical Works 34 volumes
Number of medical students trained 150
(among these was Dr. Sun Yat Sen, first Presi-
dent of the Republic of China )
In 1897, Dr. Kerr was called to Peking to per-
form a serious operation on the United States
Minister, His Excellency, Charles Denby. The
diplomat had already gone to Europe for treat-
ment which had not been successful. Dr. Kerr
was seventy years old at that time and probably
the world's foremost surgeon in vesical calculus.
After nearly a year's delay, owing to difference of
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opinion among physicians as to the exact nature
of the malady, Dr. Kerr arrived in Peking and
operated successfully upon Mr. Denby. He pub-
lished in Chinese a materia medica, treatises on
vaccination, sk in diseases, symptomatology, and
diseases of the eye. In 1898 he made his greatest
contribution to Chinese medicine when he
founded in Canton the first mental hospital in
China.
•
WI
•
DOCTOR,
Now is the time to get that
long-delayed physical examination
The Alumni Association is pleased to announce that the facil i-
ties of the Jefferson Medical College Hospital will again be available
to Alumni for physical examinations and screening laboratory stud -
ies with out charge.
Physical examinations will be conducted on June 8, 1965, in
the Curtis Clinic .
Send reservation care of:
DR. JOHN N. LINDQUIST
Alumni Office
Jefferson Medical College
1025 Walnut Street
Philadelphia 7, Pennsylvania
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